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ABSTRACT

An attempt \ùas made to isolate the dominant ideological

positions

among

clinical psychologísts and psychiatrists in the

province of Ma¡itoba. Ideology

\^Ias

operationalized for use in this

study, to convey the properties associated with the belief systems
of particular occupational groups. A structural analysis of the
mental health professions was provided to show how ideological con-

tent and professional practice are linked'
After providing a socio-historic account of the evolution
of psychological and psychiatric ideologies, some of the conflicting
ideological positiofrs Ìrere examined. The study focused on within
group differences as well as inter-group differences betr'¡een the

professions. Each profession was observed in teras of practitioner
attitudes to other members of his profession, attitudes to the "ideology" of that profession and attitudes to the ideology of the other
profession of which he is nor a

member'

The evidence suggests that "ideology" in the psychiatric

profession has tended to coalesce around a dlmamic, social, or somatic
model. Among psychologists the mosË divisive ideological issues have
tthumanisttt differences'
centered around t'behavioristtt and

The study examined the question of territoriality

in the

ideologies of boËh groups. The effects of hegemony over the mental
healËh secEor by the test groups vras presented in terms of the goals
oftheirprofessionalassociaËionsandthegeneralliteratureon
mental health ídeology. Analysis of the locus of ideological content

in each professJ-on, its causes and effects,
emergence

LTas

attempted.

The

of new ideologÍcal areas in mental health (particularly

the

community ideology) was díscussed.

Lastly, a liurlted empírical study was conducted to ascertain
the level of homogeneity bet¡¡een the ideological principles v¡hich
emerged from the literature

and clinical

review, and the practice of psychiatry

psychology in the province of }fanitoba. Evidence

seemed

to support the notion that ideological content vras a major factor in
shaping the professional styles of practitioners in Manitoba in accordance with Ëhe larger psychological and psychiatric ideologies.

tl_

FOR-EI^IORD

The professionals themselves are sometimes dogmatic, some-

times eclectic, sometimes merely tolerant of one another, but all

are inclined to plead for a moratorium on too strict
the psychiatric disciplines are young and public

judgment, since

demand

for their

knowledge is urgent.

In this battle of convictions, the social scientist
also take sídes and frequently does. But he need not.

may

Through his

special training and perspectives, the socíal scientist may hope to
contribute to the eventual easement of the national health problem
by taking as his very subject matter this battle of positions.

Ile

does not thereby achieve a godlike immunity from bias---but only

asks license to attempt clarification

of the issues through an examin-

ation of whaÈ the actors in the mental health drama are saying
doing.

(4. L, Strauss,

l_l_l

1964)

and
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Chapter I
''IDEOLOGY'' OPERATIONAIIZED, ND ITS EFFECTS
PROFESSIONAI PRACTICE
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

ON

:

The purpose of this research is Lo analyze the "ideological"

properties which are associated with the mental health professions.
The study r¿í11 attempt to:

isolate the structural dynamics of mental-

health "professionalism"; trace the evolution of mental healËh ideo1ogíes; and provide an empirical methodology to test. the propositions
which come out of the study. The test-groups used in this study are

psychiatrists and clinical psychologists. The study will drar¿ on the
available lj-terature as h7e11 as other diverse sources ruhich deal with
t'mental-health ideology" in an attempt to integrate thaË material
r,¡-ith a limited exploration of the prov-ision of mental health services

by psychiatrists and clinical

psychologists in the province of Manitoba.

The following specific objectives v¡ill be included in order

propositions generated in this research.
a) To obtain respondents I perceptions of the nature of

to test explicitly

their training, education, interests, values, abilíties

and achieve-

ments, as these relate to theír ideological perspectives about mental

health care.
b) To discover respondentsr perceptions of the demands, expeetancies, values and ttideological sor¡ndnesstt of the other profession
being examined in this study.
c) To identify professional attitudes to a varíety of social
issues as they relate to ideological concerns within Ëhe uental health

field, eg., poverty, racísmr "community" self-help-groups, professj-onal hierarchies, levels of remuneration and other areas.

d) To construct an instrument for measuring professional
attitudes to these ideological issues.
USE OF THE TERM IDEOLOGY

IN THIS

STTIDY:

The invention of the term ideology is attributed to the
French philosopher de Tracy.

(L754-f836) Others

r+ho have used the

term to denote the analysis of "nLindtt in the formation of ideas have
been Marx and Engels in their German ldeology, (L872), Mannheim in

Ideology and Utopia (1936), and a number of current writers (Berger
and Luckmann 1967) who have addressed themselves to ideological issues

in present society.
t'Ideologytt \ras employed as ari eighteenth-century term to

refer to ari opponenÈrs belief system in political

exchanges bet\^7een

competing schools of thoughË. The Ëerm was employed as a means by

which one could reveal the mythological or unproven components within

a structured belief system. It was also used to expose r..'here selfish
interests v¡ere masked behind ideological presentations. The term
"ideology" has over tíme and through extensive usage lost itsr initial
connotation of falsehood, referring in íts

present context to

any

systematically related set of beliefs around v¡hich an individual (or
group) has built

an explanation for "the r,ray things are. "

The terrn ideology has frequently been invoked r¿ith regard

to social or political

action.

Use has been made of this term where

individuals or groups have sought to reform or overthrow particular

social systems. (Mannheim 1935) In these cases, where people sought
Ëo change an on-going system, they defined the r:¡wanted system as in-

consistent with or as a distortion of social reality.

Validation of

their assertions r.¡as posited on ethical or normative rather than
ttempiricaltt grounds.
In the natural sciences, conflicting vier"s about the nature
of the universe and the appropriate method for studyíng scientific
phenomena have been regarded

than "scientific"

by

some

areas of conflict.

r¿riters as "ideologicalt' rather
Kuhn (7962) referred to this

form of conflict in his observations about the emergence of t'eompeting

paradigms." He demonst.rated that .even academ:ic research did not
escape the limitations

of philosophical or meta-physícal biases r¿hich

guided that research. In professional practice too, ideological con-

flict

(grounded in specific codified areas of knor¡ledge) has frequently

been shov,¡n to involve support for the ttcorrectnesstt of certain brands

of knowledge and discreditation of cornpeting orientaÈions based

on

non empírical criteria.

Since the ideologies r¿hich are relevant to this study are
those of t'mental health professionalsr'r an attenpt rvÍl-l be made to
address Ëhe question of ideology at three different 1eve1s.

a) The ideological perspectives of individual pracEitioners.
b) The organizational and occupational ideologies, of each
job sector a) psychiaËrists and b) clinical psychologists
c) Their overall I'professi-onal" ideologies as EenËal health
professionals.

Each of these three level-s of ideological content will be

identified and díscussed with regard to its effect on the delivery of
mental health services. Each rvill also be addressed as a potentially

distinct level of ideological separation,

âD;

âo attempt ¡vil1 be

made

to analyze the interactional effects of the three levels upon one
another.

1

Theoretical rules governing the study of groups or individuals along ideological dimensions have been provided in a
of studies on t'ideologyt' in various domains and among different

number

groups. (Parson's 1951, Brown I973) This study will operationaLi-ze
the term ideology to denote ideas about mental illness as they are
entertained by the two groups ínvestigated in this study. The range
of the term ideology includes not only particular ideas, but

subsumes

whole sets of ideas as these are represented ¡¿ithin a given belief
system.

The study attempËs to isolate Ëhe "do-inant" or most visible

ideological strains while recognizíng that these are at best a crude
approximation of the universe of psychiatric-psychological ideologies.
The "visible"

areas of conflict betv¡een these ideological fronts w-ithin

the ranks of mental health professionals both gave rise to the focal
íssues selected for the study, and attested to the political

qualities still

adversarial

present ín ídeological confrontation among mental-health

professionals.

1A *or. extensive separation of personal, occupational, and
professional ideological systems is provided on pages12-20 in this chapËer.

This research is concerned with the degree to

¡^¡hich

ideologícal positions shape professional styles, rather than with the
degree of "scientific

logícal position.

proof" which validates or negates a given ideo-

The universe of possible psychiatric-psychological

belief-systems suggests a theoretically infinite
positions.
emerged

An attempt is made to identify

range of ideologícal

those positions which have

out of mental health professions in the past, and which re-

present the mainstream of ideological conflict at the present time.
Those parts of professional ideology which are presently "unresolvedr"

hence contributing to the evolution of future ideological positions,

are deemed to be salient to the content of this research.
PROPERTIES OF

IDEOLOGIES:

''CONSTRUCTED AND CONSTANT''

Ideologies may characterí-.ze t}lre explanation of any system of
thought and itsr underlying socía1 or individual basis.

They may

serve as the stated or unstated propositions which guide social, poli-

tícal or economic actÍon.
Some

ideologies gror¡/ out of consensus at a particular period

of time, others are inferred, deduced, ttphilosophizedtt or abstracted
out of traditional
observable ín the

behaviors. The presence of ideological contenË is
coÐmon

assertions

made

by any individual, or from

other generaLízed responses within his behavioral repertoire.
Attempts Èo garner information about ideological content

thus involve examination of the

common

assertions in the behavioral

repertoire of a given individual, a measure of replicability of those
assertions over time, and a subsequent test for the t'truth contenttr

(i.e, validíty)

of those assertions. In its

purist forn, the vehícle

of any ideological communication is a "1inguístic integrated set of
propositions about some important social area or domain.tt (Bror,rn L973)
In a formal context, ideological content may be evident in
a political

treatise, a corporate

memorandum

of association, or the

published constitution of a professional group. The

common

factor in

all ideological presentations is that they are part of a communicative
force designed to influence attitudes and behavior in a particular directíon.

The purposive goal of persuasion underlies the manifest con-

tent of all ideological communication.
Ideologies serve as slogans for the mobilization of collective
resources or the confusíon of potential adversaries. They may polarize

hostility,

justify

social oppression, rationa1ize confrontation or

generate loyalty and cohesion. Ideologies may be seen as a lasting
monument to the dictum that ttdifferences of opiniontt demand concerted

action to produce a victory over a less-meritorious explanation.
Ideology appears to entail a speeific set of dlmamics in
terms of the predictability

of response that ís generated by adher-

ence to a given ideological posítion.

in terms of itsr applicabíIity,
relatively

hlhile each ideology nay differ

explicitness and generality,

a

constant response-set can usually be anticipated from such

belief-systems which are sufficiently

"robust" to allow predictions

about matters whích may be only loosely related to them. For example,

the probability of a consisÈently "conservative" set of attitudes by
a given respondent, even Ëo a seË of merely peripherally-relaÈed iÈeus

r,rould be fairly

hígh, where the ideological factor was held constant.

(Brown L973)

Ilannheín (f936) emphasized the constructedness of ideology

ín its

effect upon the study of sociology. He distinguished between

ideology rvhÍch constÍtuted only a segmenL of an opponentrs thoughË;
ideology which constituted the whole of an opponentrs thought,

and

Ídeology whích r¿as characteristi-c not only of an opponentts but of
onefs ov,n thought. He stressed that no human thought ¡¿as ir¡unune to

the ideologizírng influences of its'

social context. Mannheim sought

to abstract this central problem to the context of political
and to treat it as a problem of epistemology and historícal

usage,

sociology.

He used the term t'relationismt' to denote the epistemologÍca1

perspective of the sociology of knowledge as clear recognition that
knowledge r.{as alv¡ays "knowledge f rom a certain perspective.tt
llannheim believed that while ideologi-zing influences could not be

eradicated completely they could be mitigated by the systematic

analysis of as many social variables (contributing to that ídeologícal positÍon) as possible.
came

The object of thought, he clained' be-

progressively clearer with an accumulation of different per-

spectives upon the phenomenon under study.

In keeping wíth these assumptions, the constructed nature
of ideology has been accepted in modern sociological theory as
phenomenon

a

which accounts for a major part of the process by which

"social reality"

is defined.

The sociology of knowledge inherited from }larx is not only

the sharpest formulation of its

central problem but also some of itsr

key concepts, among rvhich should be mentioned particularly,

the con-

cepts of "ideology" (ideas serving as h,eapons for social interests)
and "false consciousness" (thought that is alienated from the real

social being of the thinker).

(Berger and Luckmann L967 p6)

Theorists such as hleyte (1956) have proposed that the laws
governing occupational and professional ideologies are not very dif-

ferent from the rules governing organizations. The high-status properties of the mental health professionals manifested in the "corporate" aspÍrations of their professional bodies are held by i{hyte
to account for the emergence of "mental-health organizational ideologies. " Iühyte suggests that the ideology of the mental health worker

is related to the aspirations of the group of which he is a member.
In order to account for their group aspíratíons, it is necessary to
ídentify the salienË research on the nature of organizational ideologies.
Whyte (1956) has described the growth of organizatíonaL

ideologíes as an emergent social ethic "which uakes morally legiËimate the pressures of socieËy against the individual."

(hhyte

1956

p 67) He suggests that criticism of this facet of group-ideology
has served rnainly to make organizations more adept ín sugar-coating

their purpose. One way in which organizational ideology oPerates
can be found in the implicit

criteria

used for admíssion to the ideo-

1ogically-bound organization.

Sinilar criticism of organizational ideology has been voiced

by Janis (L966). He has proposed tlrat there v¡ou1d be an increased

probability of organízational error as a consequence of the groupthink phenomenon. This type of error would occur in the ideologicallybound organízaLion in the form of incomplete data being fed into the

informatíon base of such an organi zaxion, because it rvas ttdissonanttt
u'ith the ideological premises held by that organization.

Strong

resistance to such information mighE be expected where the information
rÌas at variance with group cohesion or the aspirations of that group.

Janis lùas suggesting that a whole organízaLion could fall prey to the
defense mechanism of denial through ideological barriers to data

input.
Two theories abouË organízational ideology currently enjoy
some

popularity.

McGregor (1960) evolved a theory of organizationaL

behavíor out of a social conËrol paradigm. The Ëheory X of managemerit suggests that occupational conformity rests on subtle coercive

controls, while theory Y suggests thaË individual and organizational
goal-attainment are not nutually exclusive.
The signifícance that McGregor I s organizational ideologies

have for the study of mental health professionals lies in the impacË

that "organizational" goals have on professional practice.
has addressed itself

This study

to an analysis of "ideology" in mental health at

three levels, the índívidual, Ëhe occupational and the professionalThe model used by McGregor makes possible the analysis of ideologieal

differences which interact with one another in the course of professional practice.

To illustrate

this point, one IDay assulne

ËhaÈ a

l0
given mental health professíonal may, at any particular time be working
under competing ídeological assumptions ruith regard to "occupationalt'
and "professíonalt' goals r'rhile at the superficial

level not acknowledg-

ing the incongruity of these competing ideological goa1s. McGregorrs
basÍc premíse is that with regard to occupatíona1 ideology, theory

X

rvould preclude autonomous therapeutÍc action by mental health profes-

síonals where individual and organizational ideologícal goals \,Iere ín
conflict.

Theory Y suggests that the goals of professíonal service

to the client population, and conformíty to the organLzational ideology of the occupation are not mutually exclusive.
Of central Ímportance to this research is the question of
Ëhe degree to which organizational ideology operates to the detríment

of the provision of mental-health servíces. The locus of interaction
in mental health work is by and large "face to facett encounter between
professional and client.

Dual loyalty considerations by the profes-

sional or decepËive subterfuge on his part detracts from the authenticity

of the relationship and from its'

therapeutic intent.

The

írnp1ícation is thus, that organizatíonal goals do in fact detracË
from the quality of care in the delivery of mental health services.
A case in point would be the type of client-therapisE re-

lationship whích exists in the "bureaucratic model of psychotherapy."
(Szasz 1961) Under such a model, the nature of the relationship pur-

ports to be one of equals. But here, the therapist is employed as

a

double-agent whose conËractual loyalties and obligations belong to the

ínstitution

to r,¡hich he is affiliated

as much as to his paËient.

Such

l1

a form of "r¿elfare therapy" clearly implies a relationship of expert
and supplícant.

The patients' rights to privacy and confidentiality

may easily fa11 prey to the impersonal administrative functioning

priorÍties

of such an institution.

OCCUPATIONA]- AND PROFESSIONAL IDEOLOGY

From the properties associated r¿ith ideology at the in-

dividual or group level, one may draw inferences about the ideological
content whích characterizes more particularízed occupational groups.

This research seeks to ísolate the ideological properties of the
mental health professions as a specific ttoccupational sector."
0ccupational Ideology

:

An occupational ídeology may be saíd to consj-st of a system

of beliefs, values and shared attributes that exist to some degree
within a particular job category. It forms part of the context
the s1'rnbolic environment in which
have been identifíed

men

and

work. Occupational ideologies

as varyÍng in several basic \{ays to the extenË

that they are rrparochial" or 'recumenic" in nature.

(Dibble

A parochial ideology is specific to a particular

L962)

occuPa-

Ëion, beíng meaníngless or non-generalizable to a lay public.

An

ecumenic ideology by contrast, moves beyond the specific occupational
group wÍth which it is identified
Ëhe

and ís interpretable as parË of

perspective and oríentaËion of other groups or segments of the

society.
In order to define the nature of occupational ideologies,
some

general rules governing Ëhe acquisition of ideas or behavior by

L2

members

of that job sector, is required.
a) Ideas rvhich are ::elevant to problem-solving are

more

readily adopted than irrelevant ones.
b) Different occupational groups are involved in different
problem-solving activities.
From these two proposítions one rnay conclude that people

from dÍfferent occupations will

ín

some degree

acquire differing world-views which

are reflected in "occupational ideologies."

If this

statement is true, then one may anticipate that ideological contenË

will not be passed from one occupational group to another unless the
ídeological content is universal, or is presented as ídeologically
consistent with the group toward which that ideological content is
directed.
Some

tttranslatingtt functíon is necessary in order to

make

one grouprs ideological base generalizable to or consistent with
compeËing

a

world-vier¿. To the extent that a particular group is suc-

cessful in makíng such a transformation of ideology beyond its
immediate sphere of applicability,

it

may

be said to be advocatíng

an

ttecumenictt ideologícal posiÈion.

The "translating"

function of an ideological position to

larger groups ís the actÍve process which facilitates

wider acceptance.

A given ideological position may contain cerÈain ideas of a non-parochial

nature, but without effective advocacy, the non-palochial content remaíns a necessary but insufficient

condition for r"ider acceptance.

Another factor which deËermines the acceptance or rejection

13

of an ideologícal stance, is the recÍpients evaluation of the source
of that message. Osgood and Tannenbaum (1955) suggest that credíbility
is directly related to the social standing of the source and that

dovm-

rsard mobility of ideas proceeds more easily and with greater frequency

than upward mobility of ideas.
The importance of these assumptions is demonstrated in the

structure of the mental health delivery system. High status individuals
such as psychiatrists employ a professional communication system which

restricts input of information from lower status occupational groups
and exploits the hierarchy of the mental health professions in order

to maíntain an outr,¡ard and

dovrnv¡ard system

of communication flow.

(Schulberg and Baker 1975 p 108) An example of such a

dor^¡nward

flor¿

of ídeas is presented ín Figure I, which demonstrates the exísting
hierarchic structure in the department of mental health in the state
of Massachusetts; r.rith psychiatric directives moving down to psychology
and social service staff.

This research will address itself
flict

among

to the ideological con-

mental health professionals rvith regard to the "direction

of the flow of ideas" in clinical

practice.

Dibble (1962) proposes that higher ranking occupations are
more likely

to have highly developed ideologies and that these are

likely to be less parochíal than the ideologies of lower ranking occupations. He attributes greater affiliation-value
tional status.

to higher occupa-

(People in higher ranking occupations develop more

ídeas about the problems posed by their occupationaf life,

enhancing

74

Fígure I
Direction of flow of ideas in a Mental Hospital
TABLE 5-1

D]VISION STRUCTURE 1965

Massachusetts Dept
of Mental Health
I
I

Superintendent.

Board of Trustees

.

PROFESSIONA],
SERVICES

NURSING

ADMINISTRATIVE

DIVISION

DIVIf]ION

DIVISION

Director of
Psychiatry

Assistant
Superintendent

D]VISION
Businêss
Manager

MEDICAI,

-Medical

-l'fedical
Records

Director of
Nurses

-Nursing

-Fiscal

Care

-Dental

-Laboratory

-Nursing
Education

-Personnel

-Social

-Rehabilitation

-Patient

-PlanË

-Psychology

-Occupational

-Research

-Library

Service

Services

Therapy

-Volunteers
-Chaplains

Source: Schulberg, H. C. and Baker, F.
The Mental Hospital and Human Services

Behavioral Publications, I975, Table 5-1, p. 108

-Hospital
S ervices
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the degree of development of the occupational ideology.)

He suggests

that members of the high-ranking occupations feel more constrained than
lower occupatíon groups to address their occupational ideologies to
socially heterogeneous groups because:
a) The bestor,/ed nature of power, rank, rer^'ards and ttspecialized forms of knowledge" make those in positions of authority accountable to those ín society who do not enjoy these prerogatives.

(The as-

sumption beíng that society conforms to a model of power through consensus and not through force.)

b) Those r¿ho wísh to sway everyone in a heterogeneous
audience (certainly a principle of the medícal profession, in its'

aÈ-

tack on "pathology" in all iËs' forms) to their ideological view, must
espouse ecumenic principles.

Understanding the methodology enployed in the fusion of
ttecumenictt and "parochialt' ideologíes is of great importance to this

study. If the politics and practice of psychiatry and/or clinical
psychology do conform to the model that Dibble has suggested, this

study may help to identify ideological factors which are gerleraLízabLe

to oLher occupatíonal groups in varying degrees. Dibblets rnethodology
suggests two possible "signa1s" that identify the presence of an oc-

cupational ideology.
a) The parochial goals of the particular occupational group
are linked to values held in
as a justification

its I membership.

common

throughout the society, and serve

for the privileges which that occupatíon enjoys for

T6

b) Ideas r'rhich emerge out of the occupational subculture
are so generalízed as to appear applicable to the society at large.
Three further propositJ-ons of this study suggest that:

a) in the

t\n7o

test groups, both of the ideological "indicants"

advanced by Dibble play a role among mental health professionals and

b) the manifest ídeological content shol¡n to be present in
professional practice has dírect corisequences for the provision of
mental health services in both professions

and

c) to the degree that ideological content operates in the
provision of mental health service, it will have a direct effect upon:
i) The nature of service offered.
ií) The perceptions of the professionals administering that
servl_ce.

iíi)

The nature of the interaction betrteen professíonal and

client.
Professional Ideology:
Since the focus of this study is upon "mental health professionalsrt' the propertíes which define ttprofessionalt' as opposed to

other "occupational" ideologies must be isolated.
As members of a profession, individuals perform

specialized roles in relation to clientele. In so
doing they encounter certain strains; these in part,
are resolved both verbally and synbolically by the
reiteration of the basic values, or themes which shape
(Blishen f969 p 14)
the professional ideology.
Blishen proposes that the increasing need for speciaLízed
brands of knowledge and the social-prizing which accompanies those
forms of knowledge are the social forces rvhich account for the evoluti.on
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of ttprofessionalt' practice.

The ttconsciousness of purposett r'¡hich

evolves among these practitíoners (as presented by their professional
bociy) may be regarded as the "professional ideology."
I'fembership in a "profession" implies that an individual has

undertaken an extensíve course of study at an accredited institution
from which he has acquíred the corpus of knowledge and the practical

skí1ls of his professÍon. In non-professional services a market-exchange system operates, where the presumption is that both parties to

the transaction come to the exchange with an equal level of competence.
In the administration of ttprofessional" services hor¿ever, the professional determines the nature of the clients I needs, based on his expertíse in the field in questÍon. The professional in fact enjoys

a

monopolistíc position, since his level of accountability to the client

is mínima1. (If the c1íent professed to have equal "knowledge" he
would not be in need of the servÍces of the professional.

)

Enforcement of the norms of ethics and practice is achieved

by the profession po1ícing its

orun membership

in order to maintain

the level of competence arrd ethical behavior that is

demanded

of the

membership. At the "organízationtt 1evel, interaction with the community

(the ecurneníc function) and íncorporation of the generally held views
of the larger society, are effected by the profession. The prestige
features associated wiËh the hígh-status enjoyed by the professions is
dírectly linked to:
a) the high levels of remuneration and porver allotted to the
profession by the society it serves;
b) public reeognition that whí1e exploitation of this privileged

IO

position is possible, the expectancy is that the professional typically
refuses to do so.

(Freidson L969)

IDEOLOGICAI, REPRESENTATIObI BY PROFESSIONAI BODIES

:

An occupational ídeology may be extremely elaborate, com-

plex and íntellectual.ízed., involving a number of assumptions and assertions about the occupational group it describes. In the high-rankÍng
occupations, a centralízed professional body acts as the spokesperson

of that occupation, serving to represent the ttcoalescedtt ideological
position of that occupatíon. I{here the ideology of the occupation is
more complex, a more vígorous representation of the ideological position

is

demanded

of thaË professional body in accordance r¡ith the model pro-

posed by Díbble.

In order to offset the purely parochial content of each profession, extensíve use is made of the professional assocíation in order
to further the

common

interests which are reflected in the ídeology of

that profession. Hence the issue of ideological complexity is dealt
r¿iËh at the highest levels of the professíonal associations, by intro-

ducing a t'professional responsett to issues affecting the general member-

ship.
The ecumenic function of the profession is performed by

office-holders of the associations who serve as spokespersons, lobbyísts, and publíc relaËions ex?erts for their membership, and who "translaterr issues from the parochial sphere of applícability

of the pro-

fessíon into larger publÍ"c and 1ay concerns. This centralized function

of the professional associations a1lor¿s each profession to make its

I9

t'group" opiníon knor¿n and to influence others in the directíon of

its

interests.
EffectÍve use of the professional organization to propagate

ideological orthodoxy

among

practitioners,

and as a vehicle for

mobilizing the professional membership is explicitly
Appendix I.

demonstrated in

The use of the professional journal as an ideological

instrument is apparent in Tylerrs (1969) artic'le on political

organization in order to secure membership support at the grass-roots
and national levels on any issues in which the profession of psycho-

logy might have an interest.

Equally, for the medical professÍon

as

Berger states:

Physicians, at least through their professional
organízation, have found iL necessary to develop
a whole theory of free enterprise, government and
individual righb to serve as the backdrop for their
(Berger 7964 p 232)
ideological proposítions.
An example of such a highly centralízed representative body,
espousing the ideological (cum professional) stance of its

membership

is evident ín the profession of medicine. All issues pertaining
the practÍce of medicine in Canada

come under

Ëo

the nor¡-inal representa-

Ëion of the Canadian Medical Association (C.M.A.). A professional
counterpart exísts for the Psychiatric Profession, (C.P.A.) the
Canadían Psychiatric Assocíation, while the profession of Psychology

falls largely under the direction of (A.P.A.) the Americaa Psychological Associatíon. Each profession maintains an ideology u'hich is
both complex and sophisticated, and a professional association r¿hich
both differentiates

from, and bridges the gap between that group

and
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other social bodies.
Occupational ideologies like oiher "ideologically-bound"

entities may coritain many elements that are mythical and of limited
valídity in relation to social values outside that profession.
status enhancing and justifj-cation
logies fit the criteria
r
aogy.

The

functíons provided by these ideo-

employed in the early usage of the term "ideo-

ll

Occupational ideologies may serve to facilítate

and provide

the rationale for a social status-quo. They provide no objective contribution to improving the level of delivery of services to the larger
public, except where the parochial interests of the profession

and

the interests of the larger publíc are noL ideologically discrepant.
trrrhere

the interests of the larger society are at variance r+ith the

parochial interests of the occupational group, the line of least resistance taken by the occupatíona1 group lies in the direction of the
interesËs of that group at cost to the rest of society.
Figure 2 íllustrates

an example r¿here professional interests

supersede questíons of qualiËy of care as a concern of the medical pro-

fession in Canada. This is an example of how professional dourina¡ce
or territoriality
inplicitly

impinges upon the delívery of services which are

of an ideologically neutral tyoe, and which should theoreti-

cally be impervious to professional rivalries.
\rtrile occupatíonal ideologies may vary in terms of the dimensions díscussed, a single factor does seem to run through all professíonal ideologícal groups. It has been suggested by Berger (L964) that
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Figure
Hegemony
P

ro fes

2

of rhe Medical Profession in

Canada

sional dorninance as an Ideological priority

over Quality of Care.

TABLE

I1

Frequency of Specific Themes Appearing in Periodic Statements on Health
by Canadian Medical Association, 1943-65
l-943

L944

L949

1955

19 60

L965 Total

Professional control

5

l+

5

2

16

Freedom

2

I

4

6

13

Quality of medíca1 care

2

5

1

.)
J

L2

Public responsibility

J

1

7

Prívacy

1

1

5

Personal responsíbilíty

2

I

1

4

Voluntary participation

1

2

I

4

Universal availability

1

2

4

Source:

Blishen, B.

R.

Doctors and Doctrines.

The Ideolo

of Medical Care in

Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1969, (Table 11,

Canada.

p.

].'52).
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al a minimum 1evel, the ideology of an occupation functions to ínterpret the nature of the r,¡ork in such a form that its\. importance
v¡i1l be enhanced boLh in the eyes of itst practitioners and the

eyes

of the public or some other significant social body such as the courts
and the social agencies with r¡hich many mental professionals come into

contact in their day-to-day' activities.
A further proposition of this study then, is that
of the occupation (from wíthin and without)

may

enhancement

be a direct function

of the maintained professional ideology, and not directly correlated
r¡ith the "real" value of the service provided. The occupatíonal ideology d.oes, however, provÍde a real value to the membership of the
occupational group in such areas as protectÍon of members of the particu-

lar occupation from legal or political

attacks from others outside the

profession.

It aids in the internal discipline within the occupational
group, contributes to the self-respect of practitioners of that profession, and provides a specific, Ínterpretable, cor,municable representation about the nature of the work done by that profession. (Freidson 1973 p 2L7)
TDEOLOGTCA.L

"SHrFT" AS A

CONSEQUENCE

OF SOCTAL

CHANGE:

Social movements r^¡ith ideological bases have had some effect on changing prevalant mental-health ideological attitudes, bringing pressure to bear on the conventional underpinnin-es about

Ëhe

theory and practice of mental health services. These movements introduced (or gave further import to) social variables such as civil

ríghts

and poverty as legitimate concerns in the construction of mental

health treatment models. The ídeological response of professionals

¿-1

to external input into their treatment procedures has varíed bet1reen "psychotherapeutic quíetism or actívism'r depending on the

nature of their response to these ínnovations. (Battz 191L)
Established "schools" of intervention (particularly

the

adherents of the medical model) had in the past brought Pressure

to bear on ongoing therapeutic practices, largely out of ideologícal
concerns. Their model had emphasized "individual adjustment to
societyil as an end goal, and hence ídentified itself

wíth a profes-

sional value judgment as part of accepted practice.

The conflict

over value-laden intervention forms finally

prompted a reaction from

withín the ranlcs of mental health professionals themselves. (Laing
L964, Szasz L96L,) who viei¿ed these goals as:

professional transformation of methodological concerns'
to an ideological stand which acts as a form of social contlol for
an existing status-quo. (Szasz L96L p 37)
As a consequence of the increase in information about the

ideologícal and moral stance of mental health professionals,
practitioners have modified their

ov¡n

some

orientation to include a nore

humanistic and democratic application of their psychiatric and psy-

chological procedures. Focus has been directed torvards institutional
change and role function variation to accommodate changing social attitudes towards intervention.

The ídeological shift has been most

pïonounced among psychotherapeutic activists ç'ithin the ranks of the
community psychiatric and psychological movements. (Battz L97L,

Schulberg and Baker L975)

A study by Kaplan (L964) focused on Èhe question of normalcy

as an ideological concern.

Psychoanalytic pr:actice had involved

the indívidual into ascribed, socially-regulated forms of

"fitting

behavÍor," but Kaplants work pointed out the value-laden stance of
the rnedical model descriptions of disturbed behavior. His objections
to subjective psychiatric diagnosis were reported by earlier writers
(Fromm

1947, Sullivan L947) and replicated by several distinguished

theorists and practitioners in the profession.

(Jourard L967, Laing

7964, Scheff L967, Szasz 1961)

Hurvitz (L973) traced an emergent process of ideological
evolution leading to further democratizatior. of therapeutic efforts.
He examined the wide range of "self-he1p" groups which grew out of
community efforts

to be part of the mental health movement, in

reaction to conventional mental health procedures. This innovative
force met varying degrees of resistance from the ranks of mental
health professionals, particularly
(Hurvitz L973) The initial

among

the psychiatric profession.

studies and findings such as thaË of Kaplan,

laid the groundrvork for a greater "visibility"
models which lay outside the traditional

for the mental-health

psychiatric domain.

The increasing number of lay-therapists,

self-help groups

(eg. alcoholic arron)rmous) and innovative intervention agencies (sËorefront mental health services, suicide-prevention centres, etc.) indeed
gave the appearance of a

ne\,ü

accessíbiliËy to mental health care

systerns.

The following proposition of this research however, suggests

that Ëhere is still

a basic need to examine r.vhether the movement torvards
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democratised mental health services ertolved as a consequence of
changíng professional ideologíes or r,ras merely a cosmetic administra-

tive shift (in the area of availability)
ideological

hegenrony

interests.

I.rTertham

of services r"hich retained

with the original professional (psychiatric)
(f963) suggests that ideological "shift"

mental health professionals is stí11 more illusionary

among

than real at

this time.
PROBLEMS

IN

IDEOLOGICA]- R-ESEARCH AND I'ÍEASUREMENT:

Socíological research (Greenblatt et a1., 7957, Caudill 1958'
Stanton and Schwartz L954) has focused on the structure of social in-

stitutions
Little

and their interaction with disordered individual behavior.

research has been addressed to how professional definitions

of socía1 reality have affected the nature of therapeutic intervention.

SociologÍcal observation about the social regulation of mental

illness has however, served to shape new forms of psychotherapy

and

to change existing ones. (Erikson 1961, Goffman 196L, Haley 1969,
Spitzer and Denzin

1968)

One study which

clearly broke r,¡ith traditional

sociologi-

cal study r{as that of Kai Erikson, which dealt with social group-attitudes toward homosexuality in the light of changing social values.
(Erikson 1961) Lemertrs (L962) social construction of paranoid states
ïepresented an equally innovative sociological methodology which focused on the socÍal-labelling

Processes of mental illness.

As an extension to these studies, this research addresses

itself

to the following questions which have not been adequately resolved

/_o

ín the available literature.
1. trdhat are the major premises upon which the ideoloøical dimensions of professionalism turn within the t\ro practítioner
groups (psychiatrísts and clinical

psychologists) used in this study?

2. hrhat are the "group" attitudes to the nature of their
work in terms of an ideological stance of the profession? How do these

attitudes or r^torld-view evolve?
3.

How do

they (the professionals) account for the ideologi-

ca1 differences which separate practitioners

in each of the two profes-

sions, where delivery of services (therapies) is vier^red as a
enterpríse (relief

homogeneous

of clíentrs discomfort) despite differences of tech-

nique and methodology?
The clinical

psychological líterature has also been relatively

meagre in attempting to describe how professional attitudes are shaped

by changing social conditions.

There have been r,ride disparities in

the outcome research on the delivery of clinical

services, without

adequate analysis of the ideological factors influencing the choice of

treatment modalitíes, as these affect the outcome of intervention.

(Shlien 1964, Zax and I(lein

1960)

Psychological study of ideology has typically focused

on

detaíled specification and content analysis of "opinion-t1rpe" data,
using forced choice methodology in order Ëo accornmodate the traditional
stimulus-response research paradigm. (Brovm 7973) The present research, however, will attempt to identify and correlate the belief
sysÈems

of the individuals who make-up the test-groups in Ëhis study
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and to compare them r+íth the ps,rzchiatric/psychological ideologies
rvhich have been identified by the earlier research. A high positive

correlation between practÍtioner responses and "identified

ideologies"

r^rill contribute to the valídity of the proposition that these ideologies are still

a major force ín shaping mental-health theory

and

practice among the test-groups under study. They will also reinforce the assumption thaÈ the ttconstant" properties of a particular
ideology are presenL.
Most research (Fishbein 1967, Abelson 1968) which has
attempted a form of measurement of ideology has related to the ideoand has disregarded behavioral components, other than

logy itself

those behaviors which suggested intention or co¡nmitment to disseminate

ideas. The Abelson (1968) and Feldman (1966) studies omitted the
presence of "knor.¡ledge" as being a salienË variable in their ideologi-

cal indices.

FacÈs used to support an ideological position in these

studies varied from person Ëo person, while conmitment to the ídeologica1 position remained constant.

Levinson (1954) developed particular scales to assess

ideologies in political,

religious and social domains. He considered

ideology to be a relatively

stable, organized pattern of thought within

the indÍvidual and an aspect of the human personality.

SelecÈion of

ideologícal material was viewed as occurring at a personal, cognitiveaffective, motivational level within each individual, hence Levinsonrs
study could not deal with ideology as a group dlmamic in the way Ëhal
he operationalized the term for his study.

2B

A basic methodologícal problem has been erzident in much of

the ideology literature with regard to the unit of analysis of icieological material.

"Ideology" may be present in a collective sphere

(eg., by a whole social movement) or in the response repertoire of
single individual.

Sínce Levinson's definition

tent ínvolves cognitive-affective

a

of ideological con-

and motivational components the

logical unit of analysis to be employed in measuring ideology would
seem

to be at the individual rather than the group level.
This methodological difficulty

to isolate other social

phenornena

has been present in efforts

which have characteristics of in-

dividual and group behavior (eg., "anomier" ot "alienation.")

The

major problem in attempting to neasure these social phenomena is

that they

may not.

exist in the same qualitative form at the indivi-

dual and group levels.
may

(The "nature" of ideology aË the group level

be greater than the sum of the I'natures" of individual ideologies.)

This research attempts to test the generalízability of
"mental health ideologies" by observing the responses of individuals
and groups of individuals.

It attempts to find ouL whether qualitative

changes in ideology occur when generalizing from an individual to a

group model.
Some

effort has been made to measure ideological content in

the mental-i1lness domain. These studies have been confronted with
the

same

methodological diffículties

which have been present in the

research and measurenerit of ideology in other domains.

GilberE and Levinson (L957) studied the distributi-on of
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ideologies using the Custodial Mental lllness Scale (Ct'fI). Armor

and

Klerman (1968) and Cohen and Streuning (1962) employed a factor-

analytic methodology to measure ideological data. Strauss (1964)
sought to integrate and refine other ideological scales by including

a range of items within a comprehensive, Psychiatric Ideologíes Scale
(PSI). A scale for the single ideological variable "attitude to

corn-

munity mental health work" (CMHI) was devised and adminisËered to
mental health r¿orkers by Schulberg and Baker. (L975)

This research will draw on all of these insËruments in
attempting to delineate the siurilarities

and differences in the on-

going dominant ideological dimensions among tvro of the mental healÈh
professions in the province of Manitoba.
STATEI'ßNT INTERRELATING EXISTING KNO\^iLEDGE AND PROPOSITIONS TO BE
INVESTIGATED:

A great deal of research has been done on the theory

and

practice of menËal health work, yeË only a smal1 part of that research
has been directed to a study of the ideologies of those professions,

particularly

so, in the case of research with enpirical data to sup-

port the findings.

This fact may be due to the "non-empirical"

nature of ideological issues. However, since the ideological base of
mental health pracËiËi-oners shapes the nature of intervention forms

to such a strong degree, some effort to isolate the ideological faeÈors
must be made.

There has been a general trend in the literature

to focus

on

ideological concerns of each profession to the exclusion of cornparable
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dímensions operating in related professions.

(Cohen and Struening

L962, Rogers and Skinner 1956). This methodological separation has

precluded the examination of mental health professionals across

varying occupations as a homogeneous group with regard to ideological
content. The studies which have attempted across-profession attitude
measurement (Strauss 1'964) have not included a control group phase in

theír experimental design, to measure degree of hornogeneity of ideological content when measuring ideological differences.

Thus the de-

gree of ideological difference which has been found to exj-st may have
been exaggerated. A single overall measure on a continuum of ideo-

logical homogeneity may have shown insignificant

differences on over-

all ideological content across professional groups in these studies.
I^Ihílst considerable differences betrveen the professions
may be

anticipated in the cognitions of practitioners from eaeh pro-

fession, it is reasonable to suppose that Ídeological vier¿s of
practitioners in mental health care r,¡ill at least have some shared
attributes despite the psychíatxy/psychology dichotomy. This supposition that real differences (in training et.c.) as well as real

coi¡rnon

aËtributes (as mental health professionals) exist, defines a further
proposition of this research.
One theme thaË appears throughouË

the ideology literature

points to the close relationship between prevalent social values
their effect on Ëhe nature of mental health practice.
tion

cour-ing

and

A final proposi-

out of this section of the research, is that a

comprom:ise

model which governs and mediates bet\reen the values and expectations
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of the professions under study and those of the larger society
exist at both the ideological and practical levels.

does

It is this

assumption which suggesced the locus of inquiry for this study.
The present research v¡ill investigate the propositions

about professional ideology generated in this introductory chapter.
The study wj.ll also include direct response by practitioners to

probing about ideological content suggested by the literature.

The

analysis of crucial Ídeological issues in mental health practice
within this framework will make it possible to isolate the presence of
ideologically based professional attitudes.

I^Iith reference to within-

professíon differences in ideological content, the researcher will
attempt to narro\^/ the areas of overlap by identifying w-ithin-profession schools of thought.

(eg. Somatíc-Psychoanalytic group in

Psychiatry, Existential-Analytic

group in Psychology, etc. ).

Two general propositions which come out of this study will

be synthesized to guide the theoretical issues raised in Chapters

2-5. Further, five specific testable hypotheses will be subjected
Ëo empirical analysis in the sixth chapter using an instrument de-

signed to measure ideological content.
The first

proposition is:

That ideological differences will be shown to exist at
level of analysis in this study. Different assumptions will be
Ëo be

each
shown

held by mental health professionals in accordance with personal,

occupaËional (organizational) and professional ideological systems.
The second proposition is:

JL

That occupational ideological rivalry will be demonstrated
between the trvo professions under study.

This proposition reinforces

the notion that to the extent that such rivalry exists, the establíshment of ideological hegemony by a single occupational group ís pre-

cluded, and Lhat ideological

hegemony

by both groups as a shared

professional sector r¿ill not be demonstrated.
Hypotheses 1 states:

That ideological separation along the dirnensions of such
domains as degree of custodialísm/humanism, community, somato/psycho

therapeutic orientation, etc. rqill be significantly

linked with

particular personal, occupational and professional ideological
systens.
Hypotheses 2 states:

Thar a higher leve1 of ideological flexibility

will be evident

in the psychology rather than the psychiatric sample. Within the
psychology sample, the higher the score on the humanism scale, the lor¿er
will be the score on the behavioral test scale'
Hypotheses 3 states:

That high scores on traditional

ideological domains such as

somatotherapy for the psychiatric sample will

be related to a high scoTe

on Ëhe Psychiatríc }legemony Scale and a low score on the Psychology
Hegemony Scale.

Hypotheses 4 states:

That within the psychiatric sample the highel the scores

criteria

on

Such as humanism, sociotherapy, ssmmunityr etc., Ëhe lo¡+er will

aa
)J

be the scores on dimensions of custodialism or somatotherapeutism.
Hypotheses 5 states:

That high scores among the psychology sample on the be-

havioral scale will be related to a higher score on psychological
hegemony and

a low score on psychiatric hegemony, and humanism scales.

The specific objectives of thi.s research then, are:

1. To investigate the ideological evolution of each profession in a socio-historic context.
2. To investigate ideological content as it is reflected
by the nature of choices of treatment and professional attitudes towards the outcome of intervention in each profession.

3. To draw on diverse sources of primary and secondary
data which provide "ideological'r information.

4. To provide an empirical analysis of professional ideology in each test-group.
The section dealÍng with the socio-historic

evolution of

mental health ideologies is provided in the following chapter.

Chapter II

A

SOCIO-HISTORY OF THE

}ßI{TAI HEAI,TH IDEOLOGIES

THE EVOLU'IION OF PSYCHIATRIC IDEOLOGIES:

The evolution of treatment forms has been historically

linked to the social concerns of the larger society at every point
of íts development. Primitive man used a simple belief system to
e>,palin mental illness.

I^ihen

the cause of mental disorder was not

obvious, man sought to explain it on the basis of some influence that
another human beíng or spirit

exercísed over him. To the extent

that there was commonality of experience
natural

phenomena were

among

pre-historíc men, super-

held to account for disturbance in behavior.

The magical-relígious system evident in this philosophy suggests that

an attempt

\^/as

being made to meet the need for some form of behavíoral

cohesion in an essentially chaotic realm of psychological experience.

(Zax and Cowen L972)

Early Egyptian culture provided a relatively

sophisticated

integratíon of physical and psychic process and the firsË moral therapy rnodalíty. Normal behavior was vievred as the product of a "lifemodel" which suggested a balance between man and his relationship

with the universe. Biblical references to the phenomenon of mental
illness (the Talmud) considered epilepsy and insanity to be diseases
but prescribed tïeatment by charms and synbols rather than drugs.
The Helleníst and Roman cultures assumed that the task of

Ëreating mental illness
medical .

r^Tas

rnore metaphysical a¡rd philosophical than

Anti-social behavior was vie\r7ed as t'punishmenË" by the gods,
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relieving the mentally-ill

Índividual of criminal responsibility.

The insane individual \^Ias exiled from his city or forced to undergo

purifícation rítes.

In the Platonic dialogues, there is the sugges-

tion that violation of moral internalized principles would result in
punishment by the gods. (Platots "daemont' was vier¿ed as the equi-

valent of ¡vhat was later called by Freud the functioning super-ego.)
Heraclitus (535 B.C. - 475 B.C.) and Empedocles (490 B.C. - 430 B.C.)
advanced the first

scientific

Cicero

bases for mental illness.

B.C. - 43 B.C.) cal1ed on men to participate ín their

o\,erl

(106

cure through

"philosophy;" in a sense he was calling for r¿hat evolved into "insight" therapies.
\^Ihile Plato had attempted to explain irrational

as an inevitable parË of human 1ife, Aristotle,
provided the first

empirical analysis of

human

behavior

(383 B.C. - 322 B.C.)

behavior. His paradigm

was not nuch differenË from the experimental methodology of todayts

psychology. Aristotle was the first

to postulate the "caËharËic"

effects of music therapy as an effective tleatment base. His viewpoint rtlas to evolve into the basic rationale of moral treatment for
mental illness in the 19th century.
The earliest humanistic orientation to mental illness \,/as recorded by travellers returning Ëo Europe from the Arabian countries.
They recorded the relaxed atmosphere, special diets, baths, drugs and
perfumes that constituted the enlightened treatmenË afforded to mental

patients in Ëhese countries.
was the Moslem religion,

The Ioots of this early enlight.enment

which held thaË the insane were Èhe beloved
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of God and were chosen by him to speak the truth in their suffering.
In 13th century Europe, the mentally i1l ruere not held 1egally accountable for their actions. Albert the Great and Thomas Aquinas believed
that cause and treatment of mental illness depended largely on astrologícal influences on the psyche and on the evil por.rer of

demons.

Consequently mental illness remained untreated for
the most part. Mental patients lrere regarded as freaks or,
more kindly, as unfortunates, which seems to indicate a
more tolerant attitude than is evident in some segments of
modern society. (Freedman and Kaplan 1972 p 6)

The church of the middle ages deprecated the "wor1dly" con-

dition of man, makíng it subservíent to a life i-n the hereafter.

Man's

existence was viewed as one of moral weakness (his fal1 from grace)

and

intervention was vested in the therapeutic power of the religious
symbol. Since the devil was vier¡ed as the culprit responsible for
deviant behavÍor, demonology was the ideological backdrop for treatment procedures. Incantations and exorcism were the tools used to
ttremove the devil from menis mínds.tt Church sancËioned abuses in

r+itch-hunting and torture led to

ner.¡

ideological bases for trealmenË.

Renaissance thinking brought some enlightenment to

treatment of mental illness.

Ëhe

Jean Luís Vives (L492 - 1540) advocated

the establishment of hospitals for treating the mentally ill,
that "the mentally sick are first

stressing

and 1ast, Inen, human beings, indiví-

duals to be saved and to be treated with utmost humaneness.t' (Freedman
and Kaplan L972 p 9)

Vives ca¡r be seen as the precursor of the

human-

isË tradition which evolved in the psychological profession.
Sixteenth century practice introduced the scientific

rneÉhod'

.J/

r{hen }lontaigne (1533 - \592) developed methods of direct observa-

tion, case descriptions and a classificaLory scheme for treating
the mentally iI1.

Machiavelli (writing as an observer of

human

behavior) subsequently distinguished between "behavíor" and ttmoralsrt'
and from his distinction

of ideas about

came an

important contribution to the growth

human behavior.

The Renaissance provided the first

procedures. In "De Praestigiis

Daemonum"

scientífic

psychiatric

published ín 1563, Johann

Weyer adamantly rejected witchcraft and demon-possession as the causes

of observable disturbed behavior. He strongly condermed those members
of the clergy who advocated this position.

Where he was unable to

account for disturbed behavior on the basis of pure medical knowledge,

he attributed Èhe cause of this behavior to a combination of natural
and supernatural forces.

Inleyer recognized

the importance of the thera-

peutic relationship, but postulated that to be truly effective'
benevolent attitude had to be based on scientific
r¡ras

principles.

responsible for laying the ground-work for the initial

Êhis
I'leyer

ideologícal

premiss upon which the "medical model" was to be built.
The basic principles laid down by l,Ieyer ¡,¡ere further rein-

forced by Paola Zacchía. (1584 - 1659) He r^rrote that only a physician
r^ras

competent to judge the mental condition of a persorì. Examínation

of suspect behavior

\^7as

to be based on language, actions, ability

exercise sound judgment and emotional state.

These criteria

to

estab-

lished in the 16th century constitute the core assessüent maËerial in
present day standard psychiatric interviews.

In "Anatomy of lfelancholia"

JÖ

Ríchard Burton (I577 - 1640) proposed that additional variables be included in psychiatric assessment. He suggested that the psychological
and social causes of insanity \'rere attributable

to jealousy, solitude,

fear, poverty, unrequited love or excessíve religiosity.
Seventeenth century social thought and philosophy brought
an emphasis on the rational processes operating in human behavior.
John Locke (1632 - L704) and Thomas Hobbs (1588 - 1679) developed

associational psychology and the "tabula rasa' concept of man as
blank slate at birth.

a

As a result of the ernphasis placed on "reason"

during the Renaissance, ttmadnesst' was confined to the realm of the
absurd. The lack of tolerance for the irrational
complete rejection of the mentally ill

culminated in the

froin a philosophical viewpoinÈ.

The lBth century provided a marked contradiction in attitudes to¡¿ards
menËa1

il1ness.

q¡ere rejected by medical
the
hand, the iupressive
0n
other
professional
societies.
and other
'during
period led to the
this
scientific and'social acaornpJ-ishments
(Freedman
L972 p 8)
Kaplan
and
esËablíshment of modern science.
On the one hartd, the mentally ill

In Europe, even in the most progressive institutions,
controversies ranged bet\,/een those physicians

\.{ho

strong

believed thaË treaË-

ment had some value and those who believed that mental illness was

incurable.

InstituËions which housed these people cornbined the

characteristics of a penal institution,
rr,orkshop and a hospital.

an insane asylum, a sheltered

Out of these institutions

evolved many of the

centralized functions of the larger mental hospitals of the preserlt '
along with some of the warehousing and cusËodial properties which have
characterized them up to the presenÈ time.

(hrolman 1971)
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Early humanisl and radical psychíatric practice can
traced back to Vincenzo ChÍarugi.
medíca11y trained psychiatrist

be

(L759 - 1820) He r,¡as.the first

to emphasize the need for

humane

treâtment forms.
It is a supreme moral duty and medical obligation to
respect the insane individual as a person. (I'reedman & Kaplan
L972 p 9)
This statement defined the philosophy behind the policy of
the Hospital Bonifacio under Chiarugirs supervision. The regulations
binding hospital-staff

to abstention from the use of physical force

and cruelty, as well as additional safeguards of hygiene and safety,

represented a radical shift in orientation toward treatment of the

mentally i11.
Under the leadership of William Tuke, the York Retreat

r,las

opened ín L796. Patients r¿ere treated as guests with kindness and

understanding in a friendly atmosphere, free from any mechanical re-

straint and also from any direct medical influence.

The "benevolenË"

nature of psychiatry r¡ras further reinforced in Phillippe Pinels (L745 1.826)

thesis on moral treatnent based upon the Aristotelian concept of

mental health as dependent on the balance of passions. Pinelrs

doctrine made evident that the psychiatric ethos had developed inËo
a aature ideological position which now included all of the characteristics

of the medical model.
Therapeutically, the doctor had to exert the greatest firmness in his approach to the patient: he had to hold the patientrs
aLtenËion .and control his will v¡ith his eyes. Once the patient r*'as
subdued, and had been completely dom-inated by the doctor, treatnenË
consisted of a combination of kindness, firr¡ness a¡d coercion. (Freedman and Kaplan L972 p l-O)
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Psychiatric philosophies (they had not yet developed into
full-b1or.¡n ideological assumptions) could be seen to be taking dif-

ferent paths according to differing national trends. In France,
psychiatrists stressed the clinical
was made to improve the institutions

mentally ill.

German

study of the patient.

and the quality of care for the

psychiatry had been strongly influenced by the

Romantic movement and theological principles.
r,ras

limited and lacking in scíentific

that good insights in

An effort

German

Clinical experience

objectivity.

There is evídence

psychiatry often fell prey to sentimental

pathos and metaphysical accountings for disturbed behavior-

British psychiatry of that period, was largely characiuetízed
by a practical orientation in accordance with the respect for the individual that was emphasized in English philosophical vrorks of that
period. Patriarchic features \,Iere also evident in early American
psychiarry. Thomas Kirkbride (1809 - f883) wanted small hospital
populations so thaË the hospital superintendent could function as

father figure to the patients and facilitate

a

the imrplementation of

moral treatments. Kirkbridets opÈimistic treatment nodalities (the

so-called "cu1Ë of curability")
tioners in America, particularly

\47as

strongly opposed by other practi-

by Pliny Earle of the Bloonlngdale

Asylurn. (Deutsch f94B)
By the late lgth century, the organic content of mental i11ness v/as receiving much more attention.

Wilhelm Griesinger (f817 -

1868) maintained Ëhat mental diseases could only be explained on the

basis of physical changes in the nervous system. This organic approach

4L

r"ras adopted

by leading

German

providing the core of

psychiatrists,

rvhat was to evolve into the somatotherapy school of psychiatry.

the U.S.A., moral treatment r¡as discarded almost completely.

In

The

treatment of psychiatríc patients became increasingly impersonal.
Mental illness

r\7as

considered to be ph.vsiotogical in origin and in-

dependent of personal and social factors.

"Hospitalstt were buÍ1t to

replace "asylumsr" but the medical staff of these hospitals had no
contact r¿ith medical schools, nor were they interested as a general

rule in the conduct of research. (Alexander

1966)

During the 19th century, interesË in the unconscious forces

of personality had been evident, largely through the influence of the
romantic movemenË. Charcot (1825 - fB93) described the hysteric re-

action and demonstrated its cure by means of hypnosis, acquiring

a

substantial following and also a vocal set of opponents within the
medical profession.

It is of some interest to the ideological background of
Freudian theorv to note the source from which he drew ín establishing

his theories of personality and neurosis. The notion of "catharsis"
had already been entertained by the ancient Greeks and was effectively
used in drama of that period.

The unconscious had been a central

facet of l8th and 19th century study of self-knowledge and philosophy.
Theories of sexual developinent and their behavioral effects vere
present in the thought of Goethe and Darwin. Plato too, had -ade reference Ëo the "instinct

for survival" in his concept of imutability.

The Freudian notion of "cure through insight" r^ras in the Platonic and
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Orphic tradition.

(Freedman and Kaplan I972 p LB)

The traditionally

conservative nature of Freudian psychia-

Ëry stemmed largely from the factors that influenced his viev of
man and

society.

Freud interpreted politics,

religion and culture

in terms of the inner life of the individual and his iurnediate famÍly
experíences.
Reisman (1954) suggests that Freud posited the Protestant

work ethic as a professionally correct stand, and that he adopted his

therapeutic techniques to fit his outlook on cultural and class dimensions. Freudrs view of work as the tttragic and inescapable necessítytt
as well as mants "inherent laziness and the futility

of socialismttcan

be understood from his vier,¡ of a world dominated by scarcity,

uncertainty and Malthusian fears.
of

man

economÍ-c

The overall pessimism of his view

!¡as revealed in Civilizati-on and itsr Discontents. (Stacey

1-96I) Freud constructed an ideological model from which he drew inferences about the naËure and conduct of psychiatric pracËice.

I can offer theur (my fellor¿ men) no consolation....
The fateful question for the human species seems to üe to be
whether and to what extent their cultural development !.¡i11 succeed
in mastering the disturbance of their corrnunal life by the human
(Freud in Stacey
instinct of aggression and self-destruction....
1e61)

Although Freud was pessimistic abouË social change, later
members

of the psychoanalytic movement, (the Neo-f'reudians) r¿hi1e ac-

cepting basic psychoanalytic Ëheory,

T¡rere

nore a\rare of Ëhe shortcom-

ings of some of Freudrs social pronourrcements. Freudrs tradiËional
view had been largely patriarchal.

His clinical

findings reflected

these stereotypic and sometimes discrírn-inat,ory assertions about womensl
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destiny and their biologÍca1 limitations.
He incorporated his assumptions about social facts ínto his

clinical

practice.

Freudts theory of "hysterical neurosistt evolved

out of restricted case studies, from a population consisting almost
exclusively of female, upper-nriddle c1ass, Jer¿ish persons, displaying symptoms of Sexual repression. Hence, it vras from the social
values of his day that Freud constructed his theory of "sex-approPri-

ate behaviors." These contributed to the conservative social stance
I'bior,rhich he advocated. Freudts model of behavior \"7as defined as
logical determinismtt (ttatt and Lindzey 1970) even though he viewed
the individual as being able to free himself (psychologically)

Ëo

some extent through insight about his unconscious thought.
A succint account of the political-ideological

content

which flowed from Freudian theory ís to be found in Anna Freud's

presentation of the psychological dlmamics which underly "protest"
movemerits, particularly
I,rrhat emerges

among

the young and the socially-alienated.

from this position is that the status quo rnight only be

challenged under threat of havíng one's behaviors interpreted as "inadequate, immature, or neurotic.tt

The patriarchal nature of psychoan-

alysis, and its conservative properties are evident in her statenenË:
If a radical learns that hís desire to restructure society
and overthrov¡ iËs t leaders is but a displacemenË of his desire to
restructure his childhood farLily constellaËion and overthrow his
father, the implication is that he should abandon his revolutíon since
it is buÈ a symptom of his neurosis. (Freud 4., in Roman and Harrison
]-974 p l-3)
Anna Freud interpreted the psychology of the protest Ðovement among

todayts youth as not so much an interest in solving social i1lsr'but
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as a mask for concealíng personal inadequacíes.
Fu11 acceptance of Freudian theory would have discounted

the value of social change in influencing individual behavior.

The

nature of Freudian ideology had laid much of the groundwork for the
conservative attitudes to\tards social activism which remained re-

laEively constant

among

of the radical movement

psychoanalytic practitioners until the advent
among

mental-health professionals.

More

"radicaltt interpretaËions of Freudian theory were noË advanced unËil
late in the twentieth century. Most notable
"political"

among

these v/ere the

treatises on the psychoanalytic school advanced by

Fromm

(L947) Laing (1968) and Szasz (1961).
The psychiatric profession underwent a rapid ideological

transitiorr oveï a relatively brief period. The neo-Freudian

movement

(Erich Fronm, Harry Stack Sullivan, Karen Horney, and Erik Erikson)
made some

attempt Lo apply classic psychoanalytic concepts to

social and cultural problems. (See Figure 3).

modern

Focus shifted fron

Freud's biological determinism to include questions such as alienation,

poverty, automation, individuality

and "the search for identity."

(Erikson 1966) The quesËions posed by twentieth cenËury psychiatry
1ed to some radical shifts in ideological positions; among soÐe

pracËitioners, to an "anti-psychiatry" front ¡+ithin the profession.
(eg., Laing, szasz, etc.)

lrr)

(To be discussed ín more detail in chapter

.

THE EVOLI]'IION OF PSYCHOLOG]CAI, IDEOLOGIES

:

Freudian thinking had reflecËed nineteenth cenËury mechanistic
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Figure

3

Post-Freudían Development

in Psychiatry

Table 1.3
Other Post-Freudian llorkers
Name and Area

of

Emphasis

Cultural ist psychoanalyst
Karen Horney

s

Some

Contributíons

feelBasic anxiety and basic hostility,
ings of helplessness and isolation

Erich Fromm

Role of culture in mental disease; soeial
conformity--loss of freedom, neurosis

Harry Stack Sullivan

Interpersonal theory of development;
coined new language of psychiatry, e. g. ,
ergasiz-schizophrenia, consensual
validation

Ego psychoanalysts
Anna Freud, Heinz Hartmann, Role of ego rather Ëhan id ín personality
Ernest Kris, David Rapaport, development; emphasis on mechalisms of
Erik Erikson
defense
P

analyst s
Melanie Klein

sycho

I^I.R.D. Fairbairn

Husserl, Binswanger,
Boss, Jaspers

Infantile development and aggression
Ego analysis emphasizing infantile strivings for object relations
Existentl-al philosophy applied to
psychoanalysis

Source: Freedman, A. M. Kaplan, H. I. and Sadock, B. J.
Modern Synopsis of Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatrv, Williams and

Wilkins L972, Table 1:3 p. 20.
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physics, by stressíng the physical boundaries governing and limiting
the range of psychological functions.

The discovery of the principle

of "indeterminasy" in twentieth century physics led to a marked shift
in psychological thinking, in the perception that objective forces
r./ere very much related to subjective states.

ThÍs view accounted for

the emergence of psychological vier,¡s which reflected only part or

some-

times none of Freudrs principles of biological determ:inism. The his-

torical evolution of the "philosophy" of clinical psychology apart
from psychiaËric practice is perLinent aË this point since it accounts

for the emergence of the phenomenological and behavioral schools of
psychology and their separation from Freudian psychiatry.

This period also triggered the emergence of a number of
t'schoolstt of academic psychology, strucËuralism, associationism

and

behaviorism. Later evolutions r¿ithin the field led to the split
ínto the behaviorist-humanist dichotomy within psychology. (To
discussed in more detail in Chapter IV).
r,/ere initially

be

Existential therapy forrns

a product of European thought, but r¿ere taken up in

North America predominantly by psychologists in the "humanist"

within the profession of clinical

camp

psychology. (R. May, J. Bugental,

S. Jourard, and C. Rogers.)
I^iith each emergent philosophy of psychology, there evolved
an accompanying methodology. Figure 4 illustrates

the underlying

philosophical and methodological assumptions of the "schools" of
of the non psychoa¡ralytic tradi-

academi

c psychology which

tion.

In some cases certain psycho-dynamic views \{ere incor¡lorated

into those ttschools.tt

came ouË
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Figure

4

Table 7.2
Schools of Academic Psychology (1870-I930)

School of
Psychological

Specifie

Idorkers

Emphasis

Thought
S

tructuralism

I^lundt, Titchener

The study of conscious e)rperíence through introspecËive
experimentation. images, feelings, consciousness, observed
and anaLyzed

Like structuralism, functionalism emphasizes the study of
consciousness but in relation
to environmental adaptation,
through application to education (education psyehology)
and people (clinical psychology)
17th century, phi- The study of learning and memAssociationism
losophers such as
ory, as exemplified by ThornHobbes, Berkeley,
dikers 1ar+ of effect, Pavlovrs
Locke, Mills, 19th law of reinforcement, and
Skinnerts learning in animals
century, Herbart
20th century, Ebb- and humans
inghaus, Pavlov,
Thorndike, Skinner
The objective study of human
Behaviorísm
ülatson , Meyer,
and animal behavior. Concepts
Weiss, Hunter,
of stimulus, response. Study
Lashley, Tolman,
of consciousness is avoided.
Ilul1 , Skinner
I^Iertheimer, Koffka, The total perceptual configuraGestalË psychology
Kohler, Lewin
tion and the inÈerrelation of
its parts are studied, represents more than the sum of its
parts. Studied through introspection and observation
The study of goal-seeking behavPurposive or homeric McDougall
ior of social psychology
psychology
The holistic, biological study
Coghill, Gold0rganisur-ic pshchoof the individual
stein, Kantor
logy
The holistic, social study of
Calkins, Stern
Personalistic
the individual
psychology
Functionalism

Titchener,

Dewey,

Ange11

Source: Freedman, A. M., Kaplan, H. I., and Sadock, B. J.
Modern Synopsis of Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry, I{i11i¡ms
Wilkins, 1972, Table L.2 p. 19.
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In contrast to their role as academicíans and researchers,
r+hen

psychologists began to provide direct serr¡ices to the public Ín

clinical practice, the various schools of Lhought to which they subscribed 1ed to applied methods of intervention from differing ideological perspectives. por exampler.

. central to the notíon of

Gestalt therapy was the holistic notion that t'man"

\^/as

greater than

the sum of hís parts as he perceived his r¿or1d in shifting gestalts of
ground and figure.

This ability

of man to "transcend" his irnrnediate

envi-ronment made atl of mants actions greater Ëhan that accounted for

by Freud's biological paradigm or Skínnerrs mechanistic view of

man.

The focus of humanistic and "growth" factors operating in
huma¡r

behavior 1ed to the formation of a humanistic underground

third force) at a time when the discípline of psychology
within a relatively narrow and structured paradigm.

r,ras operaring

Some

degree of

exists

disharmony; eg., between humanists and behaviorists still
among

(The

practítioners at present, according to the philosophy of science

to which they adhere, (i.e. the intellectual

ideology).

These phili-

sophical differences deterrnine the selection of research-areas and the
nature of apptied clinical practice at the present time.

(ïfartin

D.

r97l-)

Current psychological vocabulary emphasizes regularity,
uniformiËy and predictability

to a lesser degree tha¡r that proposed

earlier by Ëhe more narror¡ laboratory-controlled experimental paradigm.
The term "growth" in humanistic psychology addresses itself

tive behavioral sets such as creativity,

to posi-

autonoûy and spontaneity,
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unlike the medical model which dealt with all non-normative

human

behavior in negatively toned terms i.e. Psychopathology. This positive

perspective 1ed to an increasing number of practitioners in both the
professions under study defining themselves as ideologically
to the "existential

commítËed

analytic conduct of psychotherapy."

Ideological components of the humanist movement evolved out
of a reaction to the psychiatric and behavioral models. \rlhile behaviorism often presented itself

as a purely "methodological" system, the

ideological assumptions of that paradigm became expliciL when Lhey were
employed as clinical

techniques. (See Chapter IV)

The humanists or third force in the profession of psychology
have been described by the behavioral school as employing "pure meta-

physics" in their conduct of clinícal practice.
stance has incorporated into its

(Eysenk L972) Their

ideological framework, a position

v¡hich is. inconsistent r¿ith the intellectualism/scientism with whieh

the humanists identify the behavioral position.
eclecticism has shovm an affinity

The humanist brand of

for Eastern philosophy, techniques

and music, and has enunciated a moral position which holds man-kind

responsible for his life-conditions
for himself.

and the assuming of a better life

(Kopp 7972)

Encounter and growth therapies (Wesley 1969) r¡hich evolved'
have been described as "Èherapy for the man r¿ho has everything."

ever, in keeping

I,I-í-th

How-

the ideological assumption that rnedicine (and

hence psychiatry) deal-s only with "pathology" in its

various forms,

the psychiatric profession has resisted such "growth oriented" therapies
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ivhich have not been geared to the classical nosology of mental illness and its treatment.

resisted by traditional
criteria

"Marathon" therapy groups have been strongly

psychiatrists in keeping with procedural

that preclude the possÍbility of therapeutic gains as a con-

sequence of a single extended period of therapy.

(eg. a

weekend)

The evolution of psychology as a disci_pline is most signi-

ficant in its change from a purely research-oriented to a servicedelivery occupational group, at least in the clinical

area.

The

breakdovm of research versus direct service-de1ivery components in-

herent in the role of the clinical psychologisË has been one of the
major areas of contention between the two groups in this study. The

roles of psychiatrists and clinical psychologists as prÍ-mary health
care providers and íntervention agents (therapists) will be discussed

in Ëhe following chapters in relatiori to the ideological conflicts
within their professions and between them.
THE EVOLU'IION OF''}ßNTAL-HEAITH PROFESSIONAL IDEOLOGIES :'I

London (1964) has observed that mental health professionals

have often been irresponsible in their insistence on denying responsi-

bility

for social chaage that they have fostered.

The "potential

for social engineering" by mental health experts, as well as their
reluctance to assume responsibility for such change was held to detract from the value of such interventions.

He also noted the lack

of concern with social values and society outside of Èhe narrow be*
havioral context in which many mental health professionals have worked.
Seeley (1953) drew a¡ analogy between the function of mental health

-1
)!

professionals of the 20th century and the priests of the middle ages.
He described the mental health movement of the present as occupying

the ttsocio-religious" vacumn caused by the passing of the traditional
sway of organized religion.

Folta and schatzman (1968) suggest that the minimum care
model afforded to mental patients in the last century reflected the

prevalent ideology of Social Da::r¿inism. l'lew treataent forms r¿hich
made

services available to any and all groups were viewed by Strauss

(1964) as a reflection of changed social alvareness stemming out of the
ttNew Dealtt and t'Great Societytt aspirations of iuid 20th century social
and political

thought. A further factor

changing treatment orientations r

L\7as

deemed

to be relevant to

the increased use of mental

health professionals other than those produced by the medical-psychiatric professíon, particularly

the increasing numbers of socially

oriented medícal sociologísts, social vrorkers and clinical psychologists'
Some

research has focused on the dangers of potentially

laden" professional mental health ideologies.

"value

The imprecision of

ttnorpsychiatric theory, particularly in evaluative statements such as
malcyrtt ttdisturbedrtt tt"djustedrtt t'deprivedrrr etc. r have made the ideologícal
components

of psychiatric diagnosis a major area of contention.
Ideological factors inherent in diagnosis have been shor^m

Ëo accomodate the moral preferences of the menËa1 health professional

in the guise of scientific

descriptions of fact.

Parsons (1951) con-

sidered the functional structure of institutionalised
to be:

psychotherapy

)/-

The case in our society rvhere those fundamental elements
of the processes of social control have been most explicitly brought
to 1ight. For certain purposes they can serve as the prototype of
the rnechanisms of socíal control.
and Laing (1961) declared:

Psychiatry could be and some psychiatrists are on the
side of transcendence, of genuine freedom, and of true human
growth. But psychiatry can so easily be a technique of brainwashing, of including behavior that is adjusted, by (preferably
non-injurious) torture. In the best places where straight-jackets
are abolished, doors unlocked, leucotonies largely foregone, these
can be replaced by more subtle lobotomies and tranquilizers thaÈ
place the bars of bedlam and the locked doors inside the patient.
Psychotherapy in the service of social control has been

described by Szasz (1961) as "the forerunner of increased chains
human freedom and

dignity in the future.'r

on

This attack has been leveled

largely at the ideological base of the mental health professions
psychological watchdog for the status quo. Current political

as

infor-

mation has revealed extensive documentation of Soviet psychiatric use

of incarceration in mental hospítals for political

dissent.

Corrnnit-

ment of individuals for psychíatríc care because of deviant political

views has not been confined to the Soviet Union. It has been suggested
by Lemert (L962) and others that coercive principles have operated to
some degree

ín mental health structures in a relatively

ion across varying political

constant fash-

regimes. Conservative ideological con-

Ëent (in the service of superordinate political

groups, mostly govern-

menLs)has urirrored the degree of social status and protection from

exËernal sanctions provided by the social-structure ¡.¡hich mental

health professionals have served:
political

Attempts to conmit for care individuals with deviart
stances, has not been confined Ëo Totalitarian regimes.
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The invoking of psychiatric vocabularies to discredit behavíor and
attituldes with luhich one disagrees not only enables one to ignore
the isåues that are raised in the argument bui makes ,nn.""""ãry
"
search for structural factors conducive to such behavior and attitudes.
(Lemert 7962 p 37)

Mental health r+orkers from the ideological schools which sub-

scribed to professional activism, (See Appendix 3) considered their
work function (as "change" agents) as a tool for building the "good

Society.'r Government fina¡cing eventually provided fr:nds to translate
some

of those ideological goals into social psychiatric, practice.

creased use

I^7as

made

In-

of community mental health clinics and couununity-

oriented mental health workers from varying disciplines (Psychiatry,
Sociology, Psychology, Socia1 Lrlork, Nursing etc..) as well as nonprofessional input from voluntary community organizations and individua1s. More attention was paid to mental health prophylaxis via
education of the public about the mental health movernent.
The new locus of attention in the treatment of mental i11-

ness largely displaced the psychiatric hospital with its central-Ízed

functions, as \,/ell as the orthodox hierarchical structures of mental
health services.

At the present time the 'rcustodial" ídeology ap-

pears to have been largely replaced by an upsurge in the "humanistic"

orientation to treatment. (Schulberg and Baker L975)
Ideological "shift" has thus resulted in innovative therapy
formc which stTess increased a\^Tareness abouË the social sÈructure

part of the insight to be sought in therapy, i.e.,
a\¿Jareness

as

increased social

leads to beËter social contingency management. New research

areas have also developed r,¡hich include both biologieal end socio-psy-

chological models of uental illness, and rn'hich stress the role of the
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family, the hospital and the community in mental illness.
Duhl (1963) focused on the post-wor1d-\,'ar trend of psychiatric practitioners to restrict

their roles to that of "office thera-

pists" and ttcream-puff psychiatristsrt' to the neglect of environmental
factors as r¿ell as the socio-economic determinants of mental illness.
He noted a shift

toward "community values" in bot.h psychology and psy-

chiatry, though the more. conservati-ve psychiatric wing displayed
resistance to these changes. Particularly
health professionals,

among

"activist"

he suggests that greater emphasis

some

mental

\^Tas

noÍI being

placed on the interactional effects of social and personal systems

in diagnosis and treatmenE.
The ídeological assumptions of Duhlrs "community mental

health workersr" \^/ere that in order to change the behavior of individuals, social institutions

also had to be changed.

Some examples

of

these ideological shifts \,/ere reflected in the creation of "store-

front" psychiatric services, the break-dor¡n of the traditional
minute interview, home visits,
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and the use of laymen in mediatíon

between mental health professionals and the community. Race and

poverty \,¡ere recognized as increasingly relevant variables in shaping
and socially determining the acquisition of particular labels of mental

illness.

(Coffnan 1963, Duhl L967)

Coles (L967) considered changes in psychiatric thinking to
be a reflection of world and national events and the changing social

order. Rieff (f955) suggested that the whole "therapeutic process"
r^las becoming

more democratic. The changing social order of society

q'q.

(and the family) r¿as reflected in the changed nature of the inter-

actional process betrveen therapist and patient.

Yablonski (L967)

consídered the very presence of a "professional" in the helping pro-

fessions to be unnecessary and possibly damaging, due to the hierarchical structure of expert and supplicant inherent in therapeutic dyads.
Some

self help groups from the community took up the social

function of "caring" for indíviduals suffering from psychological dysfunction, and displayed a marked aversion to making members of their
community available to professional íntervention agents. Ithile this

alienation from mental health professionals remained largely

among

marginal social groups, the degree of ideological alienation (and concomitant distrust of the profession) tended also to exist Eo
degree within the larger society.

some

As a reaction Ëo traditional

professional intervention that had been offered, whole societies have
sprung up so1e1y to displace the use of established mental health

facilitíes.
The Diggers creaËive society, a hippie group, consider
it their function Ëo take care of individuals on "bad
According to an informant, the v¡orst thing to
trips".
do with a person like that is to take him Ëo a docËor
or a hospital. (Roman L974 p I37)

Evidence of this reaction to professional abuse is also

evident in the heroic qualities ascríbed Lo Ken Keseyrs Patrick
McMurphy

(7962), and his portrayal of the mental health establish-

ment as punitive, insensitive and inauthentic.

The popular litera-

ture of the present suggests that the social control asPecEs of the
menËal

health professions have become increasingly more apparenË

and
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more vigorously resisted by the lay public.

(See llilliams

1956,

Burroughs 1959, Kesey L962) The degree of honogeneity in the images

presented and shared by numerous literary
more than mere "literary

figures, suggests that

fantasyttaccounts for the intense feat of

ideological abuses and arbitraríness coming out of mental health
practice up to the present time.
A further example of psychotherapeutic populisms increasing stature, is evident among the ¡¡oments movemenLs ttconsciousness raising" groups. Much research has been generated in reaction to

ideological formulations about sex-role appropriateriess, partícularly
regarding Freudj-an notíons of t'hysteriat' and female sexuality. hlomen
have become increasingly rejecting of the psychological attrÍbutes,

associated with female sexuality whích came out of Freudian theory.

The vows of celibacy which were imposed on rnonks and
the
middle ages \,,rere noË sufficient to ínhibit erotic drives.
nuns of
the
status quo demanded a cause around which the focus
Threats Ëo
rally theír flocks, Ðd that cause became the
could
of orthodor<-y
female \^riËch-hunt. Since r\tomen stimulated manrs licentíousness,
it was "logieal" to 1ay the blame for sinful erotic behavior at her
feet. In terminology Freud developed 1ater, the unsavoury impulses
of men were projected onto \,Jomen. They were presumed to be the
devilts agents. Given such an atmosphere, I,romen r^rho openly expressed
erotic fantasies and who blasphemed agaínst the church became easy
targets. (Za- and Cowen L972 P 38)
Ideological stances had been incorporated into professional

psychíatry out of a system which dealt with female sexuality initially
in terms of witch-craft and then as psychopathology; an historical
derivative it would seem, of Ìfedieval morality.
In the profession of psychology, female steleot)¡ping has
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also been demonstrated. The ideological component of sex-role
stereotyping was

shor^¡n

to be present in a study desígned to test

"healthy standards of psychological functioning."

(Broverman 1970)

In this study, a questionnaire was distributed to active mentalhealth professionals (psychiatrists and clinical
liciting

psychologists) so-

their professional opinions about the nature of a healthy

personalíty.

The experimental hypothesis \.{as that behaviors and

characteristics

deemed

healthy for an adult, reflecting an ideal

standard would resemble behaviors judged healthy for males only.
The hypothesis r¡as confirmed. (Broverman 1970)
Among

professionals in the mental health field, pub-

lications and ínterchange of information has resulted in radical
viervs about mental health enjoying some popularity.

The unlikely

propositions of theorisËs such as R. D. Laing, which posit "that insanity is a sane response to an insane world" have attracted a substantial and controversial following within the profession.
"The Radical Therapistr" a current publication which in-

cludes articles critical

of the medical model of mental illness

and

of many of the principles of psychological manipulation, prov-ides a
sharp focus on the naEure of sexism in psychotherapy. This publica-

tion has suggesËed alternative models of life style and therapeutíc
technique. A sub-culture of mainly clinical

psychologists and social

workers has attempted to translate this philosophy inËo professional

practice, by breaking

dor"'n

the traditional

barriers

betr^¡een

patient

and "expert" in psychotherapy. They have evolved into a grouP called
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"the guerilla therapy collective."
t'Therapy," for some groups has ertolved into a full

blor,¡n

social movement complete rntith "true believers" while others have continued to regard it as a speculative last resort device to deal with
the mentally i11.

(vablonsky 1967) The "growth" aspects of psycho-

therapy have been particularly

emphasized by groups attempting to fuse

the principles of social psychiatry, radícal intervention and

human-

istic psychology. I^Ihole professional communitíes have evolved with

a

professional manifesto to acx:oalize the grorvth-function of pracËitioners
themselves. (eg. The Kirors }fental Health Spa, Esalen Institute etc.)
FUTURE IDEOLOGIES:

Current vier¡s about the direction in rvhich the professions
r^¡i1l move (and rvhat i¿ill detern¡-ine any shifts that occur) have been

offered by practitioners from both discÍplines.

Bensman and

Vidich

(f957) suggesË thaË in the future, the impact of psychoanalysis will
largely be in the direction of greater social a\vareness rather than
a form of treatment for indÍvidual problems. GreenblaËt and Sharaf
(L97L) advocate training programs for psychiatrists and clinical

psy-

chologists that will include greater ex:posule to the patient populations r¡hich they will be treating in Ëhe future.

They support a re-

duction in the prevalence of "cream-puff psychiatrY, bY men and
r^¡ho

Irornen

are content to live out their professíonal lives dedicated to the

¡n¡elfare of a thin layer of well-heeled patients at the top of the
economic heap."

(Greenblatt and Sharaf LglL, p 114).

The future direction for clinical

psychology seens to en-

tail further separation of practitioners into private and public
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service mental health agents, (already in eÍfect in California, Florida
and other parts of the U.S.A.) increased involvement in the community

(preventive) mental health movement and the research sector. Ifuch research has also been focused on the delivery of mental health servíces

to rural and urban areas out of different methodological and ideological frameworks.
The ideological assumptions guiding futurist

models in clin-

ical psychology have been largely those of the past (behavioral versus
humanistic criteria)

subject to the same shortcomings of earlíer models.

There has been a marked impact on the professíon by statistical

and

systens theorists who have suggested various strategies for behavioral
change ín individuals,

family units and coumunities. Many of the

ideological premises of these new models while already in effect have
not yet proven Lheir clinical

or social utility.

(Haly L972, Wiener

r97s)

The literature

has suggested that professional pre-occupa-

tion vrith intra psychic factors has made psychiatry an essentially
conservative force in society.

Sirnilarly, psychologyrs preoccupation

with the prediction and control of
analysis of the clinical

human

behavior without an adequate

impact of intervention has tended to detracË

from the social impacË of many of their treatnent modalities.

Changes

now evident in the professional ideologies of both groups reflect

trends similar t.o those in other segments of society in the direction
of:
a) Further democratizatíon of interpersonal relationships.
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b) Economic supports (by government) ruhich guide the direction and outcome of therapy.
c) Further inclusion of non-medical personnel in a modified
hierarchy of rvork relationships.
d) Greater awareness of the problems resulting from strictly
social concerî.s, eB., poverty and racism.
Some

questions with regard to clinical

generated from the socio-historical

practice have

been

account of ideological evolution

provided in this chapter. These questions will be pursued empirically

later in this study.

ChapT-er

III

THE PSYCHIATRIC IDEOLOGIES
IDENTIFYING PSYCHIATRIC IDEOLOGY

:

The only recorded study which has been directed at the

comparative distribution

and interrelationship

of psychiatric

ideologies, is that of Gílbert and Levinson (1956) . This study provided the first

empirical examination of the nature of therapeutic

ideologies and the problems associaLed \^/ith their measurement. Treatment orientations qTere measured by means of a bi-po1ar attítude scale
e)çpressing a continuum of ideological positions r+ith a range from

purely psychotherapeutic to purely sociotherapeuLic positions.

The

extreme ideological polarity betu'een the two views in that study
posed some doubts about the exact relationshíp betvreen the two positions.

Strauss, (L964) in a subsequent study, concluded that the
correlations found by Gílbert and Levinson vlere spuríous, since the
cluster of items which supported the psychotherapeutie position

and

those which supported the sociotherapeutic pole provided a negative

correlation whích was directly attríbutable to the test instrument.
Strauss concluded that the nature of the items and the scoring
procedure provided biased resulLs.

Strauss held that each orientation should have been studied
and measured independently and the empirical relationships determined

consequently. He also concluded that the aaalytic-psychotherapeutic
(a-f¡ and directive-organlc (O-O) poles of the Gilbert and Levinson
study did not provide a sufficiently

exhaustive range of psychiatric
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posirions.
The Strauss study provided an integration and elaboration

of the Gilbert and Levinson findings.

In order to off-set differences

of opinion within each oríentation he defined each ideology from the
vier,point of a "purist" within a given position.
tric ideologies r¿hich he identified

The major psychia-

consísted of the following three

grouPS:

a) The Psychotherapeutic Position:

assumes

that intra-

psychÍc systems are impaired by inËernal or external trauma which

suffíce to constitute a state of mental illness.

Social and bíologi-

cal factors are not held to be of primary importance. Psychologícal
dynanric ttstructurett is evident in the language and theoretical constructs used eg. ego states regression, etc.

Treatment involves

a

specific therapy over a fixed period of time. The treatment is designed to effect a ttcurett and has more than palliative

value.

The

nature of the relationship between the professional and the patient
is vier¿ed priurarily in terms of the changes which occur in the intrapsychic processes of the patient.
b) The Somatotherapeutic Position:

assunes that mental

illness involves malfr:nction of the cenËral nervous systeln, as

a

consequerlce of physiological, neuropsychological, biochemi cal or

physical-chemical dysfunction.

Genetic and biological processes in-

teract to determine the propensity tor'rards mental íllness.

A general

assumption of this position is that. where "hard sciencett does not

presently provide specífic ansl¡/ers, these ans\'¡ers will be forthcoming in the future and will

prov-ide a much more acceptable account

tlJ

than any other position.
c) The Sociotherapeutíc Position:

assumes a tttabula rosat'

in the individual at birth upon v¡hom mental illnes is subsequently
imposed. Social variables are the essential contributing factors,
particularly

early need deprivation, social stress, fanrily interaction

patterns and sub-cultural affiliations.

Treatment is conducted in

social and interpersonal terms, using no partícular treatment modality
other than tteffective communícationrtt and making extensive use of all
available social agencies. This position is the least structured with
regard to professional ro1es. It encourages role diffusion and blurring
The mental health ttteamt' and t'cou¡lunity
of professional distinctions.
mental-health workerrr are products of this orientation.

Strausst data provided more information about the nature of
"measured" psychiatric ideologies.

The study suggested that as a gen-

eral rule, medical psychiatric practitioners tended chiefly to support a psychotherapeutic or somatotherapeutic positíon.

Strauss for¡nd

that the psychotherapeutic and somatotherapeutic positions were vievred
as polar opposites regardless of the orientation to which the respondent

belonged. Psychiatrists who scored high on the somatotherapeutic dimension scored 1ow on both the psychotherapeutic and sociotherapeutic dimensions. Somatically oriented psychiatrists also vie¡¡ed both of the
other groups as more sirn-ilar than the individuals in those groups perceived themselves to be.
A further significant

finding of the Strauss study

r,¿as

ítsf

confirmation that the somatotherapeutic point of vi-ew consËituted

a
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significant and separate psychiatric positÍon.
sar,¡

it as antithetical

I'fany psychiatrists

to any "therapeutic" orientation and as unre-

lated in any way to the practice of psychotherapy. The nature of this
finding is the more startling

since significant dÍfferences were found

to exist between the ideological position presented by these psychiatrists

and their actual conduct of psychiatric practice.

One example

of this dÍscrepancy rvas the high endorsement of psychodlmamic views
somatotherapeutic practitioners.

by stríctly

Straussf study proposes the following generalizations:
a) Organically oriented psychiatrists vj-ew ídeological conflict

as existing particularly

betrveen medical and non-medical views,

and are less aruare of the differences between the

trÀro

non-somatic

orientations.
b) Psychotherapeutically oriented psychiatrists, r"hile
drawing a clear line between medical and psychological approaches to

mental illness, have even less uniform perceptions of the socio-

therapeutic position than do the somatic-oriented practitioners.
c) Sociotherapeutically oriented psychiatrists best distinguish the sociotherapeutíc position from other positions, but view
the "dominantt' psychiatric ideology as revolving around the psychotherapeutic and somatotherapeutic positions
Thís sLudy tends to reinforce the notion that psychiatric
ideological differences are much more sharply defined than in other
professions. Though other professional groups have split along ideological lines, the dimensions of ideological split are noË as

ev-idenË
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or i\7e11 measured as those of tl¡e psycl-riatric profession vrith regard

to their stand on treatment strategies.

In the field of psychology for example, polarízation with
regard to medical-mode1 Ídeological issues has been secondary to the

"humanist-behaviorist" ideological divisions.
consequence to a practising clinical

It nray not be of major

psychologist to identify with

a

major "psychiatric" ideology, since the medical content of applied

clinical work is often minimal, providing for a more eclecËic position
on purely medical dimensions. As Strauss states:
A more parsimonious explanation is that, while the non
medícal professions may be aware that various somatic tenets, for
instance, are logically inconsistent v¡ith endorsement of certain
tenets of psychotherapy, their passions are much less stirred by
(Strauss 1964
the distinction than are those of the psychiatrists.

p

237)

In the Strauss study, he had invited practitioners of
psychiatry in Chicago to describe the local professional setting
along strictly
make

ideological dimensions. Respondents v¡ere asked to

ideological distinctions based on treatment philosophies

underlying theoretical differences.
accounted for in terms of polarities,

Differences ín practice

and

r,/ere

the central polarity in practi-

tioner ideologies being between the dlmamic and organic treatment
modalities.

One respondent stated:

My ov,rn concept of this had been pretty well formed before
the Hollingshead and Redlich material came out. I already had
essentially the same kind of stuff that they expressed with regard
to this rather strong dichotomy between r¡hat--in very siuple language-uright be ca1led the "shocking psychiatrist and the talking psychiaËrist."
I think that in a sense the communíty has a pretty strong orientation
for these turo areas. There are relaËively fer+ people that bridge the
gap. (SËrauss L964 p 47)
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Strauss found that despite the polarity of víet¡s, the

analytic pole r,'as far more clearly defined than the somatic posiLion.
The "centre" of psychiatry L'as clearly perceived as lying in the psy-

choanalytic position even among the somatotherapeutic psychiatrists,
ivho did not have a "centre" position.

The typography of practitioners

in that study, included "talking, shocking, analytic, organic, dynamic
and non d¡mamictt psychiatrísts.

Responses to the interview material

also provided mention of such psychiatric practices as ulilieu therapy,
cornmunity programs and hospital psychiatry.

Practitioners from the psychoanalytic position identifíed
themselves as in the process of "enteringt'that

corrnuaity, as occupying

the uriddle-ground, or as representing some extreme along a continuum
of psycho-dlmamic views. The analytic orbit represented a clear world
vier¿ with well-defined career lines inside that perspective.

Their

orientation v¡as ttanalyticrtt and their professional tít1e "analyst.tt
In comparison to thís orientation, other 1ocal psychiatric orbits
u¡ere skewed so as to be almost invisible.
When questioned about

the relationship between psychoanalysis

and

the practice of psychiatry, the analytic cormnunity divided along

tI47o

response patterns:

1) that the only useful psychiatric theory was analytic or
derived from it.
2) that psychoanalysis is "separate from" psychiatry, overlapping in part in the practice of general psychiatry.

(It represented

a specialized segment of psychiatry, dealing with a particular type of
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patíent population, entailing a special type of practice.
Strauss experienced some difficulty
r^¡ho

)

in finding respondents

would typify the non-analytic or somatic position.

Even those

practitioners whose treatment modality \das exclusively somatically
oriented described themselves as rrin betrveen the analytic and somatict'
po1es. The somatic oriented practitioners did not provide a middle
position in the form of an organízed set of ideas (ideology) but tended
to define their orientation in terms of what they t'were not.tt
The reluctance of practitioners to present themselves as

solely committed to the somatic ideology provided an interesting observation.

Since the purist definition of that ideology implies that

it is a more "scientific"

and potentially more adequate position than

any of the other professional orientations, one rvould have anticipated

a higher level of identification

rvith that position.

that one reason for the low visibility
tion

may

Strauss proposes

of the somatotherapeutic posi-

be that "the somatotherapeutics do not identify themselves

as

(Strauss 1964 p I23) Emphases in training for those

psychiatrists."

pracLitiorrers may have been in the field of "neurologyr" and psychiatric practice

may

be merely an over-lap function in their case.

The position held by the author of this research however,

differs from that of Strauss on the question of visibility
tic position.

From the literaËure, partícularly

of the

soma-

that representing the

radical psychiatric stance, the ideological features of the somatic
position have been presented as "tainted" and distinctly

unfavourable

in a psychotherapeutic sense. The stereot)ryic fears of the 1ay public
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(echoed to some degree by the profession itself)

have been directed

almost exclusively at psychiatric practice within the somatotherapy

domain. The most evident examples of the unsavory aspects of somatic
ideology which have been presented are:

1) The use of "shock therapy."
2) Lobotomy and other psychosurgical procedures.
3) The extensive use of drugs to control behavior.
4) The impersonal and dehumanizing aspects of somatic treatment forms.

It is a proposition of this research thaË the reluctance of
practitioners to present themselves as ideologically comrn-itted to this
orientation (despite its "practical"

soundness) was due to the undesír-

able properties associated r¡ith these treatmenË modalities, rather than
being due to the absence of a clearly-definable set of principles rvhich
define this position.
The methodological problem which arises out of identifying

a "somatic" group within the psychiatric profession stems from the nixed
role of the psychiatrist as physician-psychotherapist. I{hile Lhe overwhelur-ing

rnajority of psychÍ-atrists interviewed in the Strauss study

described themselves as "using psychoanalysis" as their major treatment form, Ehere rvas also reliance on drug-therapy as part of ËreatmenË

by those professionals r,¡ho described themselves as rtpsycho*analytically
orienËed." In ascribing an ideological base to any psychiatric group'
consideration must be given to the degree to ¡¡hich reliance on somatic
therapy forms contradicts the respondenËsr identification

w-ith some oËher
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professional orientation.
IDEOLOGY AND DIAGNOSIS

:

The problems inherent in the diagnostic and classificatory
systems of psychiatry have been alluded to earlíer in this research.

However, the ideological conLent i¿hich goes into the formulation of

díagnostic procedures is dealt r+ith at greater length in this section.
Terms such as "schizophrenia, psychosis, or immature per-

sonalitytt have been shown to contain ideological and evaluative
ponents as well as serving a classificatory

p,:tpo"..

com-

The effects of

being 1abe1led r¿ith such a term have been well documented, particularly
(Goffman I96L, Spitzer and Denzin

within the sociological literature.
1968, Scheff L967)
Some

valuable research came out of Lemertfs (195f'

1968)

treatment of the crude empiricism markÍng the formal classification
systems of insality.

LemerË attempted to construct a sociological for-

mulation of paranoia which included social/cultural

i1lness.

determínants of the

ttParanoiatt was shov¡n to occur r¿ithin an interactional xoodel,

where the observed behavior (i.e.

acting out in a paranoid fashion)

could not possibly occur without the consent and active participation

of the individuals interacting with the person displaying the pathological behavior. Lemert in fact suggested that "conspiracy, fear,
and coalition formationrt \¡¡ere inore evident among the individuals with
whom

the paranoid individual interacted than in the behavior of the

disturbed individual.

(Lemert 1961)

Lemert r{as suggesting that a more adequate accounting be
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made

of the variables precipitaling any psychological dysfunction, in

order to protect a patient from diagnosis made in a social vacuum.
considered lhat sex, aB€, ethnicity,

He

acculturation, urbanízation,

economic-status and intelligence all should be used i-n deternr-ining

treatment selection on social-variable scales, alongside medical diagnostic criteria.
Diagnosis becomes less arbitrary in a context where re-

ference to critical

social situations and their relationship to the

onset of symptoms is part of that diagnosis. Lemertts research can

thus be viewed as an attempt to question the reliability

of inconsis-

tent psychiatric diagnosis. He states:
Anyone who has ever sat in a diagnostíc staff meeting
of a mental hospital will appreciate the disagreements continually
arising over the appropriate diagnosis for a patient and also the
fortuitous factors often determining what diagnosis is finally chosen.
In some hospitals the superintendenË more or less arbitrarily settles
such controversies; in others, a sort of supreme court procedure
rules \^riËh 5 - 4 decisions no less common than in that great tribunal .
Such things as the patienËrs economic status, whether a pension is aË
stake as in the case of war veterans--al1 of these as well as the special
biases of staff physicians may give directional prejudice to the cumulative diagnostic picture of hospital mental cases. (Lernert 1951 p 117)
One example

of ideological content being PresenË in psychia-

tríc diagnosis ís evident in Ëhe classífication
orders.tt Individuals so classified,

of the "character dis-

are categorized not as persons

labouring under some form of psychological dysfunction, but rather
a set of social pathology statistics.

as

hrertham (f963) pointed to the

weakness in making a di-agnosis of "problem personality."

By and large, current diagnostic designations of problem
personalities are more presumptive than clinical, more adm-inistrative
than psychiatric, more moralistic than analytic. (I{erthan 1963, P 14)
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He suggested that conscious and unconscious biases r.rere present

in psychiatric practice due to the imprecise nature of diagnosis
Terms used by psychiatrists

arose from their disapproval, resentmerit,

or annoyance' resulting in prejudicial and discriminatory diagnosis.
of the terms Llertham identified as having these qualitíes rvithin
psychiatric practice were ttunstablet;"tinadequaterttttegocentricrttttperveïsertt
Some

t'aggressive,t' tthedonistic."

The terminology employed by the diagnost-

ician was relevant, because ít underlined the ideologíca1 position of
the practitioner making these statements. (í.e. rt'reflected
socíal reality and moral values of that professional. )

the

Figure 5 illu-

strates the use of psychiatric nosology in terms of ideolàgÍcal rather
than clinical-medical terms. The social factor is clearly evident

as

the division of diseases treatable in hospital vs. "office" settings.
I'Iertham accounted for the ideological content of psychiatric

diagnosis as a product of the developmenË of clinical

ful clinical

practice.

Care-

exarnination which had been part of Freudian psychiatry

was viewed by I^Iertham, as having been displaced by "psychodynamíc cliches."
Frartz Alexanderrs description of neurotic character as ttan underlying

revolt against public authority" was held by hrertham to be a socially
dangerous concept. With regard to psychiatric attitudes to soeiopathy

as presented in the DiagnostÍc and Statistical

orders (DSM, 1956) I^/ertham

Manual for }lental Ðis-

demonstrates the social control aspects

of that diagnostic group.
The section on "sociopathic personality disturbancert'
in current teaching textbooks sounds more like a policemanrs
manual than a physicians guide: Those who fail_ to "conform Èo
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Figure

5

Psychiatric Nosology and its Social Functions
SIMILARITY

A
SOCIA]- FUNCTION

DTSEASE

Medical Practice
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2. Organic brain Caused by bodily
disorder
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3. Psychosis

Office Practice
(Psychoanalysis
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hysteria

Psychologícal
symptorns prom-

inent

Disablíng psycho- No organic
logical s)'rnPtoms basis
requiring hospít aliz ation
No aeËual
Resembles bodily
bodily disease
disease

and psychotherapy)
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ments

Source: Leifer, R., Tn the Na@,
L969, Figure

7, p.

109.
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the rules of prevailing cultural rn-ilieu" are suspect
p L7)
THE ''POLITICS'I OF PSYCHIATRIC IDEOLOGIES
I,rÏertham

(I,Jertham L963,

:

held that the early humanist coritent rvhich

r¿as

evident in Freudts r¿ork has been largely r¡itiated by "scholasticismt'
in the subsequent development of psychoanalysis. Modern psychology
has provided information about the diverse range of normal human per-

Psychiatrists, however, tended to deal with the social as-

sonality.

pects of personality in the manner rvith which psychology had dealt vith
it in Pre-Freudian times.
Society \ùas equated v¡ith culture as if it was a single homogenous mass without diversity

and change. Psychiatrists have dodged

the issue of t'classt'by referring to class differences as quantitative
rather than qualitative strata differences. The psychological impact
of ttclass" rather than cultural differences has frequently been dor^mgraded in psychiatric theory.

Equally, psychiatristts perceptions of

theurselves as members of a privileged group ín relation to the rest of

society (in terms of economic and social power) have served to provide
a protective barrier from sub-cultural affiliation

r¿ith their patient

populations.

Of the three sub-groups r"ithin Strauss' psychiatric sample,
this view could be said to nost closely approximate Ehe position of
the I'classical analysts" (psychodynamicists) in their essentially conservative social perspective. The high level of t'custodial" thinking
associated with the somatotherapeutic position suggests thaÈ there too,

a relatively high conservative ideological set night be present.

MosË
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as ruel1 as higher 1eve1s of tolerance

ideological flexibility,

and

ideological liberalism should theoretically be found ín the sociotherapeutic sector of the psychiatric profession. The author initially
anticipated a high correla'tion betrveen the community oriented psychiaand high liberal

trists

(non custodial) thinking, but as the later

chapters show, this expectancy was not borne out in the extant literature-

.

Wertham has suggested

haps because of it)

t'organization

mantt

that despite personal analysis (or per-

more a¡d more psychiatrists are developing

an

menLality. Ideological ttshiftt' has thus been pre-

cluded, because professional barriers have prevented the levels of

interaction between psychiatrist and patient necessary to cause PSychological ttchange.tt In this Sen.se, psychiatry has demonstrated that
iË is still

a static and closed system, since "feedback" from the client

population is viewed as incompatible with the therapeutic process involving expert-supplicant interaction.
Haley illustrates

this dynamic at work in The Art of Being

a Failure as a Therapist.

(Haley 1969) "Resolution" in psychiatric

terms, is seen by Haley as occurring when the issue of control in
therapy has been adequately worked through. AccepËance of submj-ssion

to the directives of the psychiatrist defines what Haley v-iews as the
psychiatric notion of t'therapeutic gains."
Fromm (1955) claímed

that as a basic tenet of social psychiatry,

a widely held assumption that the "massestt as such rqere alr+ays inferior
Ëo the individual,

was he1d. A second basic tenet of psychiatric ideo-

logy was that the social system \^ras superior to the individual .

S1'nthesis
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of these trvo assumptions, however, reveals that t\do StIongly contradictory ideologies have in fact been advocated by the psychiatric profession.
one position it would seem, was desígned to promote the occupa-

tional interests of the practitioners,

the other to pay lip-service to

the notion of service to the individual as the most important unit of
society. The negative aspects attributed to the "masses" by the proto be both prejudicial

and unsound, since the masses

fession \^/ere

Sho\drt

r¿ere made up

of the average of those "individuals" which the profes-

sion claimed to prize so highly.

(Fronnn f955)

In current psychiatric practice, socíal process is reduced
by and large to the "inner conflicts of the individual." The autonorric
biological boundaries which \,Jere enunciated by Freud are still generally
behavior. Psychiatry has not sought to deal
with the indivídual outside of his intra-psychic components or as part
of a social "whole. " In this respect ideological and practical demands
vier,ved aS govelning human

phenomena
have prevented Ëhe profession from dealing with objective social

(such as socioeconoruie class) which are not completely reducable to íntrapsychic processes.

tt
Restriction of social process to such ini-unitst' as the
faníly has not adequately nirrored developments in the larger society'
of
Freud and Marx both ¡nistakenly assumed that the fundamental unit
divisíon of labour r¡as familial rather than tribal.

Freud never re-

viewed that ruistaken posÍtion, despite his subsequent focus on "Society
being
and its Discontents.tr The rueakness of that position is currenËly
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revealed in the changes r¿hich are occurring vríth regard to current
economic role performance in the nuclear famí1y.
Some ambivalance and

paradoxic qualitles of psychiatric

ideology have been suggested in this research. It is, however, in

the area of clinical
have become explicit.

practice that manifest ideological problems
0n the one hand, psychíatrists have advocated

ttself-expressiont' and individual mental health as an ultimate social
and ethical value.

Tn practice, (particularly

in the sphere of hospital

psychiatry) individual conformity to the status quo has been defined
as the criterion by which mental health is achieved.
The need for the psychiatric profession to function as social

critic

was resisted by Freud himself, since he víer¡ed his social role

as that of physician on1y. The scope of current psychiatric practiee
and influence however, has clearly gone beyond the field of conven-

tional medicine. Psychiatry today plays a role in the laws governing
mental health, the díspensation of the property of the insane,

and

the "policy-decisions" governing the administration of ¡nental hospitals.
These social functions involve psychiatry in much more thart the provi-

sion of purely medical services, and

demand

a more rigorous examína-

Ëion by the profession of its socio-medical function.
PSYCHIATRIC IDEOLOGY AND THE LAW:

The naËure of the relationship between psychiatric and 1egal

practice is central to many of the ideological positions which have
evolved in the area of mental health.

An account of the interaction

betr¡een legal and psychiatric ideology has been prov-ided by Jerorne

Hal1. (1966) Figure 6 demonstrates the adversarial nature of the
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Figure

6

The Effect of Legal Counsel upon the Adnrission of a Civil Commitment

Process in a Mental Hospít al
Not
AdÍLit t ed

Total

4

11

l5

No Legal Counsel

61

5

66

TOTAI

65

16

81

Adrnit ted

LegaL Counsel

Source: Wenger, D . and C. R. Fletcher, "The Effect of Legal Counsel
on Adnrissions to

a

State Hospital:

A confrontation of professions.tt

Journal of Health and Social Behavior, 10, March, L969.

p.

Lsz)

(Table 9,

interaction betr¿een the courts and the mental health professions. In
cases r.rhere only psychiatric vier.¡s r^¡eIe pIeSent, the commitment vote
rvas much

higher than when lega1 counsel had input into such civil

mltments.

(The table does not address ítself

sepaïation of cor-rLsel and civil

com-

to the legal systemst

commitment procedures)

.

While the two \rere seen to have complemented each other in

the past, Hall suggests that at the present time, psychiatric ideology has produced ân ttattacktt on the larv, in a power struggle for the
greater support of government. The attack

comes

not against

inhuman

aspects of the 1ega1 system, but in order Lo make 1aw subservienË to

psychiatric demands for greater conLrol over

huma¡t

behavior.

He

states:
The vaunted "humanitarianism" of psychiatrists demands in
the name of science control of the lives of hundreds of thousands who
have violated no law or have committed only petty offenses. (Hall
1966 p tL7)

In psychoanalytic theory, criminal behavior l{as not differentiated from mental illness in terms of causality.

Itrhitlock (f963)

suggests that t'dets¡minismt' was stressed far more in forensic psychia-

try than by 1egal practitioners,
st-ission of a particular

act.

when ascribing reasons for the com-

The ideological battle betrqeen psychiatric

determinism and the legal professions advocacy of the "free l¡ill"

position led to growing fríction

between these groups. Each profession

sought to impose itsr víew on the conduct of jurisprudence.

(Alexander

and Staub L962)

The classic McNaughten rule of 1843 limited the options r^'hich
¡vere available to the psychiaËric profession in their dealings r'rith

Ëhe

r-Ô

courts. The plea of insanity had not of itself
constitute a total defense. Ittren strictly

to

proved sufficient

interpreted, the 1aw pro-

tected only the acts of the most sevelly disturbed individuals.

In

1896 the New Hampshire Rule provided precedent for an expanded role

by the psychiatric profession in dealing with all criminal behavior
rvhich \{as an t'off-shoot of a mental disease.tt Psychiatric determinism
was further reinforced in Alabama in 1886 under the Irresistible

Impulse Test, giving the profession a stronger foot-hold in the legal
syst

em.

The final victory of psychiatry

came

r'rith the Durham rule of

1950 which stated that a defendent was to be found not guilty if his

actrrvüas the product of rnental illness.tt
e>cpanded

psychiatric input into the courts Ëo such an extent that rea-

sonably liberal

priority

The scope of the Durham rule

interpretation of this rule would have given psychiatry

over the legal profession in rnany decisions. I.'lhile strict

interpretation has been associated with the

DurhaEI

Iule until the

present, the psychiatric invasion of the legal system has aroused strong
antagonism froro the legal profession.

(Hall

1966)

The psychiatric position with regard to crin-inal liability

has emphasized the value of subj ective liabitity

rather than the rigid

objective position of the crirrinal code. However, as Katz (1970) points
ouË, where the Durham rule has resulted in hard core criminals being
rema¡ded for psychiatric treatment, the profession has been reluctariË

to accept them, since they constitute a population that is harder

Èo

rehabilitate and hence are at variance with the interests of the psychiatric

BO

profession, but not r+ith its ideological hegemony over dj.verse areas
of

human behavior.

SOCIAL CLASS AND PSYCH]ATRIC TREATIfiNT MODAI,ITIES:

The ideologícal variables ruhich shape the nature of client-

selection and treatment have been researched within several disciplines.
ûne study which investigated the ideological dynamics underlying psy-

chiatric practice

\^ras

a sociological analysis of the relatÍonship be-

tween social class and the selection and treatment of patients at

psychiatric out-patient clinic

(Meyers and Schaffer 1954).

Meyers' study focused on the availability
menË

a

of a single treat-

modality (psychotherapy) for people from differing social classes

with a single disorder (neurosis).

The study dealt with the argument

that psychotherapy is expensive and is administered only in private
practice.

This was the reason advanced by psychiatrists for the fail-

ure of lower social class individuals to receive psychotherapy. In
thÍs study, potential patients

\^7ere

divided into five groups desig-

nating particular class-leve1s, Class I representing the highest social
class group, Class V the lowesË group. Of the lowest class,

tl"Io

thirds tùere noE accepted for psychotherapy at the intake conference.
One

tenth of classes I and II v¡ere not accepted.
The study showed that sigaificant

differences were also

presenË among the personnel ¡+ho administered treatment to those

r^¡ho

had been accepted. Trained staff psychiatrists treated class I and

class II patients.

Resident psychiatrists in training treated class

III and IV type patients.

Type V patients !¡ere treated by nedical

¿1

students taking a four r"'eek course. (See Figute

I

7)

Theselectionprocedureemployedbythepsychiatric
practitioners in this study, presented an ideologically discriminatory
position.

Even where the economic factor and form of illness were

held constant, acceptance into therapy, the nature of clinicaL treaLment, and the duration of therapy \^'ere all signifÍcantly linked to the
patientst social class.
An earlier study by Redlich and Hollingshead (1953) had

also found a significant relationship between social-class background
of patients and the type of psychiatrj-c treatment they received. A
higher percentage of patients from upper social classes
had received some form of psychotheraPY, ruhile the percentage of per*
sons receiving custodial care or some form of organic therapy was
dístinctly

found to be much greater in the 1or¿er social classes. Ifore recent
studies of the same area have tended to replícate the Hollingshead
and Redlích sËudies. Figure 8 demonstrates the therapy modality by

social class distribution

found in the original study.

HAS ''IDEOLOGY'' BEEI{ INVOKED TO I"IAINTAII{ HEGEMONY OVER PRACTITIONERS
TT{EMSEL\TES

?

Dibblehadsuggestedthatinagivenoccupationalgroup'
the extent to r¡hich practitioners collectively interact with a variety
ofothergroups,determinestheirperceptionsaboutthenatureof
their work and the services they provide. "Ideological'r choice to
devotethemajorítyofresearch,andserviceEotheleastratherthan
the most urgent problem areas has done more damage to psychíatric

Flgure

cÐ

7

Type of Treatm,:nt, Duration of Contact, and AccepËance into Therapy as a FunctÍon of

Social Class at a Psychiatrlc Cllnic
Table 1. Percent.age Dlstributlon of Patients by Socl-al Class and Intalce
Conference Desiclon

Conference Decision

II

No treatment recommended
Assigned to staff

11.

B

35.

3

Assigned to resident psychiatrist
Assigned to medical student
Assigned to other therapist
(social r^/orkers, psychology

29

s

Soclal Class

III

TV

)))

9.6
L7 .3

64

2.8

.3
.0

6

2.4

9.6
7.7

26.4

23.3

9.7

7.L

B

]-7.3

4.2

.,L

5.9

.0

4.2

.0

I

100.0

.4
.0

5.9

38.

30.

5

tudent s)

Referred to other agencies
Unlcnor,rn*

11.

100.1
Chi-square
ttUnlcnov¡n

100.0

= 81.7924, p less than .001.N =

100.

lB3.

cases rüere not lncluded in the chi-square computatlon.

Source: Myers and Schaffer. Social Stratification and PsychiaËric Practice.
A study of an Outpatlent Clinic. American Sociological Review, 19, 307-313.
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Figure 7 (continued)
Type of Treatment, Duration of Contact, and Acceptance into
Therapy as a Function of Social Class at a Psychíatric Clinic
Table 2. Percentage Distribution of Patients by Social Class
and Duration of Contact with Clinic

Length of Contact
Less than one week
1-9 weeks
10 or more weeks

Chi-square

Social Class
IIT
IV

II
11.
29

B

.4

V

26.9

37

.5

)A

1a
JJ.

1

O

J

I

46.2

)a)

100.0

100.0

100. 0

s8.

= 17.5029, p less than .01.

N

=

47

.6

38. 1

L4.3
100.0

183.

Table 3. Percentage Distributíon of Patients by Social Class
and Total Number of Times Seen in Clinic

Times

Seen

II

III

Social Class
IV

One

L7.6

23.L

?a

o

45.2

2-9

29.4

28.8

42.9

10 or more

s2.9

48.1

40.3
20.9

.9

100.0

100.1

99

11. 9

r00.

0

= 22.5410, p less than .001. N = 183.
Source: Myers and Schaffer. Social Stratification and PsychiaÈric Practice.
A study of an OutpatienË Clínic. American Sociological Reviel¡, 19, 307-313.
Chi-square

Figure 7 (continued)
Type of Treatment, Duration of Contact, and Acceptance into
Therapy as a Function of Social Class at a Psychiatric Clinic

Table 4. Percentage Distribution of Patients Accepted
at Intake Conference by Social Class and Duration of
Therapy

Times Seen
L-9

10

or

more

II

25.0
75.0
100.0

III

Social Class

8
63.2
100.0
36.

IV

0
30.0
100.0
70.

7L.4
28.6
100.0

Chi-square = 15.4446, p less than .01. N = 114.

Source: Myers and Schaffer. Social Stratification and Psychiatric Practice.
A study of an Outpatient Clinic. American Sociological Review, L9, 307-3I3.
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Figure

8

Distríbution of the Principal Types of Therapy by SocÍal Class
Social
Class

Psychotherapy

Number

Per Cent

Organic therapy
Number Per Cent
r0.

1

L4

73.7

2

2

r07

BI.7

3

L36

52

.7

4

237

31.1

288

37

5

115

16.1

234

32.7

No treatment

Number

Per Cent
8

J

15

11. 4

9

6.9

74

28.1

48

18.6

.L

242

3r.

367

5r.2

Class 1 is the highest class, Class 5 is the lowest class

Source: A. B. Ilollingshead and F. C. Redlich, Social Class and Mental
Illness:

1s.

5

A Commtrníty Study, Wiley, 1958. (Figure 7, p. 51).
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practice than any theoretical shortcomings. Philosophical inconsistency has at times made psychiatric practice and ecumenic ideals uncomfortable partners

As Llertham suggests:

It is my thesis, based on Ìnany years of experience that
in its overall effect in our present-day society psychiatry serves
a praetorian function. The praetoriarr guard in ancient Rome guarded
the leaders of government and became more and more a general influence supportíng the o1d and established and preventing social
changes torvard the new. Some atomic scientisls who have done their
duty to science and to government no\,r feel guilLy at the consequences.
Psychiatrísts do not seem to have any such guilt feelings. I r¿ou1d
like to arouse them. The greatest task of our society is to adjust
its structure to the enormous advances of modern technology. Irrhat
was right at the time of the Vienna fiacre is reactionary in the time
of rockets and atomic po\,rer. (I,lertham 1963 p 4f3)
Modern psychiatry fosters the íllusion

(Whyte 1956) that

since Freud, internal reforms in theory and practÍce have Prevented
the evolution of a praetorian profession. However, by upholding
power and prívilege,

the psychiatric establishmenË (as opposed to in-

divíduals and groups within the profession who

have

resísted it) has

sought (with some success) to promote an ecumenic image which is very

different from its actual role.
Practitioners with ttlor,¡er-classt' clientele have enjoyed
least prestige within the profession in the same fashion that those
wi-th the greatest need of psychiatric help have benefited least frorn
rvhat psychiatry has had to offer (Myers and Schaffer 1954

Schulberg and Baker f975)

,

In order to rLinimize the discomfort of

beÍng identified wiËh this posiËion, some "activist"

professionals

have tended to rninimize their contacts with socially elitist

trÍ-c principles.
memberment

Roman l-97 4 ,

psychi-a-

This ideological fragmentation has resulted in dis-

from the larger psychiatric body, laying the foundatÍon for
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the maverick "radical therapistt' movemeni within psychiatry.
Ideological fragmentation has in turn served to weaken the
ideological hegemony of the psychiatric profession, allowing other
mental health professionals to "take up the slack" and fill

created by these ideological splits.

the

vacuum

Moreover, ideological conflict

has served to slow dovm psychíatric domination of the mental health

professions in the absence of a unified professional ideology.
Psychiatry, however, has not been blind to public reaction
to increasing socíal control in other sectors of society, such as the
Psychiatric attenschools, the prisons and other toËal ínstitutions.
tion has more recently been directed tor^7ards ttsocially relevant" ideological domains. The profession has become íncreasingly involved in
the practice of "community psychiatry" to achieve social and politíca1 change through the community psychiatric movemenl. (Ha11eck 1971)

In order to ensure that the administration of these programs remained
under the direction of the psychiatric profession, ne\¡l training paradigms
such as Publíc Health Administration have emerged in the universitíes
and medical schools, alongside the community psychological rnovements.

Despite the "shifts" in ideology which have been demonstrated
in psychiatric practice, some features of earlíer psychiatric practice
remain evident.

This research r,rill address itself

¡o s¡¿mining those

areas of psychiatric practice where "residual" ideological properties
may stí1l be present.

with traditional

Some

psychiatric principles r¿hich are associaËed

medical-model psychiaËry r¿ill be investigated in an

aËtempt to measure their presence among the practitioners

included in

this study. Examples of residual ideology in psychiatry are as follows:
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1) Expert-Supplicant Interaction
2)

Dor¿nward

floru of ideas

3) Locus of change resting in the individual
4) Failures in therapy attributable to the motivational
faílures of the patient
5) Delegitimization of the experiental domain of psychiatrically

labelled individuals.
In this chapter, the social concerrts of the larger society

have been shov¡n to be very much affected by the type of "change" that

occurs in the hospital, or on the office-couch.

Acknowledgement of

the vital social function which psychiatry is called upon to play is
potentially its most ecumenic and far-reaching task. Yet the linited
visibility

of the profession on social issues and the conservative

nature of its practice until the present, suggest that mainly ttoccupational" ideological interests have been sLressed in psychiatric professional posítions to this time.

.l-

ô^

r_

er IV

THE PSYCHOLOGY IDEOLOGIES
IDENTIFYING PSYCHOLOGICAI IDEOLOGIES

:

I^Iithin the psychological profession much discord and controversy has divided the ranks of practising psychologists into two
groups, loosely defined as t'humanistictt and t'behavioristictt in orientation.

This dívision has íts evolutionary roots in theoretical dif-

ferences of opinion about the phílosophy of science and methods of

inquiry.

Ghe division into two ideological camps parallels the dia-

logue between humanísm/idealism and rationalism in the development of

the social scíences.) At the practical 1evel, however, clinicians
from these opposing schools of thought have fought over ideological
concerns as they apply to the provision and content of mental health

services. An exchange of vievrs on these philosophical and methodologica1 differences is to be found in the syrnposium between B. F. Skinner
and Carl Rogers. (1956)
The behavioral-psychological tradition reflects the anti-

thesis of "se1f-actualízing" notions of therapy. It is deterministic
rather than sponËaneous, based on an impersonal theoretical framework,
(learning theory) and holds particularízed views about
and society.

human

Behaviorism relies strongly on rationalization

nature

of the

dictum "all men control and are controlledr" (Skinner 1956) on dehuman-

Ízatíon, and scientism.
Behavior modification therapy, the clinical

off-shoot of

behavíorism has been defined as consistent rvith the tradition

of therapy
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as social control.

(Jourard 1961, Rogers 1956, Kopp 1972) These therapy

forms are based on preserrt observable behaviors rather than unconscious

factors, and are designed to remove symptorns causing discomfort without
"tampering with selves and souls or even personalities."

(London L964)

The most frequent accusation made by the humanist school and equally

by psychiatrists rvho adhere to the medical mode1, is that at the 1evel
of professional services, what the behavioral therapist is doing, is
merely covering one form of pathology and creatÍng a ne\,/ one. This

effect has been called symptom substitutíon.
Behavíorism rejects the Ireudian assumption that insight leads

to changed behavior. For behavioral therapists the converse would appear to be truei i.e.,
quate living,

and hence greater insight.

humanisË psychology as

It is

that changes in overt behavior lead to more adeBehavíorism equally rejects

"sentimental and muddle-headed." ( Eysenk L912)

much more concerned r'¿ith

technical facets of behavior such

"efficiencyr" prediction and control.

The behavioral literature

as

re-

flects a starkly mechanistic orientation to Ëherapy. (Exanple - the
therapist as socíal-reinforcement machine, Krazner

1961)

The ideology of behaviorism is widely associated \i'ith the

work of B. F. Skinner. The social philosophy underlying his work is

that of social deterurinism. The methodological procedures to
employed are an extension of that philosophy.
New

be

(Walden TI L962, Brave

l^lorld L967, Beyond Freedom and Dignity 1970) In contrast to

existential or self-actuaLitzíng theories of behavior, Skin¡rer believes
that people behave in certain r.rays not because of any innate

goodness
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or evil but because they are reinforced for doing so. (Rogers

and

Skinner f956)

Ideological differences have been evident

among

professional

psychologists in Èhe same manner that Ëhey have polatízed psychiatrists.

Professional differences have tended to be much more clearly defined
in terms of "philosophies of psychology" rather than in the nature of
services provided. by the prof"ssion.2

The dynamic-organic dichotomy

which has separated psychiatric ideological positions, has been secon-

dary to philosophical perceptions regarding the investigation of

human

behavior in psychology. This conflict has focused on the "humanist"
and "behaviorist" Ëheories of behavior ancl intervention.

As a single

professional group, both schools of psychology have also presented
ideological positions which stand in opposition to the "psychiatric
ideologies" discussed in the last chapter.
The ideology of the psychological profession has often
tended. to dorøn-grade the value of Freudian theory, though professional

2The

author r,ras unable Ëo trace any studies rvhich dealt
wiËh "professional psychological ideologies" per se. No studies
,¿ere evident which attempted to "measure" psychological ideological
contenÈ in the sense that psychiatric ídeological content has been
measured, e.g. the PSI sca1e. The author suggests Ëhat the failure
to find psychological "professíonal" ideologies similar to those of
fact that the "training paradigm" fof psychopsychiatry, rests on Ëhe
ttresearchtt
rather than a ttprofessional" orientation.
logísts has stressed a
The literature suggests that the various orientations of psychology
have emerged as acadenric "schools of thought" rather than formalízed
ideologies, at least until the recent past-
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usage of Freudian terminology has ranged from the most "far out

existential psychological Lheorists, to hard core SkinnerÍan theoreticíans.

Social Darwinism too, has served to shape the evolution of

the discipline's

theory, perceptions of man, and ideological principles.

On the "reinforcement" principle Miller

states:

Between men, reinforcement is usually a mutual relation and
each person controls the other to some exLent. What we (as psychologists)
have tried to do is to describe iLs'psychological basis and ítsr limits
in terms sufficiently general to hold across different species, and to
suggest hor¿ the technique might be extended to educatíonal, rehabilitative, therapeutic, or even political situations in which econoutic
rewards and punishments would not normatly be appropriate. (ltiller
L969)

Dominant paradigms r,rhich have emerged in psychology have

been based on largely ideological perspectives. The ideology of "con-

tro1" often associated wíth behaviorism has made it not dissinilar
from other social ideologies whích reflected a vierv of social order
The tthumanist" rotdel
based on coercion, punishment and retribution.
conformed to a second popular ideological position held by the larger

society, (approximating the political

criteria

of "liberalism" in

respects) based as it \lras on principles of flexibilíty,

some

autonomy and

constructiveness. (Miller 1969) The third dour-inant ideology which

was

ídentified in this study, was the "corporate" ideology (governing large
group organizations) referred to in this research as the t'establishnent" ideology in psychology.
Hudson (f970) studied the attitude formation of students of

psychology as they passed through the ideological socializatioa pIocess of "becoming psychologists."

the disc1pline

r^ras

He concluded that success within

often a functíon of conforrníty to the ideological
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prejudices of the implicit nornìs governing tl-re politics
training institution.

of a particular

Recognítion of the norms governing ideological

socialization, has also been observed in the traÍning paradígm of the
rnedical professíon.

(Becker 196I, Freidson L913)

Hudson added that 'racademic socialization"

in the discipline

of psychology also tended to arouse an "artist-scientist"
and ideological conflict

among

polarization

the student body.

These students were alert to the social and cultural processes; not only in rsocietyrr but within systems of knowledge.....
And they take it for granted thaË the credo on r¿hich I myself was
r,reaned - psychology as the science of behavíor - is either at the
descripËive leve1 a mistake, or an utterance of covert ideology.....
that both linguistic philosophy and behavioral psychology are part of
a capitalist plot designed to prevent students from asking searching
questions, not merely about the nature of their o\.rn discipline, but
about the roots of power in the society in which they find themselves.
(Hudson 1970)

Hudsonts remarks, while sounding somel¡haË accusatory and

overly-generalized, do tend to poinÈ to the roots of social control'
where the base of power in society is governed by a particular economic/

polítícal

control over ttknowledge.tt

''ESTABLISHMENT'' TDEOLOGY :

At the present time Ëhe ideologieal premises which goveln
the conduct of mainstream psychology are to be found in the positions
advocated by its

professional associaËions, particularly

Psychological Association.

(a.P.A.)

In many respects this body

espouses the same professional attitudes,

iËs Psychiatric counterpart.

the American

as those put forward by

In this respect it is also subject

to the same degree of ideological fallibility

as the psychíatric

group. However, to the degree that "ídeological" hegemony over mental
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health is ídentified with the psychiatric profession, the ídeological
stance of the psychological assocíation rnay be seen as still

movíng

"in the direction of" control of some of the areas which had previously been in the jurisdiction

of psychiatry only. Psychology's

attempts to move toward greater control over such areas and to exercise

territorial

hegemony

over them is demonstrated in Appendix I.

ttPsychotherapytt and t'community mental healtht' are the most

visible areas in which the profession has sought to gain a foot-hold
equal to that of psychiatry.

Evidence of psychologieal "inroads"

ínto hospital administraËion, \,rard programs, sex therapy and private
practice have also been noted. (Schulberg and Baker L975)
The official

stance of the profession regarding social

activism can best be observed from the presidential address to the
American Psychological Association of 1969. In his address, Fliller
summarized the professional view as follows:

There ís nothing ín the definition of psychology that dedicates our science to Èhe solution of social problems. Our ínability
to solve the pressing problemq of the day cannot be interpreted as
an indictment of the scientific validity of psychological theories.
As scientists we are obliged to corrununicate what !üe know, but we have

no special obligation Èo solve social problerns.
Demands from

r¡ithin that the profession be used as an in-

strument for social action have often been resísted, causing strain
and disharmony among the professional membership. (f,ad¿ 1969) The

professional associationts response to demands for social action by
psychology (as voiced ín the presidential address) \^'ere to decline,
on the grounds that I'expressed issues involving the promotion of
huma¡

welfare, i¿ere likely to be at variance ¡vith the scientific

a¡d

9s

professional interests of the membership." (l'lilter L969) This statement, reflecting the ideological position of the profession on social
issues fits Dibblers model of professional interests as displacing

other ideological concerns.
The first

article of the By-laws of the A.P.A. however, sug-

gests something quite different from ÌIi1ler's position:

that the Associatj-on sha11 have as itsr object to promote
welfare, a goal that ís echoed in our statement of the
"Ethical Standards of Psychologists. (A.P.A. By-larvs f968)

human

Thus, in accordanee r,¡íth Lrhyters definition of the organízaxionaL

mentality (1956) the psychological professional association may be
in the direction of ttoccupationaltt parochial
rather than t'professionaltt interests. Certainly the nature of the
Seen as har¡ing moved

professional association tended to reinforce Dibblers propositíons
abouË

the self-enhancíng and protective qualíties associated \,rith

occupational ideologies, as evident in l"liller's

address to the A.P.A.

Responsible spokesmen for psychology seldom emphasize the
revolutionary possibílities of scientific psychology. One reason
is that the general public is all too ready to believe it, and public
resistance to psychology would be all too easy to mobilize. Faced
with the possibility that revolutionary pronouncements night easily
do more harm than good, a prudent spokesman finds other drums to
march to. (t"tilter L969)
The "official"
T,ras

to be found in its

view of the profession about its

social role

philosophic separation of the natural a¡d the

social sciences. The position of psychology was thaË it was not
by either discipline,

bound

and that it represented a radical shifË irl the

methodologv of studying human behavior, (Kuhn 1962) by tampering with

the adaptive processes of human evolution.

The "revolutionarytt aspects
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of the psychological paradigm lost much of its

r¡alídity,

hor.rever,

because of the parochial content associated l¿ith its professional

goals. To the extent that the t'ecumenic" propertíes of psychological
ideologies rvere neglected by the behavioral sciences, the parochial
nature of theír investigation precluded the attainment of the professional goals which A.P.A. enunciated.
Mainstream psychology's parochial occupational ínterests

short-circuited its

claim to be engaged in a process of "radical

Lransformatíon of knowledgertt as a consequence of its self-confessed

ideological ego-centricity.

One way

of interpreting the posture of

A.P.A. vis a vísthe understanding of human behavior is to view it

as

a defensíve reaction to what it perceíved as the domination of the
behavioral sciences by the psychiatric profession.

(The analogy to

be drav¡n here might be defined as professional "sibling rj-valry. "

This poinË will be pursued in more detail in Chapter

V.

In presenting the psychological professional ideology,
(Ifiller

L969) the fears of the lay public (shared by many social scien-

tists includíng
control of

some

human

psychologists) about the abuses related to the

behavior, \,/ere dor^rn-graded and discredited but never

completely disproved. The control features r.¡hich psychology has associated with psychiatric ideology, produced a remarkably simj-lar de-

fensive and selfjustifying

resPonse from the profession of psychology

when confronted rvith these features in

or,rn

professional ideologY.

The "establishrnent" position in psychology has been that
Ehe understanding

of diagnostic principles involvíng personal a¡d social
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Droblems is only possible if the "controlling"

aspects of behavÍor

are understood. (¡litter 1969). Holever, thís prenrise stands in
marked contradiction to an earlier professional position r¡hich stated

that psychology ín its

occupational role should have no direct involve-

ment in social issues other than those which were directly associated

with the interests of psychology. (t't:,tler L969) I^Ihat could be
socially relevant than a science which addresses Ítself

more

to research

based on the need to uncover the principles which govern social be-

havior? Disclaimers notwíthstanding, Millerrs positíon suggests a
clear ideological commitment to a view of behavior based on ttcontrol.tt
All we want is to discover how the controls work. Once we
understand that, society can use the knowledge in r¿hatever manner seens
socially advantageous. Our critics on the other hand i,¡ant to know
who will diagnose our problems, who vri11 set our social goals, and \,rho
will admínister the rewards and punishments. (Mi11er 1969)
Mainstream psychology ín its

ideological and professional

startce, provided models which have not served the ecumenic ends pro-

viding for wide-spread acceptability.

Indeed, the focus on purely pro-

fessional interests has 1ed to substantial criticism of the type to
¡,¡hich Miller

refers in the previous paragraph.

Unlike the psychiatric profession, the position of psychology on "holding on to speciaLízed forms of knowledge" has been

far less parochial in this respecË. In termq of professional

hegemony

(at least at the higher levels of professional psychological organizaËion) a more ecumenic stand regarding Èhe implementation of psychologícal
prineiples has come from the psychologists. Their rvillingness to share
their brand of knor¿ledge with the larger public may be interpreted in

a
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number of \^/ays:

a) It promotes the aims and interests of psychology in

a

truly ecumenic fashion.
oft

b) It may reflect psychologyrs less-presrigious position in
the hierarchy of mental health professionals, providing an example of
psychology's under-evaluation of

its

product when compared with that

of psychiatTy, rather than a bona fide desire to "give psychology to
the people. "
Millerrs position (reflecting the establishment viev¡ of the
profession) suggests that psychology is indeed currently stí11 at the
stage of tying to gain wider acceptance among the larger soci-ety,

Dibblers model suggests that the level of ideological occupational
evolution in psyehiatry has already passed through this phase, addressing itself

to issues of greater ideological complexity a¡d strucLure.

Psychologyts willingness (even eagerness) to share its findings rzith

the public are evident from Millerrs proposals.
ParÈ of the answer is that psychology must be practiced by
non psychologists. I^Ie are not physicians; the secrets of our trade
are not to be reserved for highly trained speeialists. Psychological
facts should be passed out freely to all who need and can use them.
And from successful applications of psychological principles the
public may gain a better appreciation for the power of the new conception of man that is emerging from our science. (Miller 1969)
Maínstrenm psychology has offered some level of conrmitment

to interaction r¿ith other social institutions,
of social.change. As mentioned earlier,
ible presen.ce in such social institutions

in dealing \^':ith issues

it has demonstrated a more visas the schools, Èhe justice

systen, industry and the public health system .

In many cases the
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profession has had to provide neru definitions and methods for dealing

with i-ssues rvhich the more traditional

medical model could not deal

with.
Unlike the medical mode1, it acknowledges the increasing
alienation of socÍetyrs members from its instítutíons,
dorun

and the break-

of the social system based on punishment and retribution.

While

denying a com¡nitment to arry particular form of social activism, psychology even in the "established" paradigm has provided a more in-

clusive and flexible model than the psychiatric medical mode1. The
ttsocial a\4Tarenesst' aspects of psychological professional ideology, by
comparison, shov¡ the positions of psychiatry on such issues as social

dissent, political

activism and discrimination to be conservative by

nature.
Vested Ínterests will oppose these changes, of course but
as someone once said, vested interesËs hor+ever powerful, cannot withstand the gradual encroachment of new ideas. If we psychologists are
ready for it, r¡/e may be able to contribute a coherent and workable
philosophy based on the science of psychology that will make thís
general agitation less negative, that will make it a positive search

for someËhing new. (¡tiller

L969)

The author of this research accepËs as a working hllpothesis

Ëhat the nature of psychological ideologies make them less resistanË

to change than the more developed psychiatric ideologies. This proposition ís in agreement with the literature presented in this research
and rvith several of the hypotheses from the earlier sections.

A con-

sequence of accepting this position is that the researcher must seek

to account for the manner in which these psychological ideologies

shape

the nature of research, intervention and ttoutcomett in applied elinical
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settings in a manner that is substantively "different"

from that of the

psychíatric Ídeologies. Hence, it is vital to this research to identify
the axis upon which the major ideological posítions in professíona1
psychology tend to polarize.

In Chapter II a socio-historic account

of the evolution of psychological ideologies \ùas provided. In this
sectÍon, the research provides a description of both ideological positions ("humanisttt versus t'behaviorist") by explaining some of their
basic assumptions.3
HIJMANISTIC IDEOLOGY:

This school or system of psychology has been historically
linked to l^Iestern Philosophical thinking, but has come to include

com-

ponents of Easter-n mystícism and European Existential thought. Clini-

cal applicability

has evolved out of its phílosophical bases. The

major cause for the rise of this movement in psychology was attribut-

able to a perceived need

among some

psvchologists "to do justice

Ëo

healthy human functioning, modes of líving, and goals of 1ife."
(Maslow L962) It r¿as felt

psychological orientations.

that these goals r,{ere not central to other
(i.e. Behaviorism and psychoanalysis)

Collectively, adherents of these ídeological tenets in psychology
to be kno¡,¡n as t'the 3rd Force.tt

3R

came

3ta major ideologícal force in psychology exists among
"psychoanalytic psychologists." Their ídeological positions have not
been reported in this study, since the ideological varíables aËtributed
to this group have not been shown to differ significantly from the
psychoanalytic psychiatric group. I^IithÍn psychology, views held by
some colleagues have described this group as perforning the role of
"rn-ini-shrinksr" accepting the dominant ideology in mental health as
being the medical model, and tailoring the practice of clinical psychology to fit that ideology.
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For the purpose of col]ective descr:iption, the

common

butes along the spectrum of practitioners in this group are

attri-

emphasized

in this research. Different areas of emphasis among them, have tended
to create an emergent t'system" within psychology rather than a particu1ar school of thought.

Some

have emphasi-zed. understanding the

human

being as a whole (Gestalt), others the need for deep analysis of the
experiential qualities of life

(the Existential Analysts), stil1

others, the "grovrtht' and actuaLizatíon drives in
etc.)

Briefly,

human

behavior. (Ifaslow

the humanists represent an open system of emerging ori-

enËations within the profession.
The scientific

study of

human

behavior has frequently looked

at the individual as a member of a group. Observations about behavior involved the study of specific functions and role structure in
that context. The humanist ideology however, has been concerned v¡ith
"the individual" as the most logical and desirable unit of analysis.
It has emphasized the uniqueness of each person as a repository for
whole ranges of potential behaviors. UnlÍke Ëhe single-organism de-

sígn of the laboraËory-controlled psychological paradigt, the methodology of the humanist tradition has been to differentiate

among

"exist-

enËial" layers (i.e. qualitative differences) associated \,ríth the life
processes of every person.

In order to deal wiËh thís form of psychological experience,
the evaluative components of behavior have in

some rvays been replaced

by attempts to understand rather than explain in absolute links of
causaliËy or predictability.

This form of understanding behavior

r^'as

L02

suggested ín ltla>t \,,Teberts notion of "Verstehen" and espoused by modern

theorists such as Buber, Kierkegaard and Bugental. The thrust of
this posítion has been that levels of "knowing" a person rvere dependent upon perceptions of him as a "r^¡hole entity within a system of
meaningful relations."

Criticism of this orientation within the profession

has

often been voiced on methodologícal grounds. It has been suggested
(Al1port L937) that making the scientist a part of the process which
he is studying, imbues the ideographic method with subjective and non-

scientific

qualities.

The response of the phenomenological humanist

school of scíence has been that:
Comprehensíon on the basis of personal participation, is
neither an arbitrary act nor a passive experÍ-ence, but a responsible

act claiming universal validity.
tr^Ihat

(Polanyi f958 p

83)

separates the humanist movement from the behavioral

school in methodological concerns, (and in the ideological sphere) is

in the issue of predictability.

Even the behavioral school iLself

has concluded that to assume that behavioral psychology (in the e>qperimental paradigm) can be validated at this point ín time r¡ou1d be

form of self-deception.

a

(Yates 1970)

The importance of a cumulative account of individual life-

histories has been central to the humanist clinical
the profession of psychiatry.
t\,¿een

tradition and to

The central ideological difference be*

the humanist school and psychiatric practice, however, has been

thaË psychiatry seldom sought to relate the patient to the course of

"his life as a wholer'i while for the humanists, Lhe existential

elemenËs
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of an indivídualts "beingness" have been íntricately

relaf:ecì r¡ith his

life experiences as a centralízíng, unifying and core aspect of the
totaL

human

being. (Buhler L973)

The existential

huma¡ristic clinical

component has been

a pre-requísite for

thought in every facet of the conduct of humanistic

psychotherapy. It has served as the "barricade" against the biological
deternrinism of Freud and the behavioral determinism of Skinner. The
essence of the humanist ideology, ha-s been the notions of intentíonality
and responsibility

in

human

behavíor. These precePts have caused both

the medical and behavioral models some <jifficulty
havioral

phenomena

in accounting for such be-

as novelty, curíosity, spontaneity and "pl"yt' behavior'

humanists sought to proclaim the autonomy of the individual,

and to

promote rather than suppress human freedom and dignity.

Rollo May (1969) conceived of "intentionality"

as the

human

experience of se1f. Unlike the psychoanalytic position r¡hich con-

ceived of self as an object which merely reflected the human mjnd:
t'inner-core of identityr" the
Mayts existential self constituted the

only authentíc goal-setting mechanism rvhich

\lTas

present in every person.

In the social sciences, teleological assumptions about
causality plagued the research methodology r¿hich was employed. In opposition to this model of inquiry, Kuhn proposed his radical shift in
Ëhe paradigm

of learning.

Kuhnrs positíon seens to have been taken up

by the phenomenologist methodology and incorporated into the humanist
position.

(Ryan 1970) The fallacy of the teleological position of

causality it was suggested, 1ay with its

overriding assutrrption that

The
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l-iomeostasis r¿as the end goal of the human organism. It r¿as assumed

that

human

behavior conformed to the empirical models of the natural

sciences.
The psychoanalytic thesis was that the healthy person

r,¡ou1d

fit the model of homeostasis; havíng an alternating need for action
and relaxation.

position.

This model rvas subsequently negated by the Humanist

Eidusonrs (L962) study of chemists supported the humanÍst

contention that the creative persons predilection towards problemsolving moved him in the dírection of resolution rather than avoidance, so that homeostasis was not the inevitable drive-state guíding
human behavior.

Goldsteín and Buhler (1959) suggested that only a "síckness"
paradigm, conformed to the homeostasis model of organisms, so that any

t'healthytt organism would not have al homeostatic drive, but to the contrary, would be an active, goal-seeking, t'emerging" and growing organism.

In terms of human behavior, Maslow used this model to describe psychological growth as a positive, non-normative force v¡hich he called
"se1f-actualization.'r

(Maslow L962)

The growth or actualizing view of human behavior did not
conceive of everyone as consistently moving in the direction of growth

in a linear fashion.

A feature of the growth ideology' was that it

constituted a "struggle" paradigrn which included side-stepping, slowing
dov,rn,

peakíng and periods of rapid acceleration and stagnation. The

humanist model vras in many \¡,/ays as ideologically-bor¡nd as the Freudian
model with its

emphasis on "psychopathology" and the "contro1" features
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of the behavioral rnodel. Indeed, for the hr.rmanists, psychopathology
r,Jas

not conceived of as occurríng

r,¿here t'nofÌ-normativett

behaviors were

presented, (BehavÍor may be non-normative and positive) but r,¡here drives
toward act,¿alízation and growth were frustrated.

As Buhler states:

In psychoanalysis, Freud the great discoverer of the process of repression of conflicts and guilts into the unconscious,
theorized that all human conflicts resulted from the clashes of the
individualts wishes ruith realÍtyrs obstacles and society's demands.
The new version in humanistic psychology is that guilt feelings arise
in an índividual ¡vho squanders his lífe and does not live up to or
(Buhler L973 p 1f)
does not develop his ov¡n best potentials.
Buhler further suggested that the conflict between Freudrs
"pleasure principlett and Maslowts "actuaLizatíon principlett was not

the core ideological issue. Unlike the gloomy prognosis on youthful
dissent voiced by Anna Freud, (cited in Chapter II)
flict

Buhler viewed con-

as existing between a complacent and secure self-adaptation to

life circunstances and the daring creative struggle against such
view as the central humanist/existentialist

a

The support for

position.

this struggle was one of the crj-teria by which he defined the humanist
position.

The humanist ideology defined conflict

as a creative

a¡rd

adaptive renewal in the struggle for human development.

Struggle toward what? Toward something which this new youth
is not yet able to formulate properly, something which has to do v¡ith
new but as yet unclear visions of 1ife, something valuable that rrill
improve and enrich the worId. (Buhler L973 p 1-4)
The ideological premi 5ss of humanisË psychology have had

a

great deal of input into shaping the models and sLrategies of intervention within the mental health professions. Despite the "unscientific"

principles with which it has been identified by its

adverserial co1-

leagues, it was one of the tthumanisttr practitioners who established the
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procedures by which the conduct of ps1'chotherapy could be objectívely

studied a¡rd evaluated. (Rogers l-957) His methodology served to detract from the rnystique associated i^ríth pre-Rogerian psychoanalysis.
The nature of the client-therapist

relationst,ip ræ changed from that

of pure t'tïansference" between patíent and therapist to one which demanded

congruence, authenticíty and personal involvement by the

therapist ín the exchange process.
The humanist ideology also served to shape a change in the

larger societyrs attit.udes toward the mentally i1l.

Phraseology

which had contained díscriminatory, perjorative or "loaded" evaluative
statements about individuals were replaced by such terms as t'emoËional
problems, problems-in living

and existential

crises."

Unlike the behavioral or mainstream position in psychology,
the humanist movement often found ítself

in an adversarial position

with regard to "technical proficiency." In the sense that Marx addressed himself to ttfalse-consciousnessrtr the humanist movement sought to
free creatíve social forces from some of the cripplíng effects of
modern technology, not least of which were the dubious rer¡ards of "be-

havioral" engineering. Emphasis in the ideological framework of the
humanist sector of the profession has been in the direction of spontane-

ity, actualization and the tttranscendencett of behavioral problems.
THE BEHAVIORÁ]. IDEOLOGY:

The contention of most adherents to the behaviorist posi-

tion is that theirs is a purely methodological sËance divorced from the
arnbiguity of metaphysics or from any ideological concerns. That claim

is best substantiated by Eysenk (L972) and Bandura (1969). Their
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description of behaviorism is that it precludes the use of "unscientific
methods ¡¿ithout generating an instrumental ideology. "

Out of all this, behaviorísm emerges as something really
quite colourless, and without any distinct doctrine. Ldhat it has
to say is simply that psychology is a scientific díscipline; that
as such it has the ríght to pick the concepts i.'hich it finds most
useful in carrying out its task; and that like other scientific
disciplines it has only orre request to make of metaphysics - get
off my back! Behaviorism is not really a "school" of psychology, in
the sense that its teaching has some specific content (as in the case
rvith psychoanalysis, for instance, or the Gestalt school); under its't
umbrella there are gathered extremely varied groups of psychologists
with little in cornmon other than an urgent desire to get on r,¡ith the
exlperimental work necessary to give a firm basis to the buílding up of
a modern psychology worthy to be called "scientific."
i,,That is there
in all this that causes people to wrinkle up their noses arrd give venÈ
to their spleen? (Eysenk L972)
Behavioral approaches to psychopathology involve a "l-earning"
paradigm for interpreting the mechanisrns which underlie behavíor.
Causal properties of behavior are seen as being present j-n the rein-

forcement patterns which govern that behavior rather than from hypotheti-

cal internal drives which are associated r¿ith other theories, particu1ar1y psychoanalysis. In the case of deviant behavior, the behavioral

perspective is quite similar to the sociological position of "labe1ling
theory" as advanced by Becker. (1963)
Psychopathology is noE viewed solely as behaviors which are

deÈrimental to the individual or as symptoms of underlying pathology,

but as ways in which a person has learned to cope with environmental
and individual stress.

"Deviance" is not a property of a particular

behavior, but a reflection of the responses of societal agents to
acËions that violate prescribed codes of behav-ior.

Subjective forces which provide the label1ing content of
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Psychopathology as it is víerved by behavíorists include, the aversíve-

ness of the behavior itself,

the social attributes of the violatorr

the normative standards of the evaluator and'the social context in
l¿hich the behavior is performed.

Social learning theory (the basis of behaviorism) regards both
pro-social and deviant behaviors as being "1earned" from three distincÈ regulatory systeurs, which form the nucleus of the social reÍnforcement paradígm. ttControlt' over behavior carr thus be exanined ín
these three domains, external stimulus control, response feedback processes, and central mediation processes. (Bandura 7969)
The conceptual scheme of behavior-modification ca¡L thus be
seen as involving an active process which seeks to establish control

over all response patterns; to replace those behaviors whj-ch are
deemed t'inappropriatett with more salutory behaviors, or simply to extinguish unwanted behaviors. The essence of Lhis tTeatment modality
is "controlrtthence the question that is posed in thís research is
¡,¡hether such a system can be regarded as having attcontrol-oriented

ideology," or whether (as suggested by Bandura and Eysenk) it is
merely a methodological system rvhich has no ídeological basis or

propertÍes.
In terms of clinical practice, behaviorists v-iew themselves as unconcerned with the notion of t'porvertt in the therapeutic

relaËionship. This is one of the ideological criteria which they
have employed in their critique of the other models presented in

this research. Their conËention, while makíng for good image

inanage-

ment and providing a sound ecumenic function in furthering the behavi-orist
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posiLion, does not stand up in terrns of theory or practíce.
strategic tactic,

As

a

the specific objectives of behavioral iherapy are

frequently left unspecified, in order to avoid acknowledging the value
judgments and social influences involved in behavior modificatj-on.

In applied clinical

practice, the literaiure

suggests that

behaviorism has indeed made a commitmenL to 'rselling its

ideology"

despite claims to the contrary. Martin (I97L) suggests that behavior-modifiers have frequently violated their purported purely
methodological paradigm, by inoving toward a variety of strategies
which are quite similar to traditional

approaches to therapy.

He cites a particular study (K1ein, Dittmann, Parloff and

Gifl 1969) which substartiates that behavioral therapy does not occur
in an ideologícal vacuum. The behavioral procedures employed Ín thaË
study were found to include a significant 1eve1 of "indoctrination,

teaching, and exhortatíon." FurËher, that study also revealed that
some form of tttherapeutic relationshiptt existed bet\'reen therapist
and client,

so that therapeutic gains could not be attributed to

purely methodological functions.

(Berger and McGaugh 1965).

Out of Skinnerian philosophy it becomes increasingly obvious
Èhat the issues of ttpowertt and ttcontrolt' are not only present in be-

havioral thinking, buË are essential features of the behavioral ideology. Despite its

freedom from metaphysical concerns and the benign

nature of behaviorism as iË is depicted by Eysenk and Bandura, the
social philosophical treatise of Skinner ties up Ëhe methodological
practice of behaviorism wiËh its

ideological implications.
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The behaviorist position advocates a stance that cannot

be interpreted in an ideologícal vacuum. The implications rvhich

come

out of the behavioral posítion indicate greater rather than lesser

com-

mitment to a specific ideology (control) t}ran any other psychological

position.

"Behaviorism" then, goes much further than a methodologíca1

or scientific

principle.

Science has often sought to explain human behavior in terns

of causality and external conditions which account for varíous

phenomena.

The philosophical preinise of behaviorist thought is that particular
forurs of behavior which are deemed "suitable, appropriate or normal"

should be producible if the proper conditions to support those behaviors

are met. By the correct manipulation of purely environmental conditions,
is that new behaviors may be created or maintained, or
that a tendency to engage in ttundesirablettbehaviors may be reduced or
Ëhe assumption

extinguished.

Skinner (1956) suggested that attenrpts to provide a "better
v/orldrr have often provided foolish and unworkable propositions.

He

also claimed that any great change in society had been attributable
to

some

perfectionistic

philosophy, linked to changes in man's

physical or cultural environment. Since

man r¡/as viewed

as being in

control of his environment, Skinner suggested that this control
paradigm r,Jas generalizable and appropriate to the area of human be-

havior as well.
The simple fact is that man is ab1e, and now as never
before, to lift himself by his ov¡n bootstraps. In achieving control
of the world of rvhich he is a part, he may learn at last to control
himself. (Skinner 1956)
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Though it
deemed an

is evídent that a "control" ideology

not

\,7as

appropriate manner of dealing with human behavior by other

social scientists, Skinner attempted to equate the social philosophy
of behaviorism with the interests of mankind. I^.hile performing
adnrirable ecumenic function (according to Dibblets criteria)

an

his

theoretical tenets of behaviorism rùere not easily integrated or accepted by the lay publíc or by other mental health professionals, since

they frequently provided mechanístic reasoning for r,¡hat were
problems. (Jourard I97I, Rogers and Skinner
Skinnerrs premise

\.,ras

t'humant'

1956)

clearly at odds with traditional

democratic conceptions of man, but he attríbuted the penchant for
demoeratic principles to mankíndts "philosophical" need to be respons-

j-ble for the conditions which shape his behavior. For Skinner, the increasing complexity involved in accounting for mants behavior made Èhe
human

factor almost insignificant,

hence the need for democratic princi-

ples was regarded as ttunnecessaryttand no longer relevanË in a r¿orld of
Ëechnolo

gical complexity.
The behavioral philosophy negated the value of free will

under conditions of stress, since even the reactive conponent of manrs

behavior was interpreËed as being determ-lned by external conditions
over which man had no control.

the fact that

human

Skinner, however, did not account for

behavior does not correspond to the paradigm of

the natural sciences in every respect; that there is diversity
flux in

human

and

behavior. Behaviorism has thus far failed to produce

perfect prediction about human behavíor, even though this ¡vould have
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of its ideological position.

enhanced the validity

\,'4iile this is

true for all the professionals discussed in the research, the behavioral position has been the one most invested in the prediction
and control of human beiravior.

Skinner attributed the democratic philosophy of social

action to "political

exigencies and techniquest' and not to the goals

of democracy: The ideological assumption being that democratic process is not the ttintenttt of "freettmen, but the consequence of social
goal-oriented behaviors. This ídeological assertion however, did not
gain credence, from the variety of political
ferenË societies have chosen to 1ive.

the ideological and political

systems among which dif-

Skinner attempted a fusion of

arenas in order to apply behavioral

philosophy to a system of government in line with his political

ideo-

1ogy.

No matter how effective vre judge current democratic
practices to be, how highly we value them or hol^r long we expecÈ
them to survive, they are almost certaínly not the final form of

goverriment. (Skinner
One faceË

1955)

of behavioral ideology rvhich rvas employed with

great effect was Skinner I s emphasis on the need to understand the
nature of control, so that only ttjudícÍoustt use carl be made of this
tool.

Skinner assumed that by mants very nature he was both ttcon-

trolled and controlling."

IIe equated negation of this position with

¡¿eakness, since according to his proposition, failure

to

assume be-

nevolent positions of control would leave the field of control

open

to tyrannical or exploitive others.
A r+eak¡ess in Skínnerts proposirion Iay ín his omìssion
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of a single and vÍtal point; namely, that it rvould not be possible
to ttcontrol" (at least in the perceptual field) if ihe "other" torvard
whom

control tactics !¡ere directed, did not react to those control-

tactics.

Skinner suggested a whole system of control and counter-

control while ígnoring the possibility
could exist.

that a "non-contro1" paradigm

The behavioral posítíon lost much of its

from that assumption, since Skinner
claimed validity

\^ras

credibility

espousing a position vhich

out of an ídeological rather than an objective state-

ment. This had been the major target of behaviorism's attack on the
"ideological" assumptions of other psychological theories.
Skinner derided the chaotic nature of anti-seientism
espoused by the humanist position.

He

sar¡r

as

no value in the "hrppy

accidents" r¿hich shaped the nature of manrs development. Since

technical efficiency \ras central to the behaviorist position, fear
about "the exercising of control over mants thinking"
LTas

(Krutch L954)

not held to be too great a price for an engineered culture.

Cer-

tainly the technological arguments in favour of the behav-iorist ideology were enticing, and in a simplistic form, they posed
questions

some provocative

!

Suppose that someday we possess such effective educational
Èechniques that every student rvill in fact be put in possession of
a1l the behavior specified in the syllabus. Should we reject such
a system on the grounds that in making all students excellent it has
made them all alike? (Skinner 1955)

Skinner Ì,/as advocating that through control over social con-

tingencies, perfection in behavior eould be approximated. In terms of
Ëhe social benefits which nright accrue from a sysÈeE of education such

LI/.t

as he proposed, he did not acknowledge the deleterious consequences
r¿hich rvould accompany t'conditíoned education."

It is exactl-y that

conditioning factor which rvould be present in a behavioral educational
system r^{rich ¡vould short-cÍrcuit

the very reasoníng faculties

r¿hich

education attempts to insti11.

Equally, in terms of moral development, Skinnerfs model
failed to provide a system for "shaping" ethj-cal standards of behavior.
Because of its

mechanistic oríentation behavioral ideology must be

seen as postulating the development of "amoral" thinking.

In Skinnerrs

proposed ttautomatically good" society (as a product of shaped soeial

behaviors) he failed to define the criteria that v¡ould make particular
behaviors I'automatically good." Thus, the depth of ideological (even
idealistic)
its

content in the behavioral position is self-evident despite

presentation as a purely instrumental or pragmatic approach.

Even Skinner himself v¡as a\,,rare that its

major weakness v¡as that no

matter how sophisticated behavioral technology became, it could never
control for random or chance effects in nature.
It is reasonable to look fonn¡ard to a time when man
will seldom "have" to do anything, alËhough he may show interest,
energy, imagination and productivity far beyond the level seen
rurder the presenL system (except for rare eruptions of the unplanned).
(Skinner f955)
IDEOLOGICAL INPIJ'I INTO PROFESSIONAL PMCTICE

The practice of clinical

:

psychology has been shov¡n Ëo be

differentiated more in terms of philosophy of psychology Lo which
practítioners subscribe than in terms of differences in "training
paradigms.tr A high level of commonality and eclecticism, hor+ever, is
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evident in the training paradigms and clinical

procedures employed

across all the ideological positions, rvhich sometimes tend to

mask

the differerrces in orientation to the practice of psychology. This
eclectÍcism

has even

included

some

psychiatric principles Ín clinical

psychology.
Even the "hardest" behaviorist positions make use of psy-

chiatric terminology in describing their work, and use psychiatric
classificatory systems to distinguish the types of behavior w-ith
which they are concerned. eg. Schizophrenia, auËism, neurosis, eËc.

Equally, learning principles particularly

ttreinforcementt' and ttcontroltt

are present to some degree in every therapy modality, regardless of
the ídeological position of the practitioner.

(The psychiatríst

who

merely nods his head when he is in agreement with a partícular clientresponse is ttshaping" a response repertoire in accordance with be-

havioral theory. )
This chapter has attempted Ëo describe the "philosophy" of
each orientation found among professional psychologists in order to

account for the presence of ideological corrtent in their treatment

forurs. Since the philosophícal base of the practitioner determines the
merhodology with which he works, it constitutes the central indicant

of the "Ëyp"" of therapeutic intervention that will be prov-ided.
Finally, with regard to the question of ideological
within the profession of clinical

hegemony

psychology, the following points

appear to emerge from the discussion in this chapter.

a) From Ëhe behavioral position, the notion of "control" has

1r6

been shordn to be a central principle guidÍng research and practice.
The trend appears to be in the direction of displacing the other posi-

tions in psychology and psychiatry by presenting a position which is
ideologically and methodologically at variance r"ith other proposed
clinical

theories.
b) I'fainstream psychology (which theoretically represents

the whole spectrum of ideological thought within the profession as its
organizational body, (C.P.A.) still

appears to be engaged in a form

of "sibling rivalry" with the psychiatric profession. The use of the
professional organízation appears to have been effective in consolidating and in some areas in advancing the posiLion of psychology in mental
health work. (See Appendix I)

Ideological and professional rívalry

with other mental health professionals (eg. social workers, psychiatric nurses) has also been evident (Strauss 1964) but these differences
have not been included in the scope of this study.

c) The tthumanisttt

movement

within Ëhe profession appears Ëo

have displayed the least cournitment both philosophically and in pracËice

to the aim of ideological hegemony in mental health.

The highly fra-

gmented ideological positíons within this group (see Figure 9) as well

as their opposition to the "control" features of therapy have tended

to reinforce their lack of coumittment to ideological hegemony or
social control. They have stressed I'growth" and indiv-idua1 autonomy
as the only legitimate goals of therapy, and among their extreme ad-

herents (the radical fronË) have equated "change" with Lherapeutic
success.

r\
r-]

r-l

Flgure

9

A Theoretical Presentation of the rrspectrum" of Psychologlcal Ideologfes

Reflecting Degrees of Commitment to Ideological l{egemony (control)

Behaviorism

ttMainstreamtt

Psychology

The

ttHumanisttl
Movement

I deological
Conrmitment

The tt3rd Force"

to Control (C )

Gestalt, etc.

Exist.entlal
Analytic Therapy

P;y"h";rv.i"
Psychology

\

\
\

\

The "Radical"
Therapisrs

\\l (a)

Ideological Commi tment
to Autonomy (Ê)
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The notion of j-deological hegemony has been central to

the positions of both the behavioral and humanistic posítions but
from diametrically opposing poínts of view. One has displayed a posi-

tion r¿hich is philosophically conørí-tted to "scientific

control ."

The

other is a position aimed at ridding the therapist of any power over
the patient population or of ideological hegemony over the structure
of the mental health professions.
Both positions present strong arguments in the direction

of their rvorld-view and in so doing have provided a¡ expanded "ecunenic"
role in furthering the complexity and generalizability

of psychology'"

positions víz-a-viz the lay-public and the larger society.

What is

clear from the discussion in this chapter is that ideological content
is very much a part of psychological theory and practice even though
it has not generally been dealt with from that perspective in the
and research on clinical

literature

psychology.

In terms of the "professional" aspects of clinical
logy, the criteria

psycho-

governing occupaËional functions r¿ere found to

exist along the same dimensions to those present in the psychiatric
sector.

This was particularly

evident in the overall ecumenic function

provided by the professional associations of boÈh occupational groups,
though the psychiatric profession

\Àras

viewed as comíng ¡.riLhin the larger

umbrella of the American Medical Association as well as the psychiatric
prof essional organizat Íon.

The following chapter will

similarities

explore the interaction of the

and differences between the two groups. It \ti11 examine
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the rvay in r¡hich both professions deal with one another in terms of
complementarity of roles as well as areas of conflict
and other issues.

over territoriality

Chapter

V

INTERACTION OF THE I"ÍEI{TAL HEALTH PROFESSIOì\JAL IDEOLOGIES

IDENTIFYING "MENTA-L HEALTH PROFESSIONAf-S : "

The disciplines of psychiatry and clinical
produced differing

psychology have

modelsu from which their practitioners draw their

theoretical and practical assumptíons. Despite major areas of difference between the disciplines as a group, they represent the occupa-

tÍonal sector

knov¿n

as rrmental health professionals.tt A tacit area of

consensus which may be assumed from theÍr occupational role ís that

all of these professionals subscribe to the notion that the entity,
ttmental illnessrt' exists, despite differences of terminology or

areas of emphasis in treatment. Psychiatrísts refer to

ttsympËoms,t'

crises," and behavior modifiers to t'inappropriate behaviors.t' Hence, the ttprofessional" aspect of their
existential analysts to "life

work is that they are involved in changing certain patterns of be-

havior as a service to a client population.
In-the-field

regulation, joint use of social agencies

and

referral systeurs, and shared input into the formulation of clinical
diagnoses attest to the joint

enterprises undertaken by the

group ca1led "mental health professionals."

amorphous

Ideological concerns of

each profession relate to that grouprs atÈitudes to such questions as

their vier¿ of "manrtt their conceptualization of ttsocietyr" and their
assumptions about the cause and effect of social change. Differences

which ei¡erge from each professionrs worldvieú/ serve as indicants of

differing "ideological" perspectives. These ideological perspectives,
in turn, determine the assumptions held by members of each profession
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about the nature of mental illness and its treatment.
The traditional

psychÍatric view had been that only people

holding medical degrees were quali-fied to both train and work proThat assumption served to exclude
fessionally as t'psychiatrists."
from the mental health professions such groups as individuals who did

not have the financial resources to pay for training, and as a result,
reflected a skewed population distribution havíng access to mental
health training.

Practicing psychiatrists came from upper middle class

backgrounds r¿ith a high degree of success in upward mobility.

Thís

background, from an ideological perspective, shaped their image of
man from

the viewpoínt of a group who werettmaking it in society.tt

(Hollingshead and Redlich 1958)

psychology, in the t'professionalt' Sense, came Ëo the mental

health domain from rather different orientations.

The training back-

grounds of psychologists were academic rather than practical,

they were more likely

but

to have had exposure to the social and be-

havioral sciences, since their learning base did not conforu to the
narro\,,r

linits

of the "medical

model

."

Psychologists fought a running

battle for a lengthy period of time in order to attain the right to
Ëreat clients.

Their lor¡er status in the hierarchy of professional

mental health workers was (and to a degree, stil1 is) reflected in
1or¡er fees for their services, and, in the Provínce of Manitoba, can-

not be viewed as competing for clients with the psychiatric profession since their servíces are not covered by ttlledicare.tt
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PROFESSIONAL IDEOLOGICAI RIVA],RY

:

The range of theoretical and ideological positions which
have been held by mental health professionals tends to suggest

general confusion in attempting to classify them strictly

a

according

to professional disciplines, philosophies, or ruork situations.

Vast

differences in their techniques and theory make ideological "fusion"
by these practitioners

seem most

un1ike1y. Despite these apparent

conflicts, however, the actual r+orking consensus which has been
achieved by the different professions suggests that some level of
agreement as to the purpose and structure of mental health inter-

vention has been attaíned. The leve1 of t'scíentific" as opposed to
t'ideologicalt' consensus that has been achieved is as yet unclear.
In order to account for ídeological conflict and its effect
on the mental health professions, the focus of this research

musË

return to the general propositions regarding the impact of ideologies
on occupational functions.

It !üas suggested earfier (in Chapter 1)

that the 1eve1 of effectiveness of any occupatíona1 group in a given
ideological domain was highly correlated r¿ith its ability

to espouse

ecumenic goals, withouË alienating other occupational groups in the
same

ideological domain. (Dibble

T962)

Dibble (lg0Z) and Caplow (1957) suggested that inter-occupatíonal rivalry was the major factor in the erectíon of attitudinal
barríers between each occupational ideology and the larger public to
which it was directed.

In Caplow's view, ideological contenÈ in the

high-ranking occupations reached such levels of occupational rivalry

L¿J

in the effort to convince the diffuse and heterogeneous publíc, that
"mild paranoia" \ras demonstrated in the inrages r.¡hich the professions
had of each other.
Because of the rivalries and suspícions beLr,¡een higher ranking
occupations, the outlook of one will not be accepted by others. bd,
if high-ranklng groups are split off from one another ídeologically
then there is less likelihood that lower ranking groups rvill take over
ideas from the ideology of any single high-ranking occupation. For
they will receíve contradictory, or at least different, messages from
on high. Those in the higher ranks may agree on the basic outlines
of the society, on morality, motherhood and the American rvay. But
since they do not coalesce around any set of ideas outside of specifically occupational ideologies, lower ranking groups are beyond their
influence so far as these kinds of ideas are concerned. (Dibble 1962

p

47)

Dibblers statement went to the heart of the mental health
professionts failure to trget their message acrosst' to the larger
publíc.

While public attitudes at the present time to the general

and

ecumenically espoused notion of ttmental healthtt may be vj-erved as quite

favorable, the ideological aspersions cast by mental health professionals on each otherfs ideologÍcal premises did

rouch

to prevent the

attainmenË of ideological hegemony by either occupational group.
The rivalry

that exists between the two professions

has

been described by Brody (f956) as analogous to the phenomenon of

sibling rívalry in the nuclear fauLily. Inter-professional relations
have been marked by a degree of ttself-consciousnesstt on the part of
boËh the psychíatríc and psychological professions.

trend

among

The general

the psychiaËric practitíoners has been to regard the

more professionally assertive c1ínical psychologists as "Young Turks."

Their attitude has been viewed aË least by

some members

of the psy-

chiatric profession as displaying the uneasíness associated ¡'.ith the
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strivings and self-appraisal of an emerging professíon, when

compared

rvith the professionalism of traditional psychiatric practice.
These preliminary remarks are not intended to identify
psychiatrists as r+ise, experienced, or grey-bearded. They are
íntended to indicate the presence of a conflict, in rvhich psychíatry
seems to represent the established order, and clinical psychology the
force rvhich seeks to change it. (Brody f956 p 106)

The t'uneasiness" rvhich r¿riters such as Brody have ascribed

to the emergenË professionalization process in clinical

psychology

has been demonstrated in the relative discomfort with r,¡hich psycholo-

gists have embraced their new status.

Some growing

pains associated

with making the transition form a laboratory-oriented to a peopleoriented service have typified psychology's uneasiness with regard
to particular job-ro1es. This discomfort has been most evident in the
"hea1ing" properties associated wj-th the conduct of psychotherapy.
The role of healer has traditionally

certain 1evel of mystique.

Among

been endor¡ed r¿ith

a

mental health professionals, the

mystery surrounding therapeutic practíce often foreed the role of
shaman or tthealer by ritualstt on professionals who would have prefer-

red to remain more firmly within the objective realms of science.
(Kiev 1964) The healer role was thus frequently externally

iurposed

upon the mental health professional as a consequence of the character-

isËics attributed to him by the client.
trists

As physicians, the psychia-

adapted more easily to that role due to the direct service

delivery aspects of their earlier training as physicians.
Ideological inconsistency about the appropriate form of
response to this role has been shov¡n among Ëhe two groups under study.

L¿5

As Freidson (L973) suggested, the psychiatrist

(as a consequence of

the medical training paradigm) was more likely to deal with the client
from a "sick rolett perspective partícularly

in his discussion of

medicine as a consulting rather than an acad.emic profession.

Brody (f956) suggested that interprofessional conflict
was ofLen reflected in the intrapersonal conflict which accompanied

the assignation of the "healing" role.

He claimed that the medíca1

training which the psychiatrist underwent facilitated

a defensive

posture by the psychiatric practitioner in his role as healer.
Since psychiatrists did not employ conventional "medical"

treatments, Brody suggests that as an occupatíonal group they had

a

great need for reassuïance that their talking and listening functions
were real and legÍ-timate forms of medical practice.
who had even

Psychologists,

less farn-iliarity with the healing role would thus

even greater difficulty.

have

Brody sa¡,¡ the discomfort associated with

this role function as being

e),çpressed

in the form of interprofessional

conflÍct.
In the field ri-valry has also been shor^m to exisË bet¡+een
the professions where clinical psychologists have assertively

made

inroads into the conduct of psychotherapy; a function which had previously been stríct1y within the domaín of psychiatric practice.
many cases,

clinical

In

psychologists expressed a need to e>'plicitly

disassociate themselves from the "medicaltt connotations of psychological intervention, out of ambivalence about their

orqn

role as tthealers.tt

This has been evident in the professional "reaction formation" that

so

L¿Ô

many

clinical

psychologists display with regard to the medical model

as the i¡asis of diagnosis and treatment.

At the 1evel of educational input into professional ideo1ogy, clinical

psychologists frequently emerge from a liberal arts

(or as is increasingly evident, from a natural sciences) and humanistic
program of education. The psychiatric professional, by contrast, has

been trained inttmedicinert'having had limited exposure to any refor-

t'shapingt' of
rn-ist or academic approaches to the social sciences. The

psychíatric thinking is largely a result of exposure to arl orthodox,
formalized corpus of knowledge.
In terms of dealing with patients' possession of an M.D. degree stil1 seems to provide feelings of a higher 1eve1 of personal
competence to deal with the healing role than does the Ph.D. degree.

Brody claims that as a consequence of this perceived inadequacy,

many

clinical psychologists adopË a defensive professional stance j¡r relati-on Ëo the psychiatric profession.

In substantive terns, the trainíng phase has much to do with
the ideological productions of the two professions. Most important
to the neophyte psychologístrs ideological conditioning is the stress
placed on academic (specifically

chiatrist-in-training,

research-oriented) goa1s. The psy-

however, Passes through a variety of levels

of responsibitity in what is essentially a client-centered profession.
The job-dynaur-ics which underlie respective levels of respon-

sibility

deterrn-ine part of Ëhe professional ideological climate.

The

psychologisË who works from nine Eo five can be expected to have differing
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perceptions of his job-ro1e than the psychiaLric practitíoner r+ho often
assumes

central administrative functions which define his higher

1evels of responsibility.
Some

stereotypic assumptions about the nature of training

in clinical psychology are evident

among

psychiatric practitioners.

(Brody L956) The overall image of what clínicians "ought" to be in

order to fit the model that is ascribed to them is often at varíance
with the diverse and fragmented orientations which emerge from
ranks of practising clinical
makes such assumptions

Ëhe

psychologists. Brody, a psychiatrist,

of homogeneity and uniformity about emerging

clinical psychologists. He states:
The young psychologÍstrs experience with research
techniques and the literature of his own field is great. His
experience ¡¿ith people and their problenrs and in the assumptíon
(Brody 1956 p f07).
of responsibility is slight.
Such assumptions held by the psychiatric profession abouË

clinical psychologists have provoked an ídentity crisis

among

psychologists. This crísis has stimulated psychologistsr

clinical

demands

upon themselves in pursuance of greater professionalism and autonoüy,

often "in defiance of the psychiatric edict."
Another area of professional rivalry

relative breadth and flexibility

surfaced out of the

that was afforded to the psychology

graduate with regard to the job-roles which he might assume. ("Clini-

cal" training may serve as preparation for work in fíe1ds as unrelated
to psychology as industry, politics

or technological consultation)

The psychiatric training paradigm by contrast, is much narrower since

it teaches a t)æe of exlpertise whÍch is limited to the mental-healËh
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services sector according to a pre-defined set of critería,
offering a more liniited variabilíty

hence

of job-roles for the psychiatric

graduate.
The literature

(Schulberg and Baker L975, Strauss L964) sug-

gests that some shift in orientation has taken place wÍth regard to
occupational role flexibility.

More psychiatrically

trained persons

have moved into roles which are outside purely psychiaËric or psycho-

therapeutic functions, eg., consultatíon, hospital-adninistration

and

"pure" research, which indicates that some shifts in psyehiatric jobroles has occurred.
In the conduct of psychotherapy whÍch is

deemed

to be the

central area of activity shared by psychiatrists and clinical psychologists, a number of issues about the nature of the interactj-on between the professions emerge from the research:

a)

Some

"confounding" of the purest ideological biases of

both disciplines has tended to occur as a result of the eclectic deeg. the team concept of ttdiagnosis'
mands of everyday practice.
in rvhich both psychiatrist and psychologist have input, has become
conmon

feature of the clinical

a

case conference.

b) Sinrilar probleurs in dealing with the cor-rnter-transference
by the professional seems to have been encountered by yoirng practitioners
from both professions.

Brody (1956) suggests that the discipline out of ¡¡hich the
young professional emerges determines the nature of his TesPonse to

the anxieties encoi.rntered in the counter transference. PsychiaËrists
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r^7ere

vier,red as resorting to greater authoritarlan activity,

more directive and offering "interpretatíont'

by becourlng

of behavior prematurely.

Psychologists, by contrast, reacted to the same anxiety by engagíng
in excessive passivity and withdrawal into the role of "detached
scientific

observer. "

(Brody 1956)

Despite the fact that the transference is the psychíatrists

stock-in-trade, Brody claímed that extensive reliance on the dynamics
of this

phenomenon sometimes caused

the young psychiatrist to ttuse"

the transference without seeking to ttundersLand it.tt

This profes-

sional stance was attributed to psychiatric training in the use of
psychological technique ¡¿ithout stressing its social rarn-ifications.
The opposite r¿as held to be true for psychologists.

Brody felt that,

as a group, they tended to intellectwaLi_ze their therapeutic goals,
and to be more locked into predetermíned therapeutic strategies, re-

gardless of the idiosyncratíc nature of the interaction r,¡ith each client.

Ideological and interpersonal conflict has also been presenË
in the selection of research material by both professions. The psychiatric brand of research was often a direct consequence of clinical
psychologíst, much of his research
ttthe experi\¡ras generated out of laboratory experimental studies, e8.,
case studies, while for the clinical

mental neurosis.tt

(Levison, Zax, and Cowan

1961)

Differences in research strategies ' as r+ell as the high
leve1 of personal investment in clinical research, thus created an
ideological adversarial system in accordance with the conflict properties associated with that Ëerm from its early usage. The defensive
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operaiions mounted by mental health professionals in defense of their
system attest to this ideological confrontatíon:

It has been suggested that unconscíous guilt and anxiety
are more prominant in ínvestigations of human behavior than in other
fields. Behavior reflecting defensive needs may include, for example,
ascribing great importance to onets o\,¡n contribution and belittling
the contríbution of others; feeling misunderstood by colleagues ' insistence on onets ov¡n methodological bias; emphasis on the uniqueness
and complexity of one's o¡,¡n professional training; overt aggressÍon
directed dovrnrvard in the hierarchy of a project, a¡d the need to
placate authority figures in the project and so forth. (Brody 1956
p rlo)
Ideological rivalry between the professions has thus been
shovm

to perforrn a dual function in this research. Lhen it has

invoked to support an "occupational" priority,

been

(i.e. in the line of

interesË of only one of the two groups of mental health professionals)
it has caused ¿ensíon and strained ínterprofessíona1 relations.

I{hen

ideology has been associated with the ¡¿ho1e diverse group of "mental
health professionals" without regard to t'occupationalt' ideology, it
has served to strengthen shared professional goals in furthering their

collective hegemony over the field of menËal health.
In terms of formal hierarchical distinctions,

psychiatry

appears to have retained Èhe doninant position among professionals
who deal ¡+ith the mentally il1.

Psychiatrists currently serve

administrative heads of hospitals and enjoy extensíve legal
to shape the direction of treatmenÈ in their field.

as

mandates

Clinical psycho-

logists, on the contemporary scene, viewed their skitls as "equally
appropriatett to the management of mental illness,
inËo a battle for territoriality

thus becomiÍlg locked

with psychiatry.

The psychiatric profession \,¡as perceíved by psychologisÈs as
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enjoying a "monopoly" of the mental health fÍeld, having no comPetition or critícs of their trade practi-ces. Their posítion was vie¡¡ed
(enviously it ivould seem) by psychology as having cornered the market
in a situation not unlike the po\,rer vested in the giant corporations
of the business sector. In jockeying for position r¿ith psychiatry'
the clinical psychologists \,/ere creating a conflíct situation ¡vhich
involved ideological strains regarding occupational rather than theoretical concerns.
AnalternativeexplanaËíoncanbepositedaboutthenature
of interprofessional rivalry in "mental health." This theoretical
positionSuggeststhathigherlevelsofideologicalhegemonyanong
in their
mental health professionals emerge out of the limited conflict
of
ideologies without creating intolerable strain on the provision

mentalhealthservicesinËheinterim.Thísview'espousedbyCoser
(1956), rationalized the conflict model as serving an essentially integrativefunctionforbothprofessions.Fromthemodelprovidedby
the
coser, the strains between the Ëwo groups shorlld serve Ëo enhance
quality of care given to the consumer of mental health seririces, since
bothgroupsofprofessionalsshouldtheoretíeallybeconstantlyhoning
to the
their skills in order to make their profession more attractive
client market.
PROFESSIONAL COAIITION FOR]'IATION

Ideologicaldifferencesr¿hichSeparatewithin_-professíoo
practitioners have shorn¡n an effect on the nature of their interaction
field
with practitioners from other disciplines in the ¡oental health
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(The psychiatrist r"¡ho v¡orks from a sociotherapeutic orientation

maintains a far closer relationship with his "social services team"
than the psychiatrist who adheres to neuropsychiatríc prÍnciples).

It is thus at the level of occupational interactÍon that ideological
and theoretical positions served to determine t'the divisions of labort'
in those ínstitutions

in which professíonals were studÍed:

In short, the specialists in one fíe1d and psychiatry is
no exception--frequently find more in common and ¡vork more closely
with certain specialists from allied fields than with many of their
professional colleagues. In fact, they usually regard marry of the
latter as doing less good and quite possibly more harm than the
allied specialists. (Strauss et al L964 p 7)
Strauss attempted a descriptive analysis of the ideological

interaction betr¿een psychologists and psychiatrists in an applíed
hospital setting.

Occupational interaction effects that r,¡ere recorded

in that study showed some reluctance on the part of clinical

psycho-

logists to regard the psychiatric professionals as "the" experts.
Many

psychologists saw themselves as havíng more input into (non-

medical) intervention procedures than the psychiatric staff.

Psycho-

logists in that study perceived themselves as being more experienced
than psychiatrists in the field of "milieutherapy" and Ëended to form

coalitions with the social services staff to make it part of hospÍtal
policy.

Coalition formation between social services and psychology

staff in that study tended to display stronger ideological homogeneit.y,
leadership and the ability

to articulate their operational ideology

than the nursÍng and medical staff.
The point of focus of interprofessional ideological conflicÈ

in the mental hospital was examined in telms of the dlmamjqs r+hich
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underlie the "mental health team" concept. This usually consists of
psychiatric director, psychologist, social servj-ce member, nursing
staff, and possibly a representative of the hospital administration.
Strauss's study showed that congruence of professional ideology

and

operational philosophy were highly contingent upon rvhether a "team"
ideology or a hierarchical occupational structure constituted the
dominant hospital ideology.

Social workers and psychologists involved

in treatment services had much in conmon and generally supported

each

other on "team" issues. Rather than competing ruith each other for
positions, they r¡ere united by their opposition to traditional
ialism in the hospital as a whole, and to traditional medÍca1
Ín psychiatric treatment in particular.

custodhegemony

(Strauss L966 p L44)

In wards with patient and representative government, psychology staff were seen as enjoyíng a high 1eve1 of therapeutic autonomy.
On medical and

psychiatric authority wards, there was a much 1or¿er level

of therapeutic input by psychologists. EquallY: on the psychiatric
ttauËhorityttwards, nursing staff \À7ere Showrl to enjoy a high leve1 of
satísfaction in implementing psychiatric hierarchic principles, while
suffering considerable "task-stripPing" and role uncertainty in the
patient-government wards. Thus, ideologícal polarization aPpears to
have occurred between social services and psychology and betrveen nurses
and physicians on the issue of monopoly of power by the medical

practitÍoners.
Traditionally,

the mental hospital has been described

as

being strongly hierarchical and having very centralized positions of
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polùer. In the Strauss study, they found that only those professionals
r¿ho

rvere seeking maximum role-change (the cllnical

psychologists) in

the hospital structure \./ere able to exploit the professional potentialities of a t'decenxraLízedt' team concept. These professionals were
described as having "blossomed" in their neTr-\¡/on equality, while the
most successful psychiatric and nursing staff \.vere seen as being those
who made the greatest acconmodation to these ideological shifts.
TERRITORIALITY

IN

PSYCHOTHERAPY

:

In the Strauss (1964) study, the data revealed
important assumptions held by each profession about itself
mental health professions. This was particularly

some very

and other

evident in their

positions wi-th regard to the conduct of psychotherapy. Figure
illustrates

10

the level of endorsement of psychologists as psychotherap-

ists by medical (psychiatric) staff as r¡ell as by their
non-medical therapeutic staff.

or^'n

and other

Figure 11 provides the 1eve1 of endorse-

ment of psychíatrists as psychotherapists by their own profession as

well- as the non-medical therapeutic staff.
PsychologisËs were viewed as totally

tíon that they be

empowered

to conduct psyehotherapy both ¡+ithin

hospital setting or as pri-vate practitioners.
r¿as Ëhe

comnitted to the posia

The psychiatric sample

professional group least in favor of an "expanded" therapeutic

role for psychologists.

Some

spread in the range of opínions of psy-

chiaËrists about psychologistst role in therapy v¡as evident. I{hile
83 per cent \^rere in favor of psychologists "doing therapy" in

a

hospital setting, only 23 per cent Ëhought psychologists could

do

Figure
Tab
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le B--Psychologists as Theraplst,sa
As Seen by

NONMEDICAL PRACTIT]ONERS

Ln

rl

Irem

Psychol- Social
ogisËs Worlcers Nurses

(N=52) (N=53)

(N=38)

MEDICA]. PSYCIIIATRIC PRACTITIONERS

High ,
HiEh , High U^.U Low .
All
PsyeñosD So*"Ëo"D Þoctos'. Joc10s
(N=339) (N=82) (N=106) (N=102) (N=100)

30. Clinical psychologists who
shorv interest in dolng psychotherapy should be perrn-Lttecl to clo so in a hospital setling .
1"00Z 92'/"
877. 83"/. 807, 7 4"/, 927, ToZc
58. A child psychologist is usua1ly more quallfied to
practice psychotherapy with
chilclren than is a generally
trained psychiatrist.
87
77
68
60
70
48
67
59
19. Clinical psychologists shoul-d
be permitted to engage in
psychotherapy in prívate
practice.
98
92
58
40
33
41
49
zgc
96. I'fost clinical psychologists
are qualifíed to work with
patients who have adjustment or marital problems.
83
58
79
52
38
57c
59
3Bc
103. No clinical psychologist
should be allovred to engage
in private practice rvithout
rnedical supervi-sion.
92
60
34
33
25
34
36
24
fl-5. Clinical psychologísts do
not need medical supervision to practice good
psychotherapy.
85
51
29
23
22
15
31
L4c
I57. Psychiatrists should help
clinical psychologists to
secure legal certífÍcation.
92
72
74
52
42
54
66
42c
a_-Figures are the proportions of individuals in each group that agreed with the statements, except for Item 103;
the figures are the proportions of those who disagreed.
h
"0n1y the differences for the "high psychos vs High somat,ostt and t'Hlgh socíos vs tow socios" were evaluat.ed
statistically--by
chi square test.
c^,
'l'lri s nr-nnnrt{nn is si eni fi eentlv 11i f ferent fr:om the orooortion for the innnediatelv orecedlns srouD at the 01 level

\.c)
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Figure l1
Table 9--Psycltiatrl-sts as Theraplstsa
As Seen by
NONI,IEDI

I teml tem

L27. A medical degree should be
the major criLerion for
evaluating an indiviclualr s
qualifications to practice
p

sychotheraPY.

131. Only psychiatrists should
treat neurotic patients.
136. A medlcal degree should
always be one of the
criteria for evaluating
an individualrs qualifcations for practicing
psycho therapy.

CAI PRACTITIONERS

Psychol- Soclal
oglsts Workers Nurses
(N=52) (}{=53) (N=38)

07.

07.

22

15

I'{EDICAL PSYCHIATRIC PRACT]TTONBRS

Low .
Illgh ,. tllgh * Hish All Psychos" Somatos" so"io"b soclosb
(N=r02) (N=100)
(N= 339) (N= 82) (N=106)

,r10/

47%c

207.

't

32

2B

40

22

48c

64

56

74c

54

B0c

397

30"/.

34

55

o"/c

fon" tig,tres are the proportions of individuals in each group that agreed v¡ith the statements.
ugrrly the differences for the
"High psychos vs High somatosrr and "Hlgh socios vs Low soclos" were evaluated
test.
square
chi
statistically--by
"T1-,i" proportion is significantly different from the proportion for the immediately precedlng grouP at Èhe
1r

.01 level.

Source: Strauss A. L. et al.
New York Free

Psychiatric ldeologies and InstitutÍons

Press, L964, (p. 81, Table 9).
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ttgood therapy" in a private setting rvithout medical supervi-sion. 0n

this point ideological conflicl betr¿een tire psychiatric and psychological groups \,ras most focused.
The Strauss study also revealed a high level of ideologíca1

confrontation

among

psychiatrists themselves (along the dímensions dis-

cussed in Chapter III)

with regard to their ov¡n conduct of psychotherapy'

OnIy 64 per cent of the medical (psychiatric) practitioners agreed

that a med.ical degree should be a relevant criterion for conducting
psychotherapy. only 30 per cent thought that a medical degree should
the strauss study did not
Interestingly,
be the major criterion.
provide an opporrunity to exanrine the víews of the psychologists r¡ith
regard to the legitimacy or competence of psychiatrists to conduct psychotherapy, except in presenting Ëhe reasons why they (psychologists)
v/ere equally qualified to do so.

"I^Iithin-profession" differences

among

psychiatric ideologies

were also shov¡n to have some effect on psychiatristsr attítude to the

psychotherapeutic functions of clinical
who were

psychologists. Psychiatrists

higher on Ëhe psychoanalytic pole of psychíatry wele shown Ëo

be more supportive of an increase in the psychotherapeutic activities

of clinical psychologists than psychíatrists who were high on the somatotherapy scales. However, the tendency to vÍew the therapeutic role of
psychologists in a positive directiofl \tas not so prom-inent among psychoanalytic practitioners as to promote this position at the expense
of psychiatric

hegemonY.

Although there is some tendency for psycho-therapeutically
as
oriented practitioners to be more favorable toward psychologists
medical
in
belief
basic
the
oveÏshadow
psychotherapists, it does Ilot
ãrrinority, which-both groups of practitioners (the psychoanalytic
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and somato-Lherapeutic psychiatrists)

p

seem

to share. (Strauss

1964

83)

Strauss suggested that both ideological groups in the PSy-

chiatric sample \¡Iere mole favorable to a therapeutic function for
psychologists than for psychiatric social ldorkers. He proposed that
Ëhe psychology

profession haci at least tentatively been accepted by the

psychiatric profession as having some claim to professional
and recognition.

automony

He attributed psychiatric recognition of "some 1evel

of autonomy" for clinical

psychologists to be partially

sequence of their training,

and partially

as a con-

because of their defined

professional intent to be a part of the delivery of mental health
services.
I^Ihile the whole range of psychiaLrists in that study retained

a homogeneous comrn:itment to reLention of professional prerogative by
their profession, they were equally homogeneous in their perception
of clinical psychologists as the most serious threat to retention of
that privílege.

(Strauss L964 p 24I)

The concern.of the currenË research is rvith the effects that

the ideological components of professional thought have on the nature
of services that are provided. The ideological proposítions of the
"sociotherapeutically oriented psychiatrists" in Straussts study
provide some relevant information in this regard. Their general position advocated a higher blanket endorsement of psychotherapeutic functions for all mental-health professionals than either the psychoanalytic
or somato-therapeuËic psychiatrists.

I,lhile Strauss does not provide

an
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explicit

interpretation of those results, it can be reasonably in-

ferred that the high level of endorsement by the sociotherapeutic
group 1s consistent r,¡ith a position which favors greater division of

labour in the mental health field, more team and community work and
lower level of subscription to professional dominance or

a

hegemony.

IDEOLOGICAI I{EGEMONY AND THE }ßNTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONS:

Since the early 2Oth century, psychiatry enjoyed a period

of almost universal acceptance with regard to its professional position.

This was most pronounced in Ëhe ease with which Freudían

theory and psychoanalysis \¡¡ere received by I^Iestern society, particuLarLy in the United States. The position of psychiatry became strongly
entrenched in organized medicine. In 1937, the American Psychiatric

Association (with the approval of the American Medical Association)
broke away from the international Psychoanalytic AssocíatÍon on the

issue of ideological hegemony. Their contention at that time was Ëhat
psychotherapy r,/as solely within the domain of medicine and was to be

practiced by physicÍ-ans only.

(Leifer

1969)

Clinical psychologists were subsequently allowed Ëo engage
in therapy r:nder medícal supervision. This issue remained in contention and is currently unresolved

among mental

health professionals.

The psychoanalytic "center" of psychiatry \,/as perceived by profes-

sionals and the lay public as moving toward elitist

criteria

in terms

of the type of people they would treat, the conditions under which
they saw patients (offíce-couches rather than hospital- wards) and the
type of Ëherapy they would undertake. The general assurrption in
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psychoanalytic therapy r¿as that patients rvith "good prognosis" would

generally tend to be young, attractive, wealthy, educated and verbally
ski11ed.
The nature of hospital psychiatry provided a different

entation to treatment of patients.
not meeting the criteria

ori-

Generally they \dere Perceived

of office-management intervention.

as

Hospital

psychiatry was associated ¡¿ith reliance on somatic therapies, n-inimal
contact with patients, and psychíatric diagnosis based frequently

the social standing of the patient population.

on

(Rosenhan L973, Becker

1963, Goffman 196I) The move by psychiatry to díchotorn-ize its func-

tion into "private practice" and "hospital psychiatry" left the middle
ground of mental health \,Jork open to other disciplines.
The directíon of psychiatric "politics"

had been noted by

professionals from different disciplines who shared similar concerrls.
Despite the unconventional methodology which he employed, Ronald

Laingts treatise on mental illness attracted a substa¡rtial followi-ng
of radical psychologists and psychiatrists,

Their experimental models r'¡hich initially

Richard Alpert.

scientific

and

seemed un-

and bizarre were later to be employed by the role theorísts

and interactional
Much
may be

such as Timothy Leary

theorists in scientífic

research.

of the present research on family processes and therapy

directly traceable to (or reactions to) the early work of Laing

on the pathogenic nature of the nuclear fanr-ily, the schizophregenic
moËher, and coalitíon formation and scape-goating in the nuclear fanily.

Ironically,

it ¡,¡as from the ranks of "alienated psychiatry" thaË prof-

essionalized clinical

psychology got its early start'

l-4T

Laing and his associates

among

the radical psycl-rotherapists

presented some unorthodox views about mental illness.

tional psychiatry (particularly

I{here tradi-

psychoanalysis) had víei¡ed most of the

ps,vchoses as "unreachabler" Laing and his associates contended that

psychotherapy for these populations
Development of interactional

rÂ/as

both possible and essential.

models of psychotherapy such as "family

systems, communications theory, and role-interchangett were largely
outcome of these uncoriventional mental health investigations.

an

(Ram Das

7974) The occupational sector responsible for these charrges 1ay outside the role of traditional

psychiatry, representing a new brand of

"therapists" who did not use the ongoing psychiatric system to implement change.
The provision of services to the "Third Wor1d" of the mentally

i11 became increasingly linked with the research and practice of clinical psychology. This transition became increasingly apparent in the
greater "visibility"

of psychology in the social institutions

dealing

with deviant behavior (the prisons, clinics and mental hospitals).
new visibility

was evident in the proliferation

search and Èherapy models of the recent past.

This

of psychological reQualitative superiority

in the nature of services provided by psychiatry became more diffi-cult
to point to, particularly
therapists

r^rere making

since a number of psychiatrically

trained

use of psychology-generaÈed treatment modalities.

In ascribing a purely "Ëechnical" role Lo the psychological (as

opposed

Èo psychiatric) conduct of therapy, psychiatry rvas clearly on the de-

fensive, and unable to assert earlier levels of professional
(Eyesenk L970)

hegemony.
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Psychiatry tras thus increasingly forced to rely on social-status supports (ttre U.n, degree and their professional organizaLion), for substantiation of theír claim to be at the helm of the mental health professions. Their success in this respect has not been oven¡helming.
Nummably and

Kiltrous (1968) suggest that the public generally

no distinction between the services provided by psychiatrists

makes

and

clinical psychologists.
Psychiatric professional ideology had clearly promoted
view about the competency of psychology which

\,üas

a

at variance v¡ith

psychologistst vier¿s of themselves. Their rapid movement toward
greater visibility

in the professional community may be seen as

a

reaction to statements about their professíonal status from ut-ithin
the psychiatric professí-on, such as the following:
It is to be hoped that the number and calibre of clinical
psychologists will continue to advance, just like the rapid advances
of technicians whose aid to physicians cannot be overestimated.
(Brody 1954 p I78)
The typical response of clinical

psychology to the ideologi--

ca1 assumptions held by psychiatric practitioners r.¡as to negate Brodyrs

contention that their function r¿as that of "technical physicians-aides."
The form that their response took has included ideological unn:asking

of the psychiatric profession, a¡d defensive regrouping of their

ov¡n

position. Psychologists presented counter-claims about the psychiatric
use of ttthe healing rnystiquet'and have gone so far aS to discoi:nt the
total validity

of psychoanalysis. (Eyesenk 1970) Psychologists have

tightened up their or,¡n training programs to prove the adequacy of
their t'professionalt' comPeterice.
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The move torvard occupational autonomy by psychologists may

be seen as partly conditioned by the paternalistic

(at tlmes inter-

preted as patronizing) position of the psychiatric profession.
defensive posture of many clinical

The

psychologists vís-a-vis their pro-

fessional relationship with psychiatry may be interpreted in that conPsychiatric claims to a "better brand of knowledge"

text.
much

shaped

of the ideological stance of professional psychology.
Acceptance by psychology of the medical model would have

meant acceptance of the medical component of disordered behavior,

hence, many psychological practítíoners sought to build a model of

mental illness ¡¿hich could be explaíned and treated outside of purely

physiological determinants of behavior. Much of the reaction by psychologists to the medical model came, surprisingly, from the "scientific"
behavioral school. The learning theory and reinforcenent models of
behavior (¡oth normal and pathological) I^/ere heavily weighted in the
direction of psychological rather than physiological theories of causality.

(Bandura 1968, Lovaas 1968, I^Iolpe 1958)
Due largely to their orgaîLzalional efforts,

the position of

psychology today is that it is lrying for the "first-spot"

health professionals.

among mental

In terms of research and innovative behavioral

theories, psychology has j-ndeed provided great input into mainstream
clinical

practice.

Theoretical claims about "psychoLherapy" from psy-

chology have been given more serious consideration by the psychiatric

professíon. Strategies and theory in such psychological domains as
behavior ioodification are noltr a requirement in the training of

many
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psychiatric practitioners.
While some level of "eclecticism" is evÍdent among "all
mental health professíonalsr" theoretical and academic fusion of theory
and practice (Praxis) has still

sional ideological lines.
separated practitioners

not crossed occupational and profes-

The conflict which has (and still

from both disciplines,

does)

suggests that "hegemony"

by the mental health professionals (as a homogeneous rather than
fragmented entity)

does not exist.

Alternatively,

a

at the level thaË

professional ideological lines have been crossed by the whole group (as
ttmental health workerstt) a strong ecumenic base has been provided for

both professions.
.

Reference to the term "mental healthr" and association of

that term r,rith the functions of psychologists and psychistrists attests
to some 1evel of hegemony enjoyed by both professions at the present
time. To the extenË that the mental health professions enjoy a greater
acceptance of their theories of human behavior than dísciplines such

as anthropology, history or sociology, some level of hegemony over
the rtmental health sector" may be attributed to both professions.
trüith regard to the l-evel of hegemony exercised by both pro-

fessional groups, the mental health enterprise to which they belong represerits a status-quo to which both groups subscribe as a primary goal.
Despite interprofessional rivalry,

expansion of the mental health

markeË

provides greater opportunity for hegemony for all mental health practi-

tioners.

In this respecË, ideological consensus nay be

deemed

to exist

in Ëhe promotíon of the t'mental health movementt' (sans occupational rivalry) for the benefiË of all professÍonals engaged i-n that area of
work.
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To the extent that hegemony by these mental health pro-

fessionals is held to account, a coûrmonality of purpose and a
front

rnay

be attributed

to both groups of professionals.

conmon

Thus,

merr-

ta1 health professionals have, as a group, established a great deal of
protection from accountabílíty to the 1ay public for the nature of
their practice ard even more so for the ideological positions from
which they work, by virtue of their "professional prerogative."

'

The professional associations of both groups have been

effectively employed to prevent concerted attack by any outside group
on the ideological assumptions of each profession.

Informatíon about

ideological concerns has often been jealously guarded to wÍthstand ideological confrontation.
Even in those cases r¿here lirnited coalition

formation has

occured, eg. between psychologists and social workers (Strauss L964),
Ëhese have proven inadequaLe

to challenge the cumulative hegemony of

the psychiatric and psychological professions.
The mental health por^rer structure, courultted primarily
to its ordrr preservation, is alertly opposed to any events that
ruight change it. Thus when innovation intrudes, the structure
responds r'¡ith various strategies to deal rvith the threat; it
ni-ght incorporate the ne\,r event, alter it to fit the pre-e:cisting
structure so that, in effect nothing is really chalged. It might
deal with it also by active rejection, calling upon all of its
resources to starve ouË the innovator by ínsuring a lack of support.
(Giaziano L969 p 43)
''COI"SflINITY:'' THE END OF PROFESSIONAI

HEGEMONY?

Although each of the "psychiatric" and "psychological" ideo-

logies has served.as a powerful determinant of clinical

practiee during

its peak, each has also faced some level of criticism or rejection as

a
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consequence of shiftíng

social influences on mental health practice.

The mor¡ement which appears to have taken up the slack in mental health
r¿ork is the t'community mental health ideology."

The level of accepta¡Lce of this movement has not been uni-

form across both professions.

In the original study' out of which the

community mental health scale \ùas developed' significant
r,,rere found

differences

in its level of acceptance by psychiatrists a¡d psychologists'

Data provided by Langston (f970) showed psychiatrists to be less favor-

able to that ideology than any of the non-medical professions in menta1 health. In a study of hospital psychiatry, Kotin and Sharaf (L967)
showed

that a community ideological position held by a new hospital

superintendent resulted in ideological polatLzaLion on a psychodynamic-

sociotherapeutic diehotoiny

among

the hospital staff'

A second. intensive study of cournunity ideology

among

various

professionals in a hospital settíng was conducted by Schulberg and
Baker (1967). In this study, the CMHI scale was administered to psychiatrists and clinical
professionals.

psychologists as rvel1 as other mental health

On the first

adìninistration of the test instrument'

PSY-

chologists, nurses and social workers were highest on the cornmunity
ideology scale, and physicians (including psychiatrists) were lowest'
on the second adminístration, psychologists were found to be highest
and psychiatrists lowest in terms of comrnitment to ¡þs sqilrmunity ideo-

1ogy. The mean scores for "young psychiatrists in that study were not
shown to be significantly different from the scores of senior psychiatric staff.

Psychiatric reluctance to accept the onseÈ of this

new
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ideology in mental health work rvas also noted by Langston (1970)

and

Breeskin (I972).
"Non-medical (psychologists) hospital staff have consistently

favored change in the direction of further implementation of cornmunity
prograrls (Schulberg and Baker 1967) This support has been associated

rqith the fact thal, despite numerical superiority, the non-medical
professions had not been able to displace psychiatric hegemony in the

structure of mental health care systems. (See Figure 1.2). The "community" philosophy assisted the profession of psychology to claim more

"input" Ínto the delí-very of mental health services.
This is perhaps one of the reasons why community mental
health ideology fj-nds relatively greater acceptance among non-medical
professionals; it emphasizes skil1s which are not directly dependent
upon the usual training of medical professionals. lion-professionals
in particular sLand to gain in status if the ideas of the ideology
are implemented. (Schulberg and Baker 1975 p 195)
I^lith the advent of the "community ideologyr" a radical
shift in the nature of interaction between the professions occurred.
The hierarchic advantages which \^/ere traditionally

associated lrith

psychiat.ry in mental hospitals \^Iere challenged with regard to their

legitimacy in a work philosophy which stressed "team" participaËion
(Rushing 1964) Shift in the social ídeologies of the sixties contri-

buted to the complexity surrounding the interpersonal relations betl¡een

the tr¿o professions. The "mode1" which emerged for mental health workers
demanded

a higher 1eve1 of self-critical

functioning on the part of

professional, scrutiny of his roles and skills,

and of the rela-tionship

which he culËivated with mental health professionals from anot.her

discipline.

any

Figure

12

Relative Increases of Select.ed Professionals in a1l Mental Institutions of Canada, 1960-70
Year

Total Medica1 staff**

Total Non-medi-

Psycho-

ca1 profes5jg¡grkJ</<

1ogísts

Therapistgrk/r>t:k

Social
I^lorkers

L960

1015

r494

140

465

2L3

1"96L

1083

1609

L54

551

234

L962

1141

LB46

177

637

¿/I

1963

r203

2004

l-94

715

309

L964

L299

24r4

2L2

835

389

L965

136I

2840

224

948

l.a (

L966

]-296

2899

243

r0B0

421

L967

L587

3534

308

1336

547

T968

I6L4

443r

4L6

l-349

t06

]-969

T67I

459L

42L

14

5l

13r

L970

L925

4850

443

L423

753

89.7

224.6

2L6.4

/"

Increase

1960-70

206. 0

253.5

*

Source: Mental llealth Statistics, Dominíon Bureau of Statístics, 0ttawa, 1960-70.
Total medical staffs ínclude a1-1 M.D., ful1 time and part time.
)tTt)t Total non-medlcal professlons include all affillated professions and tecìrnicians except nursÍng staff.
*t()!(t( Therapists fnclude occupallonal therapists, physÍotheraplsts and all other therapists.
Jc/c

ts

s.

co
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For the duration of the period marked by ideological domination of the medical mode1, the role-functÍons of psychiatrists

and

psychologists had been clearly defined. The organÍc and somatj-c poles

of the psychíatric ideologies had delineated an autonomous region for
psychology in the area of "behavioral research" r.rhich rvas not a direct

function of medical pathology. This defined area had been the only
"legitimate" area of psychology which psychiatry had recognized.

The

advent of ttcommuniËytt and ttteamtt concepts in mental health changed the

ínterprofessional system of relationships to a significant degree.
Overlap in role functíons, role-blurring

and "total-treat3.

nent strategies" involving a team approach, had both salutóry

and

negative consequences. The domj-nant assumption of the co*ìrroity ideology had been that the potential for achieving change r,'ould be maximized r¿hen arbítrary disciplínary barriers lrere brought down. The

effect of enacting those assumptíons has in some cases realized

some

of the fears expressed by the psychiatric profession. In some cases,
abuse of the "team" orientation led to self-appropriation of higher

status tasks where the required degree of professional competence

v/as

not present. This model also enhanced the potential for "buck-passing"
r¿here

particular professionals found certain tasks to be incompatible

wiËh their "occupaËiona1" ideologíes, or where they perceived them

as

ttlow value tasks.tt
Schulberg and Baker (1975) have suggested an axiom r+hich
proposes thaË the urore rtnoveltt the interprofessional model turns out

to be, the higher will be the 1evel of resistance generaËed by the

more
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conservatíve, established standards of the profession. They advocate
that professional accountabí1ity be standardized in terms of productivity

in the work sítuation rather than from a predetermined hierarchy

of leadership. They viewed psychiatric hegemony over intervention

as

encounteríng greater demands for accountability in the future, r+ith

regard to proven administrative ski11s, patterns of functioning

and

discrepancies in salary.

Hirschowitz (f973) has claimed that the pre-conununity mental
health era had already made use of the concept of the mental health
t'team.tt He suggested that many of the functions associated rqith the
usage of that term were in fact misleading or mythical (i.e.,
conformed to ideologícal rather than objective criteria).

they

The mythi-

cal elements of the menÈal health team which he identified were in regard to the noËion that t'democratic processtt could operate in a psy-

chiatric setting.

He viewed the decision-making process as being

skewed in the direction of higher-ranking professionals (psychiatrists)

at the e).pense of input from lorver status staff (psychologists).
Ilirschowitz proposed that the same communication network
was in operation between psychiatrists and lor¿er-ranking mental health

professionals as the communication systen employed by psychiatrists in
therapy (i.e., exploitation of the "one-up/one-dov¡n" posítions in
It
therapy). - Challenging the assumptions of "one-up" members of the

4rot

more elaboïate description of the dlmauics of "one-up/
"
psychotherapy
forrns, see Jay Haleyrs, The Art of Being a
one-dovm'f
Therapist,
in,
The Power Tactics of Jesus Christ and Other
Tailure as a
of psychoanal;'tic ploys and counterdescription
Essays. Haleyrs humorous
ploys belies the concern r¡íth v¡hich he vier¡s psychiatric use of "power
tactics" Ëo esLablish control in the therapeutic relationship.
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team (ps1'chiatrists) posed the threat of sanciions for insubordína-

tion by the t'one-dor¿nt' team members (psychologisLs).
The community ideology proposed a "contínuation" of speciaTízed
areas of expertíse in applied areas of practice.
were stil1 expected to

knor¿ more

Clinical psychologists

about the admínistration and theory

of psychological tests, while psychiatrists rvere expected to retain expertise in dealing with organic features of disordered behavior.
"shifts"

The

in practice associated v¡ith this ideology were to be more

extensively directed at Ëhe nature of the interaction betr"reen Lhe professionals and the client populations which they served. As mental
health professionals they would be increasingly called upon to act as
t'generaliststt (rather than being linrited to narrow areas of expertise)
in meeting the total range of mental health needs of their cor¡munities.
Ilany clinical

psychologists had turned to universities as

a

consequence of their perceptions that the professional mental health

sector had been subsuued within the realm of psychíatric

hegemony.

Their viervs \rere now able to be expressed more emphatically r.'ith regard
to their ideological assumptions about the nature of professional
pract ice.

The ttcommunitytt ideology resulted in a grorving number of

psychologists aspiring to positions of leadership in mental health
practice by returning to the service rather tha¡ the research sector
of mental health work. Training institutions

which supported this

philosophy \.¡ere established to train practitioners in clinical

psy-

chology to meeË demands in both areas. The legitimacy of psychological
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attempts to displace psychiatric hegemony rùere clearly stated in the

rules and goals governing the ideology of the community moveaent:
Nor¿here in the federal regulations about community mental
health centers was it suggested that administratÍve leadership be
(Yolles 1966)
límited to psychiatrists.

In hospital

studies conducted to observe the changes in

intervention which accompanied implementatíon of the community ideology (Schulberg and I^Iojcik f971), the data showed that "activity"
oriented tïeatments peaked in the early 1960's but showed a major
decline (from 32 per cent to 22 per cent) with the onset of the

com-

munity program. Further, the emphasis on direct patient services re-

sulted ín a great reduction in the number of patients who had

been

receiving (custodial care) no treatment' frorn 37 to 13 Per cent by
1968. The major increase in intervention modality was in the use of
somatic therapies, mainly medication. (See Figures 13 and 14).

From the Schulberg studies of the sixties,

it is evident

that the "communíty" ideology I¡Ias undoing many of the basic premíses
that were originally

associated

v¿-iËh

its creation in the early sixties.

The psychoanalytic "center" that had been associated with mainstreaut

psychiatry had indeed been challenged by the "community" ideoloW- -.
only to resulË in the increased dependence on drug therapies ¡^.ithin
hospital psychiaEry. Schulberg reports that by 1968, at the Boston
State Hospital, between 75 artd 90 per cenË of the patients were receiving d.rug medication. Extensive use of somato-therapy in t'community" based institutions

initíal

provided a paradoxical situation.

The

proponents of the "conununity" ideology had been Ëhe social
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Figure

13

Table 10-3

of Inpatients Receiving Various
of Therapies in 1963, 1965, and 1968

Percentage

1963*

Types

1965

1968

37

1B

13

4

5

3

1l

6

2

24

34

46

3

3

2

4

11

L6

10

L4

9

7

9

9

Any verbal

l8

LÓ

30

Any activity
Any sornatic

31

J¿

22

4s

69

BO

Nothing specific
Verbal alone
Activity alone
Somatic alone
Verbal and activity

Verbal and somatic
Somatic and activíty
Verbal, activity and
somatic

*Based upon data assembled by Dr. Ralph Notman, Boston University Schoo]

of Medicine
Source: Schulberg, H. and Baker F.
The Mental Hospital and Human Services, Behavioral ?ublications,
1975, (Tab1e 10-3 p. 286)

New York,

Ls4

Figure

14

Table 10-5
Percentage of Inpatients Receíving Treatment
in 1965 and 1968 by Age

Any
somatic

Any
verbal

Any
activity

62

52
49

7L
77

L2
L2

44
37

B5

43

85

7
(t

27
27

43

28

79
82

10

13

55

31

9

t7

7

Nothing

specific

15-24 years
1965 (t{=84)
1968 (N=98)

s9

25-39 years

196s(N=282)
1968(N=200)

45

40-59 years

1965(N=652)
1968(N=366)

9

60 and over

(N=860)
1968(N=s49)

196s

79
22

Source: Schulberg, H. and Baker, F.
The Mental Hospital and Human Services. Behavioral Publications, New York,

1975, (Tab1e 10-5 p. 286).
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the ideological position most at odds with the ideological

activists;

stance of the somato-therapy group (Strauss 1964)
The ideological properties of the somato-'Lherapeutic posi-

tion have been identified earlier in this research. The "non-therapeutic" social orientation of that ideology was demonstrated ín the
properties of custodialism, impersonality and dehumanization associated
with its use (Strauss 1964). In its hasLe to make'"mental health servícestt available to tteveryorrerrt the community movement reinforced the
very ideology with which it had presented itself

as being least

compatible.

In the profession of psychology, an ideological view associated
with instrumental or adnrinistrative goals appears to have evolved in
the wake of the t'communitytt movemenË. In the t'total institutionst"of
society, the mental hospitals, the prisons and the military,

the

same

paradígm appears Ëo have emerged as that of "conmunity" psychology.
Programs r¿hich have been implemented ín schools, clinics

institutions

and total

\^reïe largely grounded ín the "behav-iorist" tradition.

An upsurge in tttoken-econorriestr in the hospitals, t'implosivet' inter-

ventions in the prisons, the increasing use of dubious psychological
evaluative instruments such as I.Q. performance tests and prograruned
learning in education, all attest to the fact that the "community" is
more than ever under the hegemony of the mental healthttexperts.tt

The following chapter v¡ill attempt to test empÍrica1ly the
hypotheses derived from Ëhe propositions generated by the discussion

in Ëhe preceding chapters. An attempt will be made to obtain an empirical validation of the ideological positions of rnental health professionals in the province of Manitoba¡ as posited in this research.

Chapter VI
AN EMPIRICAI TEST OF THE IDEOLOGICAL POSITIONS OF }'ßI{TAL
HEAI,TH PROFESSIOi{ALS II'J TI]E PROVIÌ'JCE OF I-LA}ìITOBA
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST INSTRU}ÍE}{T:

This research addressed itself

to questions concerning pro-

fessional attitudes to changing social condítÍons and to the ideological content which determínes professional practice.

The research

attempts to ascertain the degree to which ideological factors serve

to shape the nature of thought about mental health practice from a
sociology of knowledge perspective.

Information to investigate the propositíons suggested in
this research (see Chapter 1) was gathered via a "paper and pencil
testrt constructed in order to measure respondents I attitudes to
particular ideological domains. The test-instrument \,ras based

on

scales constructed to test mental health ideologies in earlier research. The instrument consEituted a t'hybridtt model, makÍng use of
some

of the ideological scales discussed earlier in this research.

Examples of the scales from which the author drer¿ items \,Jere the Com-

munity I'fental }iealth Ideology Scale (CMIII) (Schulberg and Baker 1956),

the Psychiatric Ideologies Scale (PSI) (Strauss L964), and the 0ccupatíonal and Job Characteristic scales developed by Robinson et a1.
(Robínson L969) The format of the questions is that of declaratíve

statements pertaining to professional ideologies.
The levels of response !¡ere deliberately varied with regard

to attitudinal

intensity (agree strongly, agree, disagree, strongly

disagree) in order to aid the researcher in gauging the differences
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betrueen respondents in terms of levels of commitment to particular

items in the questionnaire rvere more "con-

attitudinal

sets.

troversial"

than others, to delíneate further ideological differences

Some

and to lay the groundwork for subsequent questions in the intervier¿
phase conducted with each respondent. I{hile an evaluative component
\4ras

present in every item, some itens \.{ere explicitly

phrased in

a

judgemental form to provide heightened focus on each ideological dimen-

sion, so that respondentsf statements would reflect their ideological
posit íons.
The tesË instrument \ras adr¡-inístered to two faculty

of the department of sociology and one
psychology (non-clinical)

member

members

of the departmenË of

in order to establish r¿hether each item in

each domain r¡as in fact gathering information about the ideologícal
domain it purported to be testing.

The researcher avoided using

mem-

bers of the groups to be tested in the item selection phase, in order
to prevent bias in the selection of items used in the test instrument.
trühere any

particular rater indicated that items I,rere ambiguous or

needed further clarification,

adjustments in the test items (deletíons,

inclusions, changes in use of language, eLc.) were made in accordance
with the view of the rating-individuals.

A final consensus betr,¡een

raters was esËablished on the item-selection of the test insErumenË.
The ideological material tested in this research consisted

of 100 questions r¿hich were addressed to ten Ídeological domains.
The items broke dor,¡n according Ëo the folloruing ideological contenË
areas:

15B

1) Somatotherapeutism

6)

2) Behaviorism

7) Custodialism

3) Psychiatríc

8) Radicalism

Hegemonism

4) Community Orientation

9) Sociotherapeutísm

5) Psychodlmamicism
All test items

rurere

vent ídentification

Ilumanism

10) Psychology

Hegemonism

scattered throughout the test instrument to preof domains by the respondents. To assist the re-

searcher in coding and scoring procedures, the format of scatter
according to dígit endings in the list

provided above, í.e.,

\,ras

all items

ending in 1 (e.g. items 1, 11, 2L, etc.) vüere somatotherapy items,

all items ending in 2 r¿ere behaviorial items etc.
Scales (3) and (10), the scales measuring professional
hegemony, provided mirror questíons which recorded responses in the

direction of hegemony by psychology and psychiatry as professional
groups. In the group of questions on hegemony by psychiatry, items
3, 43, and 53 rùere negatively scored items. In the psychology

hegemony

series, iËems 30, 50, and 60 were also negatively scored items (i.e.
responses on Lhese iËems were inversely scored since a response of

ttagree" constituted a non-hegemony reply).
Examples of the types of question items drav¡n from the

original ideological tesÈ instruments

\,,rere

of the folloi^:ring type:

- A mental health program should direct particular ãÈËeÊÈienattention to groups of people

¡.vho

are potentíally wulner-

able to upsetting pressures.
- The locus of mental illness must be vie¡ved as e)rtending beyond the individual and into the fanily,

the corrmuníty

and
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so

cÍety.

The responsible mental health professional should

become

an agent. for social change (CMHI, Schulberg and Baker
r9s6).

In a mental hospital, frequent changes in administrative
policy on the ward tend to interfere with the patient's
recovery.
There are unnecessary risks in keeping hospitaLízed patients
who are undergoing intensive individual psychotherapy on
open wards.

Clinical psychologists who show interest in doing psychotherapy should be pernr-itted to do so in a hospital setting

(PSI, Strauss ]j6Ð.5
THE INTERVIEI^I AND ''PROBE'' PH.{SE:

Interviews and ttprobingtr with each respondent from the test
sample were conducted subsequenË to administration of the tesË insËrument in order to gain access to information which r¡ras noÈ forÈhconr-ing

from the structured questionnaire ítems. The schedule of interview

questions (Appendix IV) which supplernented questionnaire items pro-

víded supportive and in-depth data on the facts, opinions, attitudes
and reasons for the responses of both professional groups. This in-

volved siftíng through the literature

to find the most salient ques-

tions rvhich allowed for the construction of "professional ideologieal
profiles. "
The researcher worked from a basic assumption that the
5

Fot the whole tesË instrument used Ëo test all ideological
domains, see Appendix 11.
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respondent groups r,¡ere verbally skilled in enunciating theí-r desires,

values and needs in order to construct models representative of their

professional ideologies.

Responses to test items which were deemed

evasive or ambiguous Lrere folloived by probes in the interview phase

using the "funnel effect" of moving from simple to in-depth questions
Ëo alleviate this problem.

Although fixed-alternative items have the decÍded advantage
of achieving greater uniformity of measureaent and thus greater reliability,
of forming the respondent to answer in a \{ay that fits
the response categoríes previously set up, and of being easily coded,
they have certain disadvantages. The major disadvantage is thei-r
I^lithout probes they do not ordinarily get beneath
superficiality.
the response surface. (Kerlinger L973)
Hence, the methodological format of this research attempted

to obtain data from three sources:
a) Behavioral referents by responses to the questionnaires.
b) Direct intervíe¡¿s without probing.
c) Probing involving the "funnel procedure" to obtain
elaboration and greater reliability

of response to the category being

examined.

The probe methodology r,ras also used to obtain information rvhere no
adequate test item had been provided to cover a particular

ideological

dornain. The questions and probes thus concentrated on one facet of
practitioner responses, i.e. professional ideological content.
THE SA}f LE:

The study use of samples has aided in off-setting

ficulty

the dif-

and expense (tirne and money) involved in attempting to intervier^r

large populations, e.g. "a11 professional mental health rvorkers in
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llaniioba."
In this study, a sample of 20 respondents
trvo groups of mental health professionals.

\,Jas

dralm from

The study r+as limited to

active practitioners of psychiatry and clinical

psychology. An equal

number (10) of practíLioners was obtained from each group. An attempt
r+as made

to draw on practitioners who operate in similar, if not ident-

ical professional milieux.

There \,¡as some methodological difficulty

in obtaining practising clinical

psychologists who do "private con-

sultation" only in line with their psychiatric counterparts.
Tn order to off-set differences due to r¿ork settings, only

psychiatrists
who had

r,¡ho had

an affiliation

with a hospital or clinic,

treatment ínput into those institutions

and

were used for the

psychiatric sample. In order to ensure greater respondent homogeneity in terms of work milieux, an attempt \,ras made to draw members of
each profession from the same \,rork localities

(i.e. psychiatrists

and psychologists were drav¿n from the same hospital or clinic wherever

possible).
To minirnize regional differences (the scope of the study encompasses

rrpractitioners in Manitoba"), respondents were dra¡¿n from

Mental Health facilitíes

in the Winnipeg area as well as from centers

in Brandon and Selkirk.

Contact r,rith the respondents was made through

their professional associations.
To control for greater homogeneity of Ëhe "professionaliza-

tion" variable, the researcher confined the scope of subjects to those
practitioners who had already completed the basic educational phase of
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It was considered important (in r,reeting

professional socialization.

the criterion of "having been professionalizedt' r.rith regard to the
ímpact of ideolog1-zing forces on professionalization)

that each respon-

dent in the sample have had sufficient experience in the fie1d, to con-

stitute a state of having acquired a professional ideology, rather
than stil1 being "in the process of acquiring" that ídeology.

For the psychology sample, the criteria

to be met \./ere the

Ph.D. degree, a clinical

internship and subsequent experience in

field of mental health.

For the psychiatric sample, the criteria

Èhe

v¡ere

a medical degree, psychiatric postgraduate training and experience in
Ëhe mental

health fie1d.

All psychology respondents met their criteria.

fn the psychiatric sample,

some respondents had

not yet completed

their Psychiatric Board exanr-inatíon, but vere deemed to have met the
ttprofessíonaltt criteria by virtue of the extent of theír exposure to
"in the field" professional activity.
DATA COLLECTION AND AIJALYSIS

The researcher used a standard recording and scoring pro-

cedure for the test questionnaire. Responses to the test instrument
were hand-scored for both individual and group-responses. The "ra\.7"
responses r¡/ere then subjected to statistical

analysis.

The interview

phase responses were recorded by the researcher during the question-

session and were subsequently condensed in order to supply supportive

in-depth information.
The scoring procedure for the test instruuent involved a range

of "a priorl"

assigned values of -4 Lo 4, with scores of 2 and -2 being
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assigned to the ínternediate range of responses. All Ítems v¡ere
scored in a positive direction, so that a ttstrongly agree" r¡as r¿orth

a score oÍ 4, and a t'strongly disagreet'worth -4.

The negatively

scored sub-items on the hegemony scales \.rere transformed to positive

scores from the raw data, and subsequently recorded in a fashion con-

sistent rvith the rest of the test instrument.
In rare cases, where no response rvas made or where agree

and

disagree responses r'rere presented, a separate category with a value

of 0 (zero) was recorded as the no-response category. The instrumenË
was designed to alleviate this effect as much as possible by not pro-

viding a ttno response" category in the questionnaire, but the researcher v/as not able to preclude this response entirely.

The total

scale score of each individual was obtained by summing all item scores
on a particular dimension and transforruing the responses to numerical

values provided in the "a priorett scoring procedure. Any item thus
had a possible value oÍ 41 21 0, -2 or -4.

Any respondentsr total score

on a given ideological domaín (consisting of ten test-itens)
maximum

positive score of 40, or

nr:inimum

had

a

score of -40.

The test instrumenË was designed as a means of determ-iníng
r¿hether an internally

consistent range of beliefs held by mental health

professions could be measured. The basic question regarding this instrument is r+hether the items in each scale (and the scales thernselves)

effectively isolate the same attributes, orientation and individual
response styles, despite some dissimilariËy in the manifest conterit
between items and across scales.

In order to avoid any bias in
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reportíng statistical

relationships, onlv the means by profession

and

for the w}role group \,rere provided.
A second statistÍcal

procedure rvas applied to provide the

1eve1s of significance of differences found on the questionnaire sub-

scales. The means (by profession and for the whole sample) are provided in Figures 15 and 16. The Mann-Lhítney U test \,ras used because
it provides the most adequate statistícal

test for two independenË

test groups using a sma1l sample size (N = 20). The results of the
Mann-hrhitney procedure are provided in Figure 17.

In the Strauss study (L964), he was able to

shorq

Lhat his

attitude scales could separate those professionals who strongly subscribed to a particular set of psychiatric views from those who tended
to reject them. The major methodological difficulty

encountered by

Strauss was also carried over to the present study, namely, in attempt-

ing to isolate particular ideological dimensíons, attention had to be
paid to the danger of missing the fading-ouË, breaking-a\{ay, or coalescence of beliefs r¿hich signal the emergence of "ner^I" ideologies.

By

extending the scope of Straussr study to include seven new ideological
dÍmensions, the author attempted to ameliorate some of the methodologi-

cal difficulty

encountered in that study.

The use of ten ideological scales assisted the researcher to

isolate groups ¡¡hich represented diverging ideologieal positions.

If

the scale \¡/as an accurate Eeasure along a postulated ideological dimension, then a response along Ëhat dimension should be higher than
groups which did not subscribe Ëo that orientation.

among

Further, clusters
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of I'i¿eoloBical compatibility'r should be consistent along more than
one ideological dimension, e.g. a high score on Psyciriatric Hegemony

s}rould "aLtractrra high score on at least one other psychiatric dimen-

sion and a low score on the psychology hegemony sca1e. The fígures
presented in this section provide information about response styles for
each individual respondent, his occupational group, and for the ruhole

range of "mental health professionals" as a separate entity in this
study.
RESI]LTS:

As a professional group, the psychÍatric sample responded

in a positive direction on the Somatotherapy, Community,

Humanism

and Sociotherapeutism Scales. The psychology sample responded positively

to the Behavioral, Community,
Responses on

Humanism and Sociolherapeutism Scales.

the Somatotherapeutism-Behaviorism Scales

clearly defíned area of professional dissimilarity.

r,ùere

the

most

The psychiatrísts

scored a high 12.8 rnean resporise on the somatotherapy domain, and a low

-14.8 on the behavioral domain, psychologists scored a high 5.2 on the
behavioral domain, and a low -5.4 on somatotherapeutism. There \¡¡as a
uniform negative response set for all psychologists to the psychod1'namic

position, which suggested that as an ideological or profes-

sional view that orientation

r,Jas

untenable ín the psychological sample.

Coupled with their rejection of the somatotherapy position,

the psy-

chologists may be seen as having rejected the ideology of the psychiatric ttmedi-caI model.rt
This finding reinforces the proposiËion that the m:jor ideological
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difference between the professions is sti11 related io the content
areas of their educational backgrounds. Psychiat-ry, as part of the
medical profession, is (in the Province of Manitoba) signifícantly
more concerned with the ttmedical" component of psychopathology than

the psychologists. Conversely, the psychologists orientation toivard
"behavioral analysíst' as opposed to 'lmedical diagnosist' was shor^m to
clearly separate their viern, f rom the psychiatric view.

(P ( . OOf

ort

both sub-scales)

Ideological dimensions which

sho¡¿ed

a high level of

com-

patibí1ity between the professions were Community, Humanísm, and the
Sociotherapeutic orientations.

The custodial dimensíon u'as almosË

equally rejected by both professions. The radicalism dimension

r¿as

rejected by both groups, but rùas more strongly rejected by the psychiatric sample than the psychology sample. A significanË 1eve1 of
difference in the degree to which each profession rejected this positíon was found (p <.05).

This finding is consistent r,¡-ith the re-

search hypothesis r¿hich predicted a higher level of "conservatism"
among

psychiatric respondents, and greater ideologic¡l ttactivism" in

the psychology group as indicated by their stronger endorsement of the
radical view.
Unlike the Strauss study, a strong ttpsychodynan-ic center" of
the psychiatric profession

r¡ras

not present in this study. The psycho-

dlmamic view was rejected by both professional groups, though, consis-

tent with the research hypothesis, this position

\47as

nore strongly

held by the psychiatric sample and more strongly rejected by the
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psychologists. The most strongly endorsed position by both professional groups r¿as the "Community" position.

This response was con-

stant for each profession and across professions. Equally, the
Custodial view was the most rejected posítion by each group individually
and for the whole test sample.
No significant

difference between the professions was found

on the psychiatric hegemony scale.

0n the psychology hegemony dimen-

sion a difference which was signifj-cant at the .05 leve1 \,ras present.
The responses to the Hegemony scales gave some information

about respondents t perceptions of their varíous professions vis-a-vis

the other group under study. There \ùas an overall negative responseset to this group of i-tems (rejection of Hegemony) by the

r^rho1e

test

sample in both groups. However, the psvchiatry group LTas more re-

jecting of the notion of "hegemony" in the mental health sector whether
such hegemony

r¿¡as

presented as emanating from the psychiatric or psy-

chological profession. The psychíatric sample did noË support a position of psychiatric Hegemony (; = -13.6) but they also rejected the
psychology hegemony dimension more strongly than the psychologists

did.

(x psychiatry -7.2, x psychology -2.4).
The response of the psychology group to the psychiaËry

hegemony domain
hegemony

(x = -11.6) constituted a strong rejection to perceived

of the psychiatric profession in the mental health sector.

This view was further reinforced from their responses to the interview material.

The psychology sample was also more rsilling to endorse

a posítion i-n the direction of greater

hegemony

by their profession

Ëhan
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the psychiatry sample had been rvilling to make about their profession.
The author suggests that some of this effect may be attributable to

psychologists perceptions of themselr,es as enjofing a lesser rather
than a greater degree of hegemony over the mental health sector.
This assumption is in accord with tlle earlier research
(Brody I974) r^¡hich identified

the pslchology profession as both dis-

satisfied with t.he hierarchical features of the mental health professions, and their relative inability
Ëhe more

to displace the hegemony of

established psychiatric proíession.
THE INTERVIEI,I ?I{ASE

:

hhile a high proportion of respondents defined themselves
as havÍ-ng an treclectic" orientation to their r^rork, some signifícant
ideological dimensions operating in ¿heir professional milíeu
from both the questionnaire and the ''aterview material.

emerged

Stock ques-

tions were addressed to each respondent followed by more specific
and focused items r+hen the initial

response rvas deemed to be evasive,

ambiguous or worthy of further investigation via the "probe" methodology.

(see Appendix IV) The interviews prcvided the following inforrnation.

a) The Psychology

Sample

The respondents in this group did not v-iew clinical

psy-

chology as dealíng in quite the same area as psychiatry. Differences
r{ere expressed with regard to psychiarryts focus on t'the medical modeltt
and heawy reliance on chemotherapy as a therapy form. Psychologists

viewed their orientation as beingttm..re broadly basedrttdealing in ttall

things psychological" rather than a focus on the psychopathological aspects
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of behavior on1y. One respondent reported a viev¡ that psychiatrists
rvere "rnore concenred r¡ith maintaining their professional prerogative

that psychology was "more operi to other systemsrt'and that more research findings were "borro¡¿ed" from psychology by psychiatry than

a

reciprocity model might suggest.
In regard to their "professionalt' role as clinical psychologists, the largest group (50 per cent) considered therapy

and

research as being of equal importance and beíng equally central to

their role.

One respondent

come data \.{ere

recorded.

indicated that therapy \{as research if out-

Trvo respondents

indicated that research

was

the príme role of the clinical psychologist, in that therapeutic intervention offered only "stop-gap" value for a few indivíduals, while
research addressed itself to infinite populations for changing
behavior, by providing t'preventive measures for whole groups.t' This

clinical

group perceived the role of clinicians
search methods. "

as "educators in the best re-

Those respondents v¡ho vie¡ved therapeutic interven-

tion as the prime role stressed the t'healingtt role as the more appropriaÊe "professional'

aspect of clinical

psychology. This group viewed

evaluaËion, diagnostic understanding and treatment as the prine role

of clinical

psychologists.
The rvhole sample of psycholog-y respondents (r^rith no excep-

tions) ex?ressed a concern about the need for greater autonouy

and

professional input into the mental health system for their profession.
A question r,rhich probed for receptivity to the idea of a "private

practíce" model for the services of clinical

psychologists (such

as
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inclusion under Medicare) r¡as endorsed \^'iLh a fer,¡ reservations, by the
whole sample.
One respondent opposed

the medicare model but strongly favored

a t'fee for service" payment scheme for psychologists. Three respondents r^/ere strongly in favor of an increase in socíalized medicine,

Ëo

ínclude the services of clínica1 psychologists and a concomitant reduction in the fees for services of the psychiatric profession.

One

respondent opposed the role of primary therapist by psychiatrists

as

being untenable, in that in many therapy forns (management of neurosis,
interpersonal relationships) the t'medicaltt component of input was not

central to therapeutic gains. Reservations about an expanded professional role for psychologists were expressed by the psychology sauple
in regard to the following:
a) One respondent expressed coricerrl about the abiliËy of
both the professions under study to provide adequate
services at all.
b) One respondent found no qualiËative differences in the
type of services provided by the two professions, but
expressed support for a ttmedicarett model which ¡¡ould

provide a referral system to psychiatrists for medication
and an upgrading in the training of clinícal

psychologists

in the areas of psychopharmacology and psychotropic
medication.

c) One respondent expressed approval for a ttmedicarett tyPa
program which would decrease the cross-professional areas
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of conflict,

but which stressed greater accouniability

by each practitioner r,¡ith regard to "quality of care.rt
Such a model might be affected by more extensive certífica-

tion examinations for clinical psychologists to Íncrease
the level of competence demanded for attainment of the
professional title

of "clinical

0n the issues of territorialíty

psychologist."

and professional rivalry,

the

psychology sample demonstrated a high level of involvement and con-

sistency røith regard to their perceptÍons about the structural and status
features of the mental health establishment. One respondentts reply
was indicative of the thinking of the whole saurple:

"The shrinks have it sown up. The distribution

of hierarchi-

cal functions çias an issue, is one, and ivi1l continue to be one in the
foreseeable future.

tt

In atternpting to gain some level of validation betr¿een the
questionnaire responses and the self-perceptions of each respondent
about his professional orientation,

each respondent was asked to define

his "professional ideological orientation. " The self-definitions

of

each respondent are reproduced here in their entirety:

1) An analytically oriented eclectic.
2) A Research person, a holist,
disciplines.

I

am

drawing on theory from al1

not concerned r¿ith the indirridual

that much at this time.
3)

A humanist, psycho-dlmamically oriented and relationship

therapy. I'm traditionalist

in therapy

and

hold

some
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radical theories about questions of mental illness

and

its treatment.
4) An empírical1y oriented social learning theorist.
clude such factors as genetíc loading.

I in-

I accept otherst

views as equally legitimate.

5) Ego-psychoanlytic.
6) Behavioral, client-centered, cognitive.
7) A Behaviorist.
B) A Gestalt-humanist. I have an appreciation for the
analysis of behavior.
9) Eclectíc, with a slight favoring of Behaviorism.
10) I try to think like a learning theorist, live like

a

humanist.

In response to probing about the dírection in rvhich practítioners considered the best "quality of professional servigsrt

mi

ght

1ie, the following views v/ere presented. One respondent felt that
development of better mental health services 1ay in a rnore ttpreventivett

direction.

Additional traíning in other basic services not tradiËionally

regarded as the preserve of ttmental healËhtt vras deemed to be valuable

in the training of mental health professionals because of the increased
overlap of econorn-ic, political

and social factors in the complexity

of mental health services.
A second respondent favored the t'medicarerr mode1,
would include a goverrrment-sponsored and partially

r^rhich

controlled provi-

sion of individual and group psychotherapies. The Èhrust of thi-s
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group of respondents was in the direction of advocating a " fuller"

training perspective, with more emphasis on the 'rproblenrs in living"
preventive and holistic orientatÍons to
treatment and a greater a!/areness of the t'real life experiencesttconapproach to mental iflness,

tributing to psychological dysfunction.
A second view of how the most adequate services might be
achieved was linked to a direction away from the medical model orienta-

tion to diagnosis and treatment. This vieru suggested that the "p"ychologist in trainingrr

r,^ras

not sufficiently

c1Íent-oriented in the

experimental phases of graduate training, while the psychiatric

trainee "suffered from too much responsibí1ity with too limited knowledge of behavior disorders--a sink or swim mode1." It was posited

that an Íntegration of both approaches rvould result in a stronger
theoretical and practical model for practitioners from both disciplines.
The directions for future development of the professíons,

which were presented in this position, T,¡ere that psychologists might

benefit from more client-involvement in their orientation, by approaching their work with more humi lity

and tentativeness with regard to their

Èheoretical conclusions. This position also maintained that the outcomes research

available at this tirne did not provide "the ariswertt to

definítive intervention techniques.
Lt was suggested within this framework that less secrecy
hoarding of professional knowledge (psychotropic medications in

and

Ëhe

psychiatric profession and "behavioral tricks" by psychologists) did
not serve the professional goals of either disciplíne, and that the
subtlety and/or complexity of each discipliners tools were Lot so

greaË
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that they could not be shared with oiher mental llealth professionals.
The focus of this view was that interdisciplinary

forums should be

attempted in more tangible r^rays, and that "what little
should be pooled."

we do

knor¡¡

It was also suggested that more emphasis on'rhuman

potential" rather than "psychopathology" was appropriaLe.
In line with this vierø a model rvhích supported greater
liaison and alignment with general-health-care systems vras suggested.
Rather than isolation as a sub-sector of the delivery of health ser-

vices, mental health facilities

might be more effectively involved in

the general net-r¿ork of health-services.

Some

suggestions \rere offered

about how the whole mental health sector might enhance its visibility

a¡d credibility.

A weakness in professional links with other social

groups vras presented as detracting from the effectiveness of both

professions. A poínt made earlier in this research was that such an
effect u¡ou1d occur, where ecumenic and parochial goals were aË variance
or not being met.
More publicity

about specific problem areas in which help

was available was suggested, as well as more consultation betvreen pro-

fessionals and the schools, private organizations and governmenË
agencies. This view stressed the development of a greater ttscientistpractitionertt model

health professionals, r/¡ith greater
emphasis on a systems-analysis approach to research, less ttseat-of-theamong mental

pants" approaches to treatment, greater attentíon to the collection of
data, and a movernent away frorn a reliance on ttmedical do-alls.tt
One respondent e)ipressed a view thaË l-ess "political
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interference" fl:om social scientísts researching the ideologies of
mental health professionals rvould be of benefit to the development of

the mental health professions. A single respondent indicated that
greater attention be paid to models of therapy which rùere geared
specifically

to the treatment of "fami1y" concerrrs. The same respon-

dent also pointed to the increased need for treatment facilities
specifically

geared to the special problem areas of children and the

aged.

In the psychology sample there rras a wide range of views r¿ith
regard to the effects of social issues on the nature of professional
work. The rvhole sample expressed the view that t'socialtt íssues played
some

part in shaping their professíonal styles and attitudes, but there

was considerable spread with regard to how they perceived themselves

as being affecËed by these issues.
One respondent suggested that social values define what is

socíally and behaviorally aberrant. This respondent stated that professionally he viewed ideology and attitudes toward behavior as being almost sJ¡non)rmous. Social values were seen as the process by which the

relationships between people in the social system were defined.

Hence

social issues and questions of social change were \¡ieü7ed as determining
his clinical

interventions to a significant degree.

"Yes social changes affect whaË I do c1inically.

Problems-in-

living must be viewed in the social areÐ.a in ¡vhich they occur."
.4.

second group of respondents viewed social issues as the

contingencies by which individuals become appraised about hor+ one
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should behave in order to be reinforced or avoid punishment.

The

effects of therapy \^;ere vier.¡ed as shaping appropriate or "less-punì"shing" social ro1es. Prediction about behavior lnas thus seen as
having the value of minirn-izing the effects of social conflict,

through

prevention rather than post-hoc interventíon.
Specific social issues which have relevance for the provision of mental health services \,/ere presented by some respondents.
Female roles and the prescribed social norms governing such social

concerrrs as human sexuality, the family and the education process

were raised as social areas which had caused changes in attitude
mental health professionals, and had affected their clinical

among

practices.

0ther social areas which were alluded to, included the question of "consumerismrttethical norms in the larger society, the pace
of living in the twentieth century and its negative effects on behav-ior,
questions of socía1 justice in society, differences between socíal
deviance and criininal or pathological behavior, Ëhe expert-supplicanË

nature of t'professionaltt mental health services, and the rights of individuals to refuse treatment ín a non prejudicial fashion.
0f the psychology sample, t\,ro respondents did not view social
íssues as central to the immediate locus of concern in their job

situation.

Questions dealing with social concerrìs \^rere not rrier,¡ed

as

paramount in the provision of mental health serv-ices by those respondents.

A final question addressed to the psychology sample solieited

their attitudes tov¿ard "radicalism" in the mental health professions.
The radical perspective \^ras presented in terms of the views held by
such theorists as Claude Steiner, R. D. Laing and Thomas Szasz,
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regarding the mental health professions from that perspectíve.
Some respondents expressed

satisfaction and agreement with

that vÍew, though no respondent in this sample expressed personal
identification

with that orientation in íts entirety.

Some

respon-

dents ventured that that orientation offered an enlightened perspective
r+hích r,7as not wholly consistent with the "official"

sional practice.

line on profes-

Within this vier¡, delineations were presented

v¿hich

distinguished between the approaches of such theorists as Laing,
Szasz, and

Thomas

"the Berkeley Radieals." One respondent viewed the approach

of Szasz as having "a kernel of truth" form of validity
to radical psychiatry.

in his approach

Psychological orthodoxy rvas viewed by these

respondents as being based largely on socially prescribed norms (e.g.

emotional disturbance would be seen as the resulË of social pronouncements about behavior).

A different view of the radical movement posited that those

facets of radical practice which had core validity were legitimaËe

and

of value, but that some of the radical people were jusË 'tb1o\r'ing their
rrprofessÍonal ethics demanded
ov¡n horn." These respondents felt that
that practitioners would be prudent t.o avoid placing too much stock in
sensationaLized ner¡ discoveries and Lruths.tt These respondents indicated

that even radical theories of mental health would have to sta¡d the tesË
of time since their theories had not been shovm to have been proven
"beyond a shador"¡ of a doubt."

It was proposed that Behawiorism

and

Freudian theory each had represented very radical thinking in their

respective eras and had gone on to become "mainstre:mtt theory.

One
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practitioner responded:
"Much of behavíorism r¿as radical in its time.

It is in-

teresting to note the social concerns of thís ideology, but theír
time has probably not come yet. There is a need for tmagict every
ten years or so.tt
A single respondent from the psychology sample expressed
strong dissatísfaction with the radical perspective. This respondent
claimed that "the radical therapists did more harm than good." Their

radical position v/as vievred as resulting from a "basically political
their assigned role being to attack the status quo,

out-look on life;

without any real conceln for therapy." This respondent felt that instead of honesty, the radical movement was invoking ideology under the
guise of providing psychotherapy.

b) The Psychiatry

Sample:

The self-definitions

of "professional ideological orienta-

tíons" of the psychiatríc sample are also reproduced here in theír
entirety:
1) Irm a psycho-dynamicist.
2) An Eclectic.
3) An Eclectic.
4) A t'hybridrtt more along psychodyna-ic, enrrironmental
humanistic lines, but I can talk up drugs w-ith the best

of

them.

tt

5) Eclectic, r¿hat I like to do is psychodyn¿mic psychotherapy.
6) An analytically oriented psychotherapist (d1m:mis15¡).

'1 Ca
I {J-l

7) I subscribe to social lea::ning theory and hereditarybiochemical theorY.

B) A skePtic.
g) Eclectic, r+ith bias toward community psychiatry'
10) No response.
Theresponseofthepsychiatricsampletothequestion
dealing with sirnilarity and differences in practice between the tv¡o
professional groups v/as quite evenly divided. About one half perceived the two professions as dealing with the same subject matter'

Qualífications in this position \,.zere that while subject matter remained a constant for both groups, Lhe professions often approached
it from different perspectives which 1ed to qualitative differences in
perception and understanding of the same subject natter.
The vie¡^i of those respondents r¿ho did not see the professions

as engaged in the same subject matter \ùas that \{hile large areas of

over-lap could be perceived, the organic content of mental illness
Þ/as solely the domain of the psych|atric professíon. Real differences
betrveen the professions 'vrere perceived in terms of the specíalized

"medical" component vrhich the psychiatric profession brought to their
work. One respondent indicated that closer links between organicoriented clinical

psychologists and the psychiatric profession vele

appropriate.
The issue of ttterritorialitytt

between the professions Pro-

vided a variety of responses. The vast rnajority of resPondents (9 of

the 10) perceived this as a problem area as had the psYchologY samPle.
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Possible forms of redress of this issue and reasons for its continuance
varíed over a rvide range of responses.
One

position suggested that the issue r¡as stríctly

a "polití-

calt' one, having no bearing on matters pertaining to quality of care.
It r"'as suggested that the psychiatric profession maintained its position ttsince \,Je cannot afford to lose our identity as doctors.tt In
line with this position but opposing it,
that the problem of territorialíty
betr¡een practitioners

an alternative vier+ proposed

was one which was only resolvable

themselves at a personal rather than a profes-

sional 1evel. This respondent indícated that perceived differences
in hierarchy structure, and po\^7er-struggles for ttcontrol" over the
types of therapy did have deleterious consequences for the patient

population, thus affecting the quality of care.
I^Ihile some respondents viewed this problem as existing
across professíonal lines, its impact

r¡IaS

significant in particular work settings.

regarded as muted or inOne respondent

felt this

to be the case for the whole province of Manitoba. This view entertained a model of t'co-operation" between the professions and suggested that the great need for mental health selvices at thÍs time
made

ideological competition

luxury.

betr¿reen

the professions ari ill-afforded

In contrast to that positíon, a number of respondents ex-

pressed a need for ttdialoguet' between the professions, since their

orientations

\.^¡ere deemed

to be essentially conflíctual in the phil-

osophies which they brought to the work situation.

One respondenÈ

e)rpïessed such a core area as involving polarization betweea
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psychiatric principles and the use by psychologists of behavior
modificatíon techniques. A similar response índicated that no
effective t'therapyt' was possible rvithout the medícal component of
diagnosis.
One group of respondents (3 of the 10) viewed the locus of

conflict between the professions as existing outside of ideological
concerrrs but as a consequence of the attítudes of clinical

psycho-

logists to their ovm position in the mental health network. This
víew proposed that part of the conflict

stemmed from

a basic resistance

of the psychiatric profession to the surrender of any established sovereignty over the mental health domain, as well as a view held by the
psychiatric profession that "psychologists rüere not equipped to deal
with the menLally i11."

It was suggested that a more comprehensive

licensing procedure would allow psychologists to feel a greater
"legitimacy" about their profession and reduce anxiety about the identity of the profession of clinical

psychology. This view allowed that

at the present time, the position of clinical

psychologists

tenuous to allow them an inordinate amount of responsibility

r^¡as too
and

security, or specific delineation of their ovm ttareatt in mental
health.
The psychiatríc sample expressed attitudes about tr+o major
concerTls

regarding the future development of the mental health pro-

fessions in the direction of better quality of care:

a) The relative support or rion-support of lþs

ttqqrrrmunitytt

mental health enterprise as an effect on the provision

of services.
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b) The isofation of areas of research or specialization
which r¿ere identified

as most related to quality of

care r-ssues.
Those respondents who favored the "communíty" model ex-

pressed the need for input from al1 mental health professíonals in

a t'teamtt structure r¡hich made use of theír various inputs, and tended
Èo homogenize

the level of intervention to a group rather than

an

individually-based approach to therapy. They suggested that such
model offered the benefit of a multi-díscipline

a

approach and the

potential for use of greater social resources such as the schools,
business, and local community organization. The central base of the
ttteam" was the t'community mental health centrett which could provide

the centralízing and coordinating aspects of treatment. One respondent
from this group expressed the need for placement of more menÈa1 health
teaas throughout the province of Manitoba (particularly

in the non-

urban areas), better liaison of social agencies and more financíal

allocation for trainÍng programs involving Indian and Native people
ttlocalt' mental health \,7orkers.

as

Resistance to inplementation of t'communitytt mental health

treatment centered around a position which vier¿ed this model as producing "a nondescript mental health worker

professional skills

r¿ho r¿ould

not have the

of any of the specializ.U rr"rUt in mental health."

This group supported a model v¡hich retained "v¡hat is unique in

each

professiontt and made shared inpuE into treatment a function of pro-

fessional accommodation rather than a matter of policy.
Specific areas of development for the mental health
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professions \ùere isolated r^rith regard to the up-grading of services

available at ihe present tíme. One respondent expressed the need for
greater exploration of the behavioral therapy treatment modality,

as

well as greater emphasis on I'Lhe famíly" as the unit of treatment.
The cultural determinants of behavior rdas an area rvhich demanded further

research. More efforts on research into biochemical and pharmacologica1 aspects of treatment, and the use of persons trained in these

specialties in thehospitals in day-to-day clinical work with patients
was suggested. Further specialization in ttthe use of somatotherapyt'
and better follor¿-up procedures, sexual counseling, and psychotherapy

rvith children and the aged were viewed as areas which merited further
development.
One reépondent focused on

the relative neglect of t'chronics"

in the treatment network as an area in whích quality of care r,ras an
issue. This respondent vie¡¿ed the hospital as the place rvhere therapeutic needs should be met. The respondent indicated that the relative
avoidance of these populations by professionals from both disciplines

deLracted from the provision of services to a sector where professional

skills Í/ere

mosË needed.

Like the psychology sample, the psychiatric respondents
viewed social issues as having some effect on their work. Two respondenËs indicated that \^'hi1e social event.s had a bearing on the values

that they brought to their clinical

practice, the impact of these

forces on their t/ork rras minimal in that they did nothing to "change'l
Èhe

basically medical criteria

by which psychiatric practice

was

lö/

con duct ed.

Responses which acknowledged

the presence of social forces

as shaping psychiatric practice included the fo11or.'ing:

1) Even a purely psychodlmamic orientation required certain
adaptation in a changing society.

2) The mental health professional constitutes part of the
t'social matrixil hence changes in society have a rapid
effect on the nature of psychotherapy.
The change in meaning of terms such as t'the family" and
ttmarriagert'r" ¡¿ell as the more vocal demands of the disand significant

advantaged members of society tùere perceived as neces-

sitating a shift in the attitudes of those parts of the
social matrix which make contact with those new socíal
conditions.

3) Social events r,irith specífic bearing on mental health reported by these respondents dealt with questions of
economics, the ttfeministtt movement, homosexuality,
questions of "identiËyr" the quality of 1ife, and raeíal
and ethnic differences as social forces r'¡hich have tradi-

tíonally

come i-rnder

the aegis of ttmental health.tt

4) One respondent indicated that behavior that had

been

previously regarded as grossly abnornal was much more
easily tolerated in the modern social mí1ieu--ttevert
regarded as normal.tt

5) One respondent

comnenÈed

on societal responses to mental

IÕÕ

illness and the íssue of mental illness as a concern of
the larger society.

He perceived a lessening of stigma

as resulting in more people seeking treatment, particu1ar1y for the psychoneuroses, depressions and conversion

reactions (hysteria).
Responses

by the psychiatric sarnple to the t'radical

move-

mentrr in mental health l{ere generally in ter¡ns of disagreement.

respondents ventured a position that t'radicalismt' in any form
r,/rong by definition,

Some

was

others, that the adherents of the radical posiËion

rvere fferazyt' and had nothing ne\¡r to offer the mental health professions.
One respondent felt

that the radical movementrs posiLion was motivated

by humanitarian concerrrs, buL that its direction r,¡as amiss. Concern
rvas expressed about the implementation of radical theories and clinical

practice in mental health since thís involved "tampering with
1ives.

human

tt

TenËatíve support for some of the radical views v¡as offered

by three

members

of the psychiaËric sample. One respondent perceived

the radical positíon as serving a "watch-dog" function to prevent the
profession frorn growing overly-conrplacent, but stressed the danger of
overreaction by "throwing out the baby with the bath-water." A second
respondent found some substantive value in the radical vierv but per-

ceived it as essentially ttfaddish" in nature and the source of future
mainstream-thinking within the profession.

This section of the research provided some in-depth support
for Ëhe propositions rvhich

hTere suggested

by the literature,

and for
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the findings of the test insirument

The interview materíal tended to

rer¡ea1 an ídeological constancy and structure among the respondents

which reinforced the positions identified in the test instrument.
The use of an empirical soLlrce of measurement alongside idiographic

material (practitioner interviervs) provided the researcher ivith

tr¡o

methodological systems r¿hich shorved a high leve1 of consistency despite

the variation in data gathering procedure.
SU}ß{ARY AND CONCLUSION

a) The Empirical Test
This research set out to identify and explore the ideological
ruorking of two groups of mental health professionals.
made

Al attempt

vTas

to extend the work of Strauss et al (L964) in order to delineate

further the ideological orientations of these professionals beyond the
three psychiatric groups r¡hich Strauss presented. An attenpt was also
made

the

to present a comparative dístribution of the orientations within

tv¿o

professions, and to provide an account of the degree to which

each professíon believed itself

and the other profession to be qualified

to perform psychotherapeutic functions.
The research demonstrated varying degrees of ideological sup-

port along Lhe 10 dimensions used in the test instrumenÈ. It also
showed

the relatively

"high" level of ideological input into the

shapíng of their professional styles.
The psychology sample broke dovm along the major ideological

positions identified in thís research. The psychiatric sauple endorsed
two of the three ideological positions rvhich r,rere isolated by Strauss
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(not "psychodynamism") as

r.¡ef

1 as some posÍtÍo-ûs rn'hich r.,,ere not in-

cluded in that study. Some ideological overlap betrueen the groups
\^Ias

demonstrated in the test instrument and from the inLerview data.

The degree to which ideological data has had input ínto professional

practice was most clearly demonstrated by the correlation
attitudinal

betrveen

responses and the responses to the interview questions.
On the questíon of t'professional hegemony, " the data tended

to show a high level of group cohesion within each professÍon. Consensual validation of the t'declared stance of each professiontt through
its professional association and the job

demands

of the work situation

tended to coalesce around occupational parochial norms.
Some

1eve1 of professional ttdeviancett \^ras present in those

areas where respondents I views were not in line with maínstream occupa-

tional policy.

The ttradicaltt view which vras endorsed on some items

by practitioners from both groups \^7as an example of non-orthodoxy of
vieÌ,¿s among some respondents.

The question of professional hegemony was most clearly
demonstrated in the area of rivalry

for territoriality.

The psychology

sample posed questions about ideological hegemony related to their

strivÍngs for a stronger position in the mental health super-structure,
and for part of the sample, in relation to their ideological views

about social control.
Methodological difficulries

r¡hich were encountered in this

research were basically of the following type:
1)

The relatively

small sample used in the stud¡r placed

li¡o-itations on the generalizability

of the findings to
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other mental health groups.
2)

The test-instrument \.ras developed specif ically for the
purpose of conducting this study and hence established
norms from other professional groups r,rere not available

for comparative analysis.
3)

In attemptíng Lo extend the number of ideological dimensions from the three which rvere used in Straussrs study
of psychiatrists,

to ten dimensions r.¡hich reflected the

ideologies of both groups, some specificity vras 1ost.
In the Strauss study, each ideological dounin had more
items than the ten provided for each domain in the present

study. A possible extension of the number of items
each dimension in future research should alleviate

on

some

of the ttoverlaptt between items and ideological domains.
A more extensive grouping of every ideological domain

however, brings r,rith ít Ëhe problem of creating an un-

duly ttbulky" test instrument which rvould be more expensive and time-consuming to administer.
b)

General Conclusions

"Ideologyt'

among mental

exist at three different levels.

health professionals was shorvn Ëo
It \{as present as a trait

acterístic of individual practitioners,

or char-

and betr.¡een members of an occupa-

tional and larger professional group. In simple terms, the ideological
content in these professional groups defined "who believed vhich ideo-

logical dimensions, for which reasons, and ¡vith what effects."
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Constancy of their ÍcieoJ-ogical premíses !.,as shoiun to be

linked to the social (as opposed to specifically
of professional practice.

functíonal) aspecis

Conflict betrrreen the groups for the attain-

ment of hegemony over the mental health sector rvas shourn to be a major

concerrl. The extensíve history of ideological rivalry in this sector
rvas shov¿n to be located in the formulative or training phase associated

with each group and not to be an explicit

recogtition of ner+ly díscovered

professional dif ferences.
Ideological content rvas shov¡n to operate in the abstractions,
conceptualizations and evaluatíons which each group made about the
other test-group.

One

car only speculate about what the unconscious

motives which underlíe these Ídeological teneËs might have been.

Any

effort to "interprettt the reasons for these ideological differences
was complicated by the reflected ideology which the researcher brought

to this task.
The most adequate solution to this type of problem involved

attempting to find reliable evidence to support the validity
research hypotheses. The first

Ídentificalion

of the

step in this direction lay in the

of the content areas of the ideology from their explicit

formulation, or from an analysis of the belief systems of the ideologiesl
adherents. An attempt rvas subsequently made to "measurett the ídeological
con

tent.
When Mannheim (1936) made

his distinction betr¡een ideology

and Utopia, he dífferentiated between that rvhich cannot be ímplemented

and that vrhich can. His distinctions between thought and action r¡nderlined
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the premise that belief-systems did not have to have clear effects
human

on

behavior. llanneheim suggested that because of the rvide support,

complexity and conviction that both ideology and action entailed, that.
changes in belief

systems ruould occur s1ow1y, if at all.

This re-

search represents an attempt to investÍgate Mannheimrs hypothesís,

particularly

wÍth regard to the nature of current r:ental-healËh ideo-

logies and changing social conditions. Are the ideological preinises
of the mental health professionals in Manitoba at this time at
stage of "shift"

a

in perspectives (action), or do those premises retain

a content (ideology) which promotes professional

hegemony?

.
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REPORT OF 'I'IIE ,AD IJOC

'IO IJL]BI,IC AFFAIRS:
CO]III]'I'fEE ON IJUBL]C AFFAiRS:

LÐONA 1'YLER
Uníucrsitlt of Oregon

f-F- {Kl\G appropriate action on public policy
I i--srres is a task that APA cannot de)egate to
-Å_ an)' one board or committee. If ApA is to
:;r tfíecíír'eìy it rvill require: (a) a strong Board
of Dirrclors,

(ó) a strong Cent¡al Oifice staff, and

,¡-) an info¡med constituency.

\\'hat the Ad Hoc Comnrittee attempted to do
a sT,sletz for dealing n..ith public
¡t'í¡irs. This s1'stem has three major components:
( I ) a set of receptor mechanisms
to detect signals
, í emerging issues as early as possible; (Z) a
.l¿<ision-making mechanism for processing relevant
.:.formation and choosing the actíon to be taken;
:nd (3) a set of effector mechanisms to carry out
:hc deci.síons. In addition to clarifying the nature
,rí the processes occur¡jng in each component part
,,1 the s¡'stem, the Committee attempted
to specify
I hr' per-sons or groups
of persons responsible for
:\;ri to conctruct

r;ir_r'in.9 ou t these processes.

The Committee recognized

:rt'ter be

that the system could

a simple mechanical

process

for grinding

such as, lor cxample, iestifving before a legisÌative
committee or i',riting a siatement for a governnlent agenc\', u'ilì be the re,cponsibiìity of a Central
Oilce staff menrber or an officer of the associatíon,
but the task ma-r' be assígned to a committee chairman or an APA nrember nho is especially knowl_
edgeable about the matter under consideration.
Government polic¡' is made at many ìevels, and
APA nray need ro become involved at any of them,
as shon'n in Figure t. The decision about rvhere
to bring inffuence to bear on poliry is one of the
most important decisíons to be made in connection

nith

each specific issue.

The middle component of the s-vstem, the process
of considering relevant information and arriving at
a decision, is the most complex, and tbe Committee
devoted the nrajor share of its time to it. It rvas
decided first that the responsíbility for c_arrying
out this decision-making íunction sboujd be assigned to the Board of Directors or ttre Executive
Committee acting for the Boa¡d. Two considerations led to this conclusion: (a) the Board is the
group elected b¡' the members or t_heir representatives and autho¡ized to make poliry decisions, and
(ð) the Board and its Executive Committee are the
on)y APA bodies that meet frequently enough to
make rvell-timed decisions. \\'ith t_his basic assumption about zøho the decision makers are to be, the
Committee fo¡mulated a set of guidelines zbout how

'.ut optimaì decisions. Tentative decisions to be
nr.l<ìified at later stages by feedback
resulting from
:l¡e first actions taken will usually
be required.
Both Component l, the signal detection process)
¡.nd Component 3, the effector processes,
involve
;he participation of a considerable
number of per_
'ons and groups, differing for different issues. I.f ost
rrquently, signals are picked
up by Central Office
',1¡ff members, who have been àssigned
liaison -such decisions should be made.
':utles T\ith r.arious government departments and
¡r.encies, or by APA
boards and standing com_ Structure oj the Decision Process
nriltees. However, an,r,
ApA member ."y i*o-.
The basic structure of t-he plal is roughly
'tqare of an issue a¡d initiate
correspondence witì sketched in Figure 2ft involves two major ele'ilicers or Central Ofñce staff with
regard to it. ments, represented tlere as dime¡uions:
For best results, the
sensitivity of all of these
1. A graded se¡ies of actions tlat might be taken
'¡.nal detectors should
be n-rarimized. Generally ranging from a high level of political
i¡volvement
the earlier an issue is recognized the to no action
,ltakinB,
at all.
rrtt€t. lfost frequentìr,,
tåe final actiins taken,
2. A graded series of tlpes of issues ra_nging from
.\fembers of the committee:
F. K. Berrien, Kenneth E. those on *'hich action b_v APÄ is most relevant or
,.,r
' utk, William .4,. McClelland,
Henr¡. Riccken, Donald W.
most urgent to t}ose involving little or no relevance
".'r0r, LeoDa 1).ler (Chairman), anci C. Leland \l5nder.
or urgenc_v for APr{ as a national assocjation.
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1. A simplified schematic representation of the netu'ork of relaiionships maintained b-v -4p.{ in t}e
complex process of government polìry formulaLion, cìecìsion rraking, and program menegement.

The curved line in Figure 2 represents in a
rough 1ì'2,\' the limit be-vond which the decision
makers \\'ould nol go in seìectin_q an appropriate

!

H¡n

Frd-

o"-

*---

2. The amount of

å t¡"u¡*
I "'t-

I

Y

resea¡cì-based information

available.

t-'-*
l-.'r-.-

|

presents itself faUs, the greater the range of permissible actions. fn coruidering n'hich particular
action to take among those ri-itlin the permissibìe
range, the decision makers $ould use criteria whicl

whole).

årh

è

giveD instance. The closer
x-a-xis any íssue tiat

i. The importance of t-he problem area (ptimarily to psvchoìogists, but :lso to society as a

I
|

to take in any

to the beginning of tle

constitute additional constraints:

I

_

action

¡.h.btËi

3. The e-\tent of \¡alue esreement on the

issue

among AP-{ members.

4. The probabilit-v thar tle aclion will be eñec-

-.'¡x*

tive.
llñ*.

It was
e.dtt

Þ¡lrrsi.ilt
¡.h¡cr,

SæLt Èobt!ñ¡

C.nhlit, r Ur¡.ñq

-_---------> is inFrc.2. Guidelines for decisions. (This cìiagram
to represent a concept rather than to shorv precise

tended

quantitative relationships. The Committee had no basis for
deciding just where the curve should be d¡arvn or r¡,hat its
exact shape should be.)

recognized

by

t-he Committee

that

the

decision-making process is not a¡d c¿nnot be a
mechanical -çelection of an elter¡ative on tle basis
of crileria. The graded se¡ies of actions probabl-\cannot be scaled in an-v e-\act Fa)'; the weight to
be given an_r' crìterion in a combi¡ation cannot be
etpressed in quantitative te¡ms- The schema i.
designed to facilitate decisions_. Dot to make t-hem.

.4

27r

l,l';.{r.r,c:l

t')csic I'arìoblcs

grc.:-qnlcn

of the ihrce divi_cions indicated aìong the
¿bscissa of Figure 2 rcirrcsents a range of public
poìicy issues of one general class. One thing that
cii-stingui-shes the set labeled "scientiñc" is that
thc-r' are inrportant to all ps¡'chologists rvho nrake
use of the bod¡' of kno$ledge our discipline in-

Corgrcss.

Ðach

cludes, and thus have relevance íor researchcrs,
rcachers. and pi-actiiioners. .{nother distinguishing
feature of such issues is that there is no othe¡ organiz-ation cìearlr' ¡esponsible for them. If action
is to be taken, APA must take it. Exampìes of
issues falling in this class might be a drastic cutback in training and fellou'ship funds or the impositíon of crippling restrjctions on ps¡;choìogical
research.

The set of issues labeled ,,professional,, has to
do t'ith matters affecting the practice of psl,chology
in schools, in clinics, in industry, and elseri,here.
Because they do not affect atl psychologists in the
direct iray that the first set do and because there
ma_r' be other organizations besides ApÂ prepared
to take action on them, the-v are placed a iittle
loler on the scale and are ìinked to a someri,hat
smaller range of actions. \\.ithin this group of
prolessional i-ssues. some u,ould clearìy rank higher
than others in urgency.
The consideration that places ,,Social problems',
at the lorver end of the Reler,ance, Centralitv, or
Urgency scale is mainly one of appropriateness for
action by APA. In each case the question to be
asked concerns the extent to rvhich an organization
of psychologisls should channel its energies and
resources into this area, and the ansu,er rvill clearl¡,
depend on the extent to u'hich the specified criterja
are met. Only if there is a considerable quantity
of research-based information and vaìue consensus
is high, for exampìe. rvould an attempt be made to
influence legisìation.

The actions listed along tìe y-axis require only
brief explanation. "Grass roots politicaì activity,,
means "calling out the troops," ¿5 j¡ 1ys¡s-mobiliz-

or

Súnators

to gel a bill ini¡-odLrcrd inlo

"lnflucnce )egislation" means to testií¡' 'oeíore a
consre:sional committee or to assist the staff oí a
govrrnment âgenc)'in drafting

a biìl thef

intend

to in',roduce.

The decisíon to take anv one of the three actions
at the top of the iist u'ould never be made e:cept
on issues ivhere APA poìic1' has alreadl' been made
clear in one or more docunlents. On issues rçhere

this clariñcation has not 1'et occuried, the

ap-

propriate action rvill often be to appoint a person
or a group of persons to tvrite a "position paper."
After revierv b¡' the appropriate boards and committees and ãcceptance by the Board of Directors,
this paper can then serve as a basic ciocument lor
actions at a higher scale leveì.
In preparing a position paper on an issue, Central Office personnel are responsible íor the stafi

rvork. The person or 'small group of persons
designated by the Board of Directors is responsible for rvriting the paper. The appropriate
boards and committees are responsib)e for revieç-ing it and making recommendations to '.he Board
of Directors.
Position papers may be of several kinds:

(o) A

deñnitive statement

of policl' lith

sup-

porting evidence.
(ó) A clear formulation
taken b¡'- ps¡'chologists

of conflicting positions
on tle issue, witli supporting

evidence.

temporary statement of tentatlve policv
u,ith supporting evidence and indications of n-here
gaps in it are apparent' one of a -sequence oí such
papers, each superseding the previous ones'
"Offer information" means to send the agenc¡*

(c) A

in an issue a
findings
research
position paper or a summarY of
arraneing
on the question at hand. It ma-r- mean
for someone to testify before a committee or intervieu' an agency chief. It is distinguished {rom
actions higher in the scaìe b¡* the neutraJity of
the information offered- In taking tìis action
or

congressional committee involved

ing the entire membership of ApA to effect the
APA does not attempt to esert inf,uence in one
of a bill or obtain a poìicy change. Such a '
particuìar direction.
decision would be made onl1, rarely, in cases rvhere
"Appoint an ad hoc stud¡' group" is an apthe legisìation or policy threatened the continued
propriate action in insta¡ces n-here is-tues are not
e.Yistence or progress of psychology as a field
of clearì1, delineated and it is desirable íor persons
knorvledge and where aìl of the additional criteria
rvith some special comPetence in an area to impose
\'ere met at a high level.
,some structure on it to enable declsion makers to
"Initiate legislation" meâns t.o work rv.ith Con- deal ivith it more adequatel-v- ft ç-ould often be
passage

Ål,iL¡rl c,lli Psv cil c¡ioçlst

a fìrst stcp lcading e'entuall)' to -some otìlcr action'
-{d hoc contnritlces are a¡rpointed by the Ìlr¡ard
of Directors, often rvith the acìvice ol other APA
boards or conrmittees in ri'hose area of concern the
particuìar issues íali.
"Reler to a board or cornnrittee" is a self-evident
action. The Committee rvould recommend, however, that a time limit aìtva1's be incorporated in
the terms of referral. This is an interim action
often appropriate in situations where considerable
confusion exists. If the Board of Directors makes
an opiníon by a certain
-cuch a referral, asking for
date, and does not receive a report at the designated
time, it is assumed that the Board rvill then take
the issue up again and decide on another action
possibility.
"Act as broker or catalyst" co\¡ers such things
as putting an agency ín touch ri'ith a person who
can help or n'riting to an APA member to ascertain
q,bether he has any interest in becoming involved
in a movement. No APA commitment is made in
such cases.

"Encourage research"

is an even mofe noncom-

mittaì action. It might cover such -specìfic things
âs announcing in the American PÐ'clzologist lhaL
research on some sociaì problem is needed and that
funds may be available from a particular source'
It might mean referring the issue to an appropriate
APA board or committee for discussion and recommendations as to borv research on it might be
stimulated or facilitated

"Inform membership" simply means to let the

'members know through the A¡nerìcan Psycltologìst
or the lliashington Report that a¡ issue has arisen,
on the assumption that any individual psychologist

who has an interest
cordingly.
The reason

in it can then take action ac-

for including "Do nothing" at

the

2r2

botlom of the scale is that a cltar-cut dt cision t..r
to talle action is c)earìy a Ìtgitinrate rçav of r: *
posing of some issues that arise. I t is nc¡t I i¿
sanìe as í¡aciion arising from drift or unC(,rl:ìr:::..
Sot¡te Relaicd Qttcst ions

The -{d IJoc Conrmittee considered some s¡xti:.r
questions that rçill arise if this pìan is put :r: '
ope :-arion.

Can the Board of Directors and Exrrrrlrrr
Conlmittee lake on this decision-nrakinq t¡'k addition to the other duties their position t'tll¡i."
The Conlnlittee's anstler is that rve should liÌ.. ' '
have tbem irl'. If, even l-ith the stre¡nrli::'';
proceclure n'e have de:'cribed and rçith incrr'r'^i
staff assistance Írom the Central Oilìce. thc-r- :': l
thel' cannot keep up n'ith the denrands in l:':
pubìic affairs area, it rvill be necessar¡' for tì:'to delegate some of 1þs ¡e-sponsibilit¡' to a s¡rcci;rì '
constituted comnlittee. But because lhc Ii"¡::
of Directors occupies the highest position oi :' '
'
sponsibility in the Association, 'rvhere the rc(l!::
shotrll
affairs
public
in
tìlitity for APA's role
''
'
possibìe be kept. it is ¡econlmended that the Iì"'':
itself ¡nake the final decision as to u'hich trí ::'
possible actions should be taken in each casc'
2. \\'hat *ould this ¡ecommended s-r'-<lt'nt t' "
'
To provide the Centraì Otfrce stañ and sup¡r"rt
t
an
require
"
,.rul.., for such a Program s'ould
i'
It
''
a
S5O,O00
of
)-ear'
expenditure
mated
lieved that b;* redepìo¡'ing some of our rcs()ì::"prr-''
r!'e can carry out fhe program ri-ithin the
irìcr'
'' '
APA financjal structure t'ithout a dues
pro¡i"rì
the
supports
The Ad Hoc Committee
the Policy and Planning Board that-a stu'l-r' '
rr':('j:
APA structure be made b-r- an outside
¡¡"rrÌ'rr'
6f
redepìo-\'nlent
agency, in orde¡ that
may be intelligentl¡' Pìanned'

l.
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APPENDIX 1]-1

|]ÁY#,æ"u"t"afcsËæ
by Claude Steíner

'

l. The piactice of psychiatry has been usurped by
the medical establishment. Politica-l control of its
'public aspects
has been seized by medicine and the
Ianguage of soul healing (*,xt +
^,p,,o) has been
Ínñllrated with i:releva¡t medical
concepts and
terms.

Psgchiatrg must return to its non-m¿dical origins
'since
most psgchiatric conditions are in no uag the
province of medicine. ALI persons competent in soul
hcaling should be hnoutn as psgchiaHs¿s. psgchiatrists should repudiate the use of medicallg d.eriued
zaords such as "patient,' 'illness,- ^diøgnosis,- -treatment." Medi.cal psgchiatrists' unique contribution to
psgchiatry is as experts on neurologg, and, zuith
mtrch ne el d.u d. ad.ditional za ork, on drug s.
-

I

I

2. Extended individual psychorherâpy is an elitist,
outmoded, as rvell as non-productive, form of psy_
chiatric help. It concenhates the talents of a few on
3 III

11

REÁ¡INGS IN RADICAL PSYCHIATRY

a few. It silently colludes with the norion that people's difficulties have their sources rvithin them while
iinplying that everything is well *'jth the rvorld. It
promotes oppression by shrouding its consequences
ivith shame and secrecy. It further mysriîes by attempting to pass as an ideal human relarionship
when it is, in fact, artíficial in the extreme.
People's troubles haue'' their source not zuithin
them but in th.eir alienated relatiotzships, in th^eir
etVloi{.ation, in polluted enuironments, ín utor, and
in thz proftt motíue. PsgchiahA tnust be practiced in
groups. One-t.o-one contacts, of greatualue in crßes,
shotùd become the exception rotlter than th.e rulz.
Th.e high ideal of I-Thou loaing relations should be
purnted in the contex-t of groups rother th.an in the
stilted consultíng rootn situ.ation. Psychiatrists not
profi.cient in group zuorh are defici.ent in their training and should upgradz it. Psychintrists should encourage bílnl.eral, open discussion and discourage
secrecg and sl¿ame in relation to. deuiant behauior
and thoughts.

3. By remaining "neutral" in a¡ oppressive sifuation
psychiatry, especially in the public sector, has become alt enforcer of establishment values a¡d laws.
Adjustrnent to preveiling conditions is the avowed
I

':
'1

\l
I

I
I

goa-l of most psychiatric treatment. Persons who deviate from the rvorld's madness are given f¡audulent
diagnostic tests which generate d.iagnostic labels
which lead to -heaûnent" which is, in fact, a series

4 ItI

/,
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of graded répressive procedures such as -drug man-

agement," hospitalìzation, shock therapy, perhaps
loìbotomy. AII these forms of ..treatnrent- are p"*,.rsrçns of legitimate medical methods which have been
FÐt at tl-re service of the establishment by the medi_
cal profession. Tleatment is forced on persons rvho
v*ould, if let alone, not seek it.

Psgclzologíal tests ond the diagnostic labels theg
generate, especinllg schizophrenia, must be disaÐorued as meaninglcss mgstificatíons, the real
func_

uhich is to distance psgchiatrists from peql¿
to insult people into confortnity. Medicíne must
ûease znahing aaailable drugs, hospitals, and. other
legitimate medical.procedures for the purpose of
aÐert or subtl¿ lnzu enforcement and. must examine
l'r..ott dntg companies are dictattng treatrnent
procedures through their adtertising. psgclziatry must
Eease plaWng a part in the oppression of zuomen
bg
refusing to promote adjustment to tlzeir oppression.
.&II psgchintric h^elp should. be bg contract; that
is,
peoplc sh.ould choose whcn, uthat, and. with
uhom
th.eg zaont tn change. psgchiatrists should. become
øduocates of the people, should. refuse to participate
ãn the pacifi.co.tion of the oppressed., and. should. en_
€turage people's struggles f or liberation.
tùon of

epnd

PSYCHIÁ,TRIC DISTURBÁ,NCE IS EQUrVALENT .WITH
åLIENÂTION 'W}TICH IS TIIE R-ESULT OF
MYSTIFED
OPPRESSION.-,

5 III

¿ 'îr

READINGS
P¿,R.{NOI,{ IS

Â

iN

R,A.DIC,AI PSYCI{IATRY

STÁ.TE OF HEIGHTENED ,A.\\¡ÁRENESS.

MOST PEOPLE ÁRE PERSECUTED BÊYOND THEIR
\Ã/ILDEST DELUSIONS. THOSE \l¡HO ¿.RE ÂT EASE

.A,RE

INSENSITIVE.

PSYCHIÄTRIC MYSTIFICATION

IS A PO\I'ERFUL IN-

FLUENCE n\¡ THE Mé,INTENT{,NCE OF

PEOPLE'S

OPPRESSION.

PERSONAL LIBERATION IS. ONLY POSSIBLE ÄLONG
\VITH RADIC.A,L SOCIÀL REFORMS.
?SYCHIÂTRY MUST STOP ITS MYSTIFICÂTION OF THE
PEOPLË ÄND GET DO\'VN TO \VOR](I

-Claude

Stei¡er

(-Note: The first Radical Psychiatry Manífesto rvas written i¡
t]re summer of 1969 on the-occasión of the annual A;;;;an
Psychia tri_c Ä_s soci a rion Conference in S an f ."""is"ó, - ü¡iãù-

was widely-disrupted by members of the fVomen'J'U¡ãiat¡on, cay Liberadon, and Radjcal Therapy movements.)
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Interview Schedule of Questions
1) Do you view professionalized psychiatry and psycirology (clinícal)
as being concerned i¿ith the same subject matter?
2)

rn the professional services provÍded by clinical psychologísts/
psychiatrÍsts, rvould you rat.e psychotherapeutic intervention or
research on human behavior as being the most appropriate area of
concern for your profession? Do you view them as the same Ëhing?

3)

I^lould you like to see clinical

psychologists having a "fee for

service" roIe, like that of psychiatrísts?
sponsorship by government of clinical

I^/ould you

support the

psychologists under a program

of Medicare? Do you have any reservations about the ability
clinical
4)

psychologists to provide services under such a program?

How would

a clinical

of

you define your professional ideological orientation

psychologist/psychiatrist?

as

(Responses to this question

in earlier research have included arrsrrers such as the following:
f donrt have one, a humanist, a behaviorist, psycho-dynamic view,
somatotherapist, purely a research person, etc.
s)

l^Iould you say that Ëhere is a problem of "professional rivalry"
among

the professions of.psychiatry and clinical

psychology at this

time? Do you think that the issue of "territorialityt'

rdas never

an issue, has been resolved, is an issue r^'hich merits attention by
mental health professionals at this time.
6)

rn ¡¿hich directions would you like to see the mental health professions develop?

How do you

think the best "quality of professional

??q

servicert might be achieved?

7) Do you as a practitioner feel that ttsocial issuest' have a bearing
on the nature of your ivork? Have changes in social values caused
changes in your professional positíon?
some

of

rf so could you describe

them?

8) Do you have any viev¡s about 1ay fears expressed about "professional
abuses" ín the mental health sector?

9) I{hat is your position on "Radícal Psychotherapeutic practise?"
10) Do you antícipate an expanded role for mental health professionals
in the future?

I^Iou1d

you care to e)çpress an opinion about the

dírection that you feel such a role núght take?
11) Llould you care to add any information about the ideological issues
associated lvith the v¡ork of mental health professionals from the
t\,;o test-groups under study?

L2) Do you think that a study of the ideological orientations of mental
health professionals

may;

a) Contribute to better professional practise
b) Be r¡nnecessary since it is not the sort of research which should
be attempted with regard to understanding the mental-health
professions?

13)

Do you have any

questions about the research and would you líke

any

additional information.

^It.* 12 was not administered to all respondents, only r,rhere the
researcher encountered significant resistarce to the intervie¡+ material.

